


UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN December 31, 1970

Dear Viki:

Many thanks for your note of December 21,
1970. His name has come up on several previous
occasions, and he has felt that he wouldn't be
interested. However, I shall certainly bear
your suggestion in mind.

With best regards,

Cordially,

Glenn T. Seaborg

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
Head, Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02139



Finally, there is the political aspect that a collabora=-
tion in high energy physics between differing continents and
power blocks has general human appeal in addition to the
scientific value, which will make it easier to obtain funds
for it than just by reasoning purely about the scientific
importancee

Because of this, I think there should be a forum where
these questions are regularly discussed and the outcome of
syther contacts on private or official levels become publice

Since the last meeting took place in the Soviet Union,
vould propose to hold the next one in 1971 after the
Accelerator Conference at CERN. The exact dates would be
26th and 27th September 1971 and the place Morges, near
Lausanne, in Switzerland. It should have about an equal
number of participants of the highest level from the United
States, Europe and the USSR, but otherwise the informal
structure should be kept.

]

Specifically I propose the following draft programme
For the next meeting: the first day should contain review
talks on the status of the projects under way in the three
sontinents and of the plans for the immediate future. Of
sourse, these review talks should be limited and directed
specifically to those aspects of the projects which are of
interest to international collaboratione The second day
sould be first a review of the art of accelerator construction
in the light of the Accelerator Conference, and, finally,
n general discussion on the possibilities of further
collaboration in the exploitation of existing facilities and
the construction of new onese

¥ith my best regards,

fours sincerely,

7
, /Berard! pe

Bernard P. cbgoty
Director-General

Vie



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139

December 15, 1970

Dear Friends:

I have received the enclosed letter from
Bernard Gregory which is, to a great extent, self-
explanatory.

Having been present at most of the previous
meetings, I would suggest taking the request very
seriously. We have a number of international projects
going on, such as the Drickey experiment at Serpukhov,
several at the ISR in Geneva, and probably some ex-
periments at NAL. I believe that it is in the inter-
est of high energy physics and of the general idea of
international science to support and enlarge those
cooperative ventures. The previous conferences of this
kind were not very well organized. Unfortunately, most
of the talks were repetitions of some talks which most
of the audience had heard on other occasions. I know
that Gregory is very much aware of this point, and he
intends to organize the next conference much more ra-
tionally, and he wants to discuss only the on-going and
future collaborative efforts of high energy physics.

Very sincerely yours,

Victor F. Weisskopf

VEW:gpm
Fnclosure



ORGANISATION EUROPEENNE POUR LA RECHERCHE NUCLEAIRE

CERN EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

1211 GENEVE 23, Suisse

.E DIRECTEUR GENERAL

Rer.: CERN/134917

Professor Victor Fe. Weisskopf,
Department of Physics,
MeIeTe,
CAMBRIDGE,
MA 02139,
Etats=Unise

Gendve, 2nd December, 1970

Dear Viki,

i. have been asked by Bogolubov about the sequel of the
neetings at Riga, Semmering and Tbilisi. You will remember
that these meetings between Europe and the USSR, with the
participation of the United States, had primarily the purpose
of informing people concerned with the planning of high
energy physicse I personally see very strong reasons for
a continuation of these talks and a broadening of the scope,
and I should like to have your views on the following
proposals

First of all, it seems clear to me that, as the financial
needs of high energy physics increase and the funds available
remain constant or go down, a coordination on an international
level will become very importante This may help to avoid
amnecessary duplication, and an exchange of experience will
prevent previous errors being repeated. All parties involved
in the big accelerator business, in particular the United
States, USSR and Europe should take part in these meetingse

Secondly, the meetings have been and will be useful
for exploring the maximum ground of possible collaboration.
Already the collaboration of the various continents has
olayed an important part in high energy physics and will
sontinue to do so even more in the future. In particular
the CERN-Serpukhov collaboration is turning out to be very
fruitful and has proved the feasibility of such endeavours,
vhilst the more unofficial USA-Serpukhov collaboration has
nade a promising start. Further, since it will be impossible
bo have all types of instruments in all continents, collaboration
#ill be the only way in which certain facilities such as
Serpukhov, the ISR at CERN, Batavia and the electron storage
rings in Novosibirsk, DESY and the USA can be made available
to the whole high energy physics community.

 a» vs
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December 3, 1€70

Professor Surja N. Gupta
Cistinguished Professor of Physics
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Dear Professor Gupta:

I have received your letter of Movember 23.
I am going to study carefully the papers which vou in-
cluded.

I should tell vou, however, that the High
Energy Physics Advisory Panel of the AEC of which I am
Chairman does not deal with the question of grants to
individuals. The prohlems which this Committee deals
with are problems of general financial support and long-
rang planning. The distribution of funds among indi-
viduals is left to the appropriate selection committees.
I shall, nevertheless, aguaint the members of the Commit-
tee with vour complaints.

Sincerely,

Victor F. Weisskonf

VFW: gpm
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OEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS DETROIT. MICHIGAN 48202

November 23, 1970

Professor Victor S, Weisskopf
Chairman, Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Professor Weisskopf:

I am writing this letter to you, because you are a theoretical
physicist and Chairman of the AEC's High Energy Physics Advisory Panel,
and I am having some difficulty with the AEC regarding my research
proposal on problems in theoretical high-energy physics. Although you
have needlessly shown considerable rudeness to me in the past, I shall
try to be as objective as possible.

I am enclosing for your consideration a list of my recent
publications, and I am sure you will agree that most individuals, who
are currently receiving the AEC research support, cannot match my
publication record in the Physical Review during 1969 and 1970, I
would further like to comment specifically on three of these papers to
give the AEC some idea of the extraordinary quality of my research
~ontributions.

1, "Relativistic Hadron Model with Intrinsic Mass Splittings.”
Most theoreticians, including yourself, have repeatedly expressed
strong disbelief in the existence of quarks not only because they have
not been observed but also because of purely theoretical reasons, At
the same time the quark model is found to give reasonable results for
many phenomena. This situation has puzzled every high-energy physicist,
it has been the subject of much discussion at scientific conferences,
and it has been referred to as a "paradox," (Physics Today, April 1969,
p. 21.) My paper has basically resolved this paradox by showing that it
is possible to develop a formalism that yields the results of the quark
model without requiring the existence of physical quarks, Moreover,
this paper for the first time provides a derivation of the hadron mass
formulae that is free from objectionable features.

2, "Nonlinear Hadron Couplings from Divergence Conditions, I. Pions
and Nucleons,"” Chiral dynamics is one of the "hottest" areas of research
in high-energy physics, and many physicists, including those at MIT, have
published a vast amount of literature on this subject, However, it is
also recognized that chiral symmetry is a broken symmetry, which raises
the fundamental question of why this symmetry is broken. It has been
suggested in this connection that the pseudoscalar mesons intrinsically have
vanishing masses, but thev acquire their finite masses due to some
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symmetry-breaking mechanism, Obviously, this suggestion is not only
vague but naive in view of the large observed masses of some of the
pseudoscalar mesons, I hope you will read my paper carefully, because
it is one of the most beautiful papers published in recent times, I
might also add that I am about to submit a second paper on this subject
to the Physical Review, which also deals with the controversy regarding
the existence of the axial-vector mesons,

3, "Quantization of the Charged Spin-3/2 Field," For a long time
physicists have been under the impression that there might be theoretical
reasons for excluding the existence of elementary particles of spins
higher than one, For instance, Schwinger, whom you greatly admire, has
indicated in his Nobel Prize address that it may not be possible to
construct a consistent theory of the charged spin-3/2 field, This problem
has acquired great significance in recent times because of the discovery
of the high-spin resonances. In my paper the electromagnetic interaction
of the spin=3/2 field has been thoroughly investigated, and it is shown
that it is possible to develop a consistent formalism. Incidentally, the
difficulties encountered by earlier authors arose because of the extremely
complicated nature of the mathematical manipulations.

I am enclosing the reprints of the above three papers for your
convenience, If you feel that I have exaggerated the importance of my
work, please do not hesitate to say so, because I am not reluctant to
invite an oven discussion of the scientific merits of my pavers.

There is of course the usual excuse of shortage of research funds.
It is, however, a matter of public record that the AEC approved the
proposals of G, Domokos and T, T. Wu at a time when it was unable to
support my proposal. I do not wish to seem unkind, but the work of these
theoretical physicists cannot be put in the same class as mine by any
stretch of imagination, Incidentally, Wu has essentially carried out
lengthy calculations by employing a device originated by me to deal with
multiple photon production in quantum electrodynamics, [Gupta, Phys, Rev.
98, 1502 (1955).]

I have also examined the latest issue, dated 15 October 1970, of
Physical Review D to see what kind of papers are currently being supported
by the AEC, The first such paper by R. E. Cutkowsky (p. 1386) is devoted
to the discussion of lack of causality in somebody else's paper, the
second paper by K. G. Wilson (p. 1438) deals with nonphysical "scalar
pions", and there are many other routine papers on pp. 1473, 1478, 1511,
1519, 1535, 1541, 1577, 1586, 1621, 1630, 1640, 1649, 1657, 1680, and
1724, If, however, you disagree with my appraisal, I hope you will let
me know what is so remarkable about these AEC-supported papers.

I fully realize that these are difficult times for the professors
in general and the scientists in particular, I have always felt a
special obligation to the scientific community, and I have tried to defend
my colleagues as far as possible, I have, for instance, pointed out to
many critical politicians and civic leaders that if an average physicist
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sarned as much as an average physician or surgeon, the APS would be as
sonservative as the AMA,

L do hope you will give serious thought to this letter in the
interest of fair play.

Sincerely,

Saver A! (wpb
Suraj N. Gupta
Distinguished Professor
of Physics

Copy: Dr, Glenn T. Seaborg
Dr. Paul W, McDaniel
Dr. Bernard Hildebrand
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2. "Comment on Quantum Electrodynamics," S. N. Gupta, Phys. Rev. 180,
1601 (1969).

3. "Gauge Conditions in Gravitational Interactions," B. M. Barker, M. S.
Bhatia, and S. N. Gupta, Phys. Rev. 182, 1387 (1969).

4 "Graviton Bremsstrahlung and Infrared Divergence," B. M. Barker, S. N
Gupta, and J. Kaskas, Phys. Rev. 182, 1391 (1969).
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Gupta, Phys. Rev. 187, 1984 (1969).

1970 Publications

"Deviations from Charge Independence in Nuclear Forces," S. S.
El-Ghabaty, S. N. Gupta, and J. Kaskas, Phys. Rev. D. 1, 2Lk9 (1970).

2. "Symmetry-Breaking Mechanism in Strong Interactions," S. N. Gupta.
in S etries and Quark Models (Gordon and Breach. New York,
or p. 51.

3, "Nonlinear Hadron Couplings from Divergence Conditions. I. Pions
and Nucleons," S. N. Gupta and W. H. Weihofen, Phys. Rev. D
2, 1123 (1970).

4. "Nonlinear Lagrangian Transformations," S. S. El-Ghabaty, S. N.
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Se "Higher Symmetries and Nuclear Forces," S. S. El-Ghabaty, S. N.
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Relativistic Hadron Model with Intrinsic Mass Splittings*
Suraj N. Guera

Department of Physics, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan 48202
(Received 16 June 1969)

A simple mechanism for the SU (3)-symmetry breaking in strong interactions is introduced by using the
iormalism of the multispinor field equations, which avoids the use of physical quarks but has re-
semblance to the quark model. The resulting treatment leads to the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula for
paryons, but not for mesons. It yields approximate values of —19.5° and 33° for the 5-4’ and ¢-w mixing
angles, respectively, and also provides a reasonable explanation for the intermultiplet meson mass formula
Mp2 — ml =merd—m2.

1. INTRODUCTION

[* has been suggested!'? that baryons and mesonsmight be composed of three elementary particles
called quarks, and it is further believed that the SU(3)-
symmetry breaking in strong interactions is at least
partly due to the difference in the quark masses.? The
quark model has proved valuable for a dynamical under.
standing of hadron physics.* However, the quarks have
quite unusual properties, because they have fractional
charges, fractional hypercharges, and a fractional
baryon number. Moreover, so far all attempts to ob-
serve quarks experimentally have led to negative
results.®

In view of the uncertainty about the existence of
quarks, we shall follow an alternative approach, based
on the use of the multispinor field equations.” Such an
approach does not require the existence of quarks but
has resemblance to the quark model. We are not
particularly interested in the group-theoretical aspects
of the multispinor formalism, but rather consider it as
1 means of combining the baryon octet of spin 3 with
the baryon decuplet of spin 2 and the pseudoscalar-
meson nonet with the vector-meson nonet in an elegant
manner. We regard all these baryons and mesons as
elementary particles, but we shall keep open the possi-
bility that some of the other hadron “resonances”
night not represent elementary particles.

It has not been possible so far to provide a satisfactory
explanation for the mass splittings of hadrons in the

* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
IM. Gell-Mann, Phys. Letters 8, 214 (1964).
* G. Zweig, CERN Report, 1964 (unpublished).
8 G. Zweig, in Symmetries in Elementary Particle Physics, edited

»y A. Zichichi (Academic Press Inc., New York, 1965), p. 192.
4 R. H. Dalitz, in Proceedings of the Thirteenth International Con-

‘erence on High-Energy Physics, Berkeley, California, edited by
M. Alston-Garnjost (University of California Press. Berkeley.
'967), p- 215.

8 A number of proposals have been made to modify some of the
inusual properties of the quarks. See, e.g., H. Bacry, J. Nuyts,
ind L. Van Hove, Phys. Letters 9, 279 (1964); F. Giirsey, T. D.
.ee, and M. Nauenberg, Phys. Rev. 135, 467 (1964).

8L.. Lederman, Comments Nucl. Particle Phys. 1, 155 (1967).
A more recent attempt has been described by Y. Fukushima
ot al., Phys. Rev. 178, 2058 (1969).

7V. Bargmann and E. P. Wigner, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S.
34, 211 (1948); A. Salam, R. Delbourgo, and J. Strathdee, Proc.
Roy. Soc. (London) A284, 146 (1965); B. Sakita and K. C. Wali,
Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 404 (1965); Phys. Rev. 139. B1355 (1965).

nultispinor formalism, but we shall suggest a simple
mechanism for the SU(3)-symmetry breaking in analogy
with the quark model. We postulate that in the multi-
spinor field equations for baryons and mesons the mass
parameter m2 must be replaced by the mass matrix

fm 0
m= | 0

0
m 0 , (1)
x J mA nN

where 7 and j are SU(3) indices. We regard the SU(3)-
symmetry breaking as entirely due to the intrinsic-
mass-splitting parameter A, and assume that the hadron
couplings are SU(3)-invariant. As we shall see, it is then
possible to find a satisfactory explanation for the mass
splittings of hadrons by combining the intrinsic mass
eplittings and the self-energy effects.

Apart from avoiding the use of physical quarks, the
oresent approach has the following advantages: (a)
since in our formalism the major portion of the mass
splittings within SU(3) multiplets is due to differences
n the intrinsic masses, our approach avoids the difh-
&gt;ulties that appear when the entire mass splittings
within SU(3) multiplets are regarded as due to self-
2neriges.® (b) Our symmetry-breaking mechanism leads
io 7-7" and ¢-w mixings in a natural way and enables
1s to determine the mixing angles. (¢) Since at very high
energies the intrinsic mass splittings become unimpor
tant, our formalism conforms to the ideas of the asymp-
totic SU(3) symmetry,’ while on the other hand, if we
-egard the mass splittings as due to some SU(3)-
violating medium-strong interaction, it is not clear why
such an interaction should vanish at very high energies.

We shall denote the space-time coordinates as
v= (241%), and take the v, as Hermitian matrices. An
asterisk will be used to denote the complex conjugate of
a. number or the Hermitian conjueate of an opberator.

2. SYMMETRY-BREAKING FORMALISM

Let us consider the SU(3)-invariant multispinor field
equations for baryons and mesons

8 R. L. Anderson and S. N. Gupta, Nucl. Phys. 60, 518 (1964):
A. R. Swift, Phys. Rev. 156, 1729 (1967).

9 S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 507 (1967); T. Das, V. S.
Mathur, and S. Okubo, ibid. 18, 761 (1967).
| QR4
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Y0)a*VYarpgavr=" 0)" Vap.g qr oroperty that their SU(3)-invariant parts involve
=(v- 0)" Vap. gar he usual Feynman’s singular functions Ag, Sp, ...,

= 3m (2) vhile their SU(3)-dependent parts involve dAr/dm
ap,Bq, rs ;

\Sr/ 0m, cee
Since the precise form of the strong-interaction cou-

dlings is not known, we shall only assume that these
couplings are Lorentz-invariant as well as SU(3)-
nvariant.’® Nevertheless, the self-energies of hadrons
will contain SU(3)-invariant as well as SU(3)-depen-
lent parts because of the presence of the SU(3)-sym-
netry-breaking terms in the contractions of the field
perators. Let IW denote the self-energy of a hadron
nultiplet up to all orders in the counline constant, and
et us express WW ac

(v0ParPl=—(v:0)PPo,71=—2mP,,Pf7.(3
where the multispinor ¥,, 54.4» is totally symmetrical
with respect to the exchange of the pairs of indices ap,
3g, and yr, and a multispinor of rank » describes par-
icles of mass nm.

According to our symmetry-breaking mechanism, the
nass m appearing in the above field equations should be
replaced by the mass matrix m7 given by (1). Thus, (2)
and (3) are replaced by

y : Bo Vo gittaivr
=(7:0)8" Yap,g' qr =(7"0)y" Worr
—_ (mp? 8,9 8,7 8,7" m 408,"

+6," 8,9m," VV pr Ba, yr’, (4
‘ * 0)a® Por ,P?

 OV YW
== (mp?0g0+0,my)Par,(5)

where it is necessary to introduce the mass matrix in
a symmetrical form with respect to various indices to
ensure that

VV Na® Vary g,4r= (v-0)6% Wap 5rg,9r
=(v:0)y"" Vap.8a,7'rs

(v ¥ 0) a ®,. Li — (v . d)g: Bd, Ba

Also observe that (1) is the simplest mass matrix that
breaks SU(3) symmetry but preserves SU(2) symmetry.

As shown in Appendix A, the resulting field equations
for the octet of spin-3 baryons, the decuplet of spin-3
baryons, the nonet of pseudoscalar mesons, and the
wonet of vector mesons are given by

Y 0B, + (m7 8, — 8," "my +m,p8,7 8) By =0, (6)

20Dy,(nary+(Mp? 8,78,"46,7m8,"
 F+6,7" 6.9m,")Dy(prgrey=0,(7)

IP 0 — (mpm?8g142m?mg0
+6,” my "Mp ?)P 7 = 0 y (8)

Dl, 1 01 =0uV 0 57) = (m1,8014-20711.©
+0," my me) Vp ¥=0, (9)

respectively, where we have ignored those relations that
merely define auxiliary fields. The symmetry-breaking
terms in the field equations can be separated by putting

W=W+W;. (11)
where Wy is SU(3)-invariant, WW, is of the first order in
\, and we have ignored terms of higher order in A. By
pplying the perturbation theory up to any order, it can

oe seen that WW; can be obtained from Wg by replacing
n the self-energy integrals one of the singular functions
Ar, SF...by 0AFr/dm, dSp/dm, ..., with appropriate
factors. Since differentiation with respect to m tends to
‘educe the singularities of Ap, Sp, etc., it is reasonable
0 conclude that W, represents the dominant self-
nergy contribution, while WW; is small compared with
Vo. An extension of this argument also justifies the
lropping of terms of higher order in A in (11) as a rea-
wmable approximation.
The above conclusion essentially means that although

he hadron self-energies are large, they are not rapidly
7arying functions of the hadron masses. Consequently,
t Is reasonable to include the self-energy contributions
1p to all orders in the coupling constant, but up to the
owest order in A. Moreover, the A-dependent part of
che self-energy is small compared with the SU(3)-
invariant part. even if A is not too small compared with

3. BARYON MASS FORMULAS

We first consider the spin-3 baryon octet for which
the Lagrangian density, corresponding to the field eaua
“lon (6), is given by
Lo=—B,"y 9B," —B,"(m,” 6,°—8," my"

+m P68," 65%) B® . (12)

\s explained in Sec. 2, the effect of the self-energy will
ve to introduce in (12) additional terms of the form

Las= —aoB,"B,*—bB,"\," B® —cB, "BSN ’ (13)
vhere ao represents the effect of the SU(3)-invariant
elf-energy, while &amp; and ¢ represent the effect of the

10 Qur use of the multispinor free-field equations does not imply
hat we accept the U (6,6) coupling as the fundamental baryon-
neson coupling. The strong-interaction couplings, when finally
etermined, will presumably contain some features of the SU/(6
~retry and chiral dynamics.

0 0 0
mI=méI+ANI, N=|0 0 0. (10)

OO 0 1

‘The contractions for the field operators B,*, Dy. par.
Py9 and 1, ,7 are derived in Appendix B and are given
by (B11), (B12), (B14), and (B13) up to terms of the
first order in A. These contractions have the remarkable

SURAJ] N. GUPTA 1986

SU(3)-dependent self-energy to the lowest order in A. and thus the effect of self-energy is to introduce in the
Note that the subscript 0 indicates an SU(3)-invariant Lagrangian density additional terms given by
self-energy parameter. , Pr Cord

With the usual identification of the components of L self = —0o D, tee (Our =Yu¥5) Ds, (par
B,* as —¥D. PI (8s —7u75) Np? 8498,7 48,7" Ng?’ 8,7

— APO, UN,T la tt 22(Z0/V2Z4+A/A/6 + p +36 049N )1D (p'Q'r") ( )
B,*- »— —30V24+A//6 n , (14) which ensures that the relation (19) follows from the

=o —2A/4/6 resulting Lagrangian density.
. . On using the identificatithe sum of (12) and (13) is expressible as n using the identification

_ _ D = NN *++ b=N *+
L=—N(y-9-4+mx)N—E(y-0-mz)= ny esr,

—Ziv-9+m=)Z;—K(y-d+mp)A, (15) Dypna=N*/N3,  Dyam=N,*",
with Dyas = Vi, *t V3, Dy 103 = V1i.*//6 - (23)

my=3m~+ao)+c, mz=Bm+a)+24+0, Dyors=Y1,*/V3, Duinn=E*/N3
27 1 2 (16) Dy oss=E,*/V3, D,333=Q,ms=3m—+a0)+4, mi=CBm+tao)+A+2b+2¢. #238 = Rg 333

The above masses evidently satisfy the Gell-Mann- the sum of (18) and (22) gives for the masses of the
Okubo formula ’ various members of the decuplet

Smy+mz) =1Gma-tms) (17) mye =(Sm+ai'),
. * = 3 ! A b’ yFor the spin-% baryon decuplet, the Lagrangian den Ll Sasi + ) (24)

sity is mzs=(3m~+ad’)+2(A+0"),
~ mo-=(3m4-ay)+3(A+b),Lo'= —D,®[y- 88, — (Vids +7:0,) Tuy - 075 1Ds, par, w= (3m+av')+3(A+¥)

=D,(8,—v,7,)(m28,78,"8,2m08,"vhichagainsatisfytheGell-Mann—-Okuboformmnla.
F6,7"649m,") 1D, (1 141) y (18) My x — MN =Mzx—My + =Mo-—Mzx. (25)

which yields not only the field equation (7) but also the
necessary relation 4. MESON MASS FORMULAS

YuDu, var =0. br The pseudoscalar and vector mesons can be treated in
he same way as the baryons. The Lagrangian density
‘or the pseudoscalar-meson nonet, described bv the field
&gt;quation (8), is given by
Las —3(0,P ?)(0uP 7) —5P oP (mpm, 87

+2moP my 18,7 mam. OP 7. (26)
Che effect of the self-energy will be to introduce in (26)
vdditional terms of the form

Leelr = —3doP PP p?—3eoP PP 1
—3fP NP’ PP. 9—LgP PP ON, (27)

where do and eo represent the effect of the SU(3)-
invariant self-energy, while f and g represent the effect
of the SU(3)-dependent self-enerev to the lowest arder
in A.

Nn nuttine

187

The modification of the above Lagrangian density due
to self-energy must be carried out in an appropriate
nanner. According to the present approach, the effec-
:ive interaction energy density due to the self-enerev of
‘he baryon decuplet will be of the form

H e11= ai’ D,@"D,, (par)
SB DL PI (NP8,98, 6,7 Ng? 6,"

+0," 8,CN" Dy (ny nar’ (20)

which includes SU(3)-dependent self-energy terms to
the lowest order in A. But, in view of (19). it is possible
:0 express (20) as

H' cers = ay’ D, Pe (8p —YuY») Dy, (par)
+b" DLP (80,07) Np? 847 8,7 8,7 Ng? 8,"

+8,2 82M" )IDy (pr ates , (2D

(7° /N2+ns/v/64+11/V3 A K+
0 - — ROT my/6+mB K0 | (28)

«g Ko —2n://64n1/V3

he sum of (26) and (27) takes the form

 TF ==3[(3. 7) 2Lwm 2x 2 | =T (9, KN. K)+m=2K*K1=1[(0.1m)2+m.2021=L[(A,m)24m,m2]—Lunn.(20)
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with b, ¢, and b’ are as small as possible, which gives

myt=(4m?+d,), A=190 MeV,
2 _ 2.1] A241 (8mA withmi? = (dm do) +4213 mA +f) br~c~ —65 MeV, b'~—45 MeV.

Mpg” = (4m? 4-do)+(8/3)A+3(8mA+f), (30) N “th th b tit 6 ¢ th 1 6
my 2 (dm do) +4 024-3 (SmA+ f) + Seta, ow, wi e substitu fon 0 e relations

2=—V2[(8/3)A+2(8mA+f)+g], n=cosfp ng—sinfp 11,
. 7’ =sinfp ns~+cosfp m1

where u? is the ns —71 mixing parameter. The above rela- jt,
tions do not yield the Gell-Mann-Okubo formula for M22122=myPgRmgPn02s(39)
the K, wr, and 7g masses, but instead we find

the mixing angle 6p is expressible as :
mgi=%03m, +m?) —A2  - (31)

sin®0p= (mas" — my?) / (my? —my?) (40)
Similarly, the Lagrangian density for the vector } \ \ \

neson nonet, described by the field equation (9), is sin20p=pu?/ (my? —m,?). (41)

Li =—20,Vs =,i?)(OVpi=3,V1s.p%) By using the theoretical value (36) of A and the experi-
LV (mind td2m pd mental values of mg and m., we can find m,, from (31),

—a Vu (mpm 0g remy Met and by using this value of m,, along with the experi-
+8,7'me™me) Vy”, (32) mental values of my, and m.,, we can determine the mag-

. : yx

and the effect of the self-energy is to introduce addi- iitude of 9» from (40). Moreover, ace 44 Sven by
tional terms of the form - 30), is negative and mi,&gt;m,, it is evident from (41)

‘hat 0p is negative. We thus arrive at the n—»’ mixing
Lett=—2dd Vy,os"Vip?—3%€0'Vi,p?Vau, angle

— 3 Vid?Vu =38 Vio? Via? Ne? (33)
By proceeding in the same way as in the case of the
pseudoscalar mesons, we now have

mp’ = (4m2 +d) ’

Mgt = (dm? +dy) +A (8mA+- £7) 3
Ma= (Amdo) + (8/3) A2+3 (BmA+f'), (34)
a= (md)HATHEma)+e]+8
u'?=—v2[(8/3)A2+3(8mA+f")+¢'],

(36)

(37)

(38)

6p=—19.5°, (42)
which is considerably larger than the value!! obtained
by using the quadratic Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula
and seems to be in better agreement with some recent
results,’? although the experimental situation is not
entirely clear. Indeed, the failure of the experimental
results to decide between the two values of §p obtained
rom the quadratic and linear Gell-Mann-Okubo for-
mulas might be due to the fact that our value of 6p lies
»etween these two values.

Similarly, on replacing the role of 7 and ’ by ¢ and
w, respectively, we obtain for the ¢ —w mixing angle,

sin?0y = (Mmys2 —mg?) / (my? —my?) , (43)
sin20y =u'?/ (m2 —my?), (44)

which give, on using (35), (36), and the experimental
salues of m xx, m,, mg, and m,,

By =32.7° (45)
vhere the positive sign of fy results from the fact that
J? given by (34), is negative and m,&lt;m,. The above
value of fy, which is fairly close to the ideal mixing angle
1=235.3° corresponding to tanf=1/v2, agrees with the
&gt;xperimental findings.!?
It is further possible to find approximate inter-

wltiplet relations from our treatment of the pseudo

11 R. H. Dalitz and D. G. Sutherland, Nuovo Cimento 37, 1777
1965).
12M. Elitzur, H. R. Rubinstein, H. Stern, and H. J. Lipkin,

*hys. Rev. Letters 17, 420 (1966).
18S. C. C. Ting, in Proceedings of the Fourteenth International

“onference on High-Energy Physics, Vienna, edited by J. Prentki
‘nd T. Steinberger (CERN Geneva 1968) p 34

where the role of =, K, ns, and #: has been replaced by
p, K*, ws, and w;, respectively, and pu’? is the wg—w;
mixing parameter. The relationship between the K*
o. and we Masses 1s

mgs? =1%(3mu, 24m.) —A2, (35)

5. MIXING ANGLES AND INTERMULTIPLET
MASS FORMULA

The present approach demands that the SU(3)-
dependent self-energy parameters be small, while neither
the SU(3)-invariant self-energy parameters nor the in
frinsic-mass-splitting parameter A is required to be small
['his enables us to arrive at some interesting conclusions.

By equating the baryon masses, given by (16) and
(24), to their experimental values, it is possible to de
termine A+b, A—c, and A+b’. Moreover, in order that
the major portion of the SU(3) mass splittings be ac-
counted for by the intrinsic mass splittings, it would be
reasonable to choose A in such a way that the magni
tudes of the SU(3)-dependent self-enerev parameter:
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scalar and vector mesons, for, according to (30) and (34), operator
pg’ —1 pq \Mmygi—m l= (A24-4mA) +if, (46) (Ps) par 6€pqr€ (A4)

ives the result that A (,g,1€,4r satisfies (4). It followsmax —myt=(A2+4mA) +3 f. (47) that the combination ote
Thus, the success of the approximate-mass relation!PP Biagy, tpa1r +B isy1a, tar pF Biyais. trala

2py 2 — . _MEE — Ma =MEs* =m,’ also satisfies (4), whence we can show, by multiplying by

(8,704 —08,7847)8," ’
that Bag)y, pq» itself satisfies (4). Hence, each of the
SU (3) multiplets comprising W,, g4,4+ satisfies the field
equations (4).

When the multiplet Bag}, (pq 1S expressed as

Bag1y.(pa1r=Bag1y,r"€pas (AS)
where, in view of (A2),

Bag1y,,"=0, (A6)
Bagiy.r*+Briar’+Byars=0,

the field equations take the form

"v+0)a* Blargly,r
= (mm, 80% — 0," Myr +m Po," 85%) B [af] rir

v-0)s" Blag'1v.s°
= (m7 88 — 8," mgm P08," 85%) B (aBlv.r® . (AT

ye 9), B laBly’vr”
—_—— (my 8° _ 6," my +m,P8,7 8, %)B [af] yor

Keeping in mind the symmetry properties of Bas;+,,",
we can also carry out the spinor-tensor decomposition

Biagly,»* = (C)ap(ysBr2—1vsvsBy.+*)
. +i(1,75C) ap(By,r) y+ (v0) ap(Br*) (A8)

with
B,'=B, , =0. (A9)

By substituting (A8) into the first and the last relations
in (A7) and multiplying them by #(C~'y,y;)?* and
(C—'y;)Be, respectively, we obtain

10,Brt— (my 85% — 8," my *+myP8,7 05%) By *' =0,
Y: OB. + (mm, b® — 8," My +m 78,78,4) B® =0.

(A10)
Similarly, the field equations for Dag4), (pan. given bv

(v:0)e® Day). (par
a: (mp? 8498," +08,7 mg? 8,7 46,7 6,9m,")

XD (asymar)5
(y+ 9)8%" D (agvy.(par

XD(apy), (par) , (AID
(v0)D(apy).(par)
i (Mm, 87 8,7 8,7 my? 8,7 +8,” 8,7'm,"")

_ XD apy). (pg rs )

15 With the present notation, the antisymmetrical matrix ©
atisfies the relations C"1=C*. and C~'v.(C= —~

The decomposition of the multispinor field equations
(4) and (5) can be carried out in the usual way with ap.
propriate changes because of the presence of the mass:
splitting terms.

We put

Vap,pa.vr=D (apy), (par)
+3Biasiv.1va1r+Bisvia,tariptBrals,rola]

+(1/4/6)A (agri€per, (Al)

where parentheses denote symmetrical indices, square
brackets denote antisymmetrical indices. Bragiy.[pal-
satisfies the relations

Bragiy, part Blasiv.lar1pBlasly, (rp1¢=0, (A2)J
Biagly, (pale +Bigria, part B vais. tpa1r =0,

and e,qr 1s the totally antisymmetrical unit tensor. By
substituting (A1) into (4) and multiplying by the de-
cuplet projection operator
‘P 0) par? C7 =3(8,7'8,78," +08,7847 8,7 48,7 8,7'8,7

 5,7 8,90,” 48,7 8,7 8,7 +8,78,78,4), (A3)
we find that terms involving fields other thar
D (ag). (pary Vanish because of their symmetry proper
ties. Similarly, the use of the singlet projectior

14S Coleman and S. L.. Glashow. Phvs. Rev. 134. B671 (1964
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can be expressed in the spinor-tensor form by putting = 9,(8,V,,p9—8.V,,p%)—(mm,8g142m,mg?
+6, mgm, VV, 7 =0, (A22D (apy) pary = (YuC)ap(Di.par) "a Mr) Vp (822)

+5(0wC)ap(Ds, wan), (B12) §.2=0. (A23)
with

YuDu, (par) =0, Du, (wary =11vDwv, (par - (A13)

Thus, by substituting (A12) into the first and the last } CL
relations in (A11) and multiplying them by (C~'s,,)8® In order to determine the effect of the intrinsic mass
and (C-'y,)8%, respectively, we find splittings on the contractions of field operators, con-

Gl ’ sider the case of the spin-} baryons, which satisfy the

1(0uDs, (par ~8,Dy, (par) free-field equation
+ (mm, 8,7 8,7 0,7 ma 0,7 +0," 0, ma") (F pg?" Ap? 9B =0, (B1)

XD, (prarry=0, (A14) with
v 0D, (pany F (mp? 849 8,7 46,7" mg? 8," Fp? I= (y-90+43m)d,P 6g9,

+6,7" 007m: ) Dy, (parr) =0. Apg?' I=A(8,7" 84 HNP 840 18,7 Agr 9 ’ (B2)
Finally, the field equations for 4 (48+1€,4r can be easily where 2, is given by (10). Equation (B1) can be de-

simplified to yield composed into eight separate equations for the various
independent components of B,¢, and the corresponding

v0) a®Atarp =v 0)s5 Alapy1 =v 0)" A apy] contractions are then uniquely defined. We are, how-
= —m,PAagy, (A15) ever, interested in how the self-energy integrals for the

entire spin-3 multiplet are affected by the intrinsic mass
which cannot be satisfied by the totally antisymmetrical splitting, so that we seek an expression for the contrac-
4 (a8 unless tion that will exhibit the A dependence explicitly.

A 1apy1=0. (A16) For this, we first ignore the mass-splitting term A, ?'¢
. in (B1), which then leads in the usual way to the

Wenext carry out the decomposition of (5) by ex- 11a tion
pressing it in the form _

1 a's B a’ 8 Bq [B2(x)Ja[Bom(x')Jo=1(8,76,9—56,%")
3(r-9)a® 038 =a (v9) 1Pars X[Sp(x—a'; 3m) as, (B3)

+ (mp? 8g 98,7myVPapPC=0.(A17) with
and then putting : rl; m)=(y-0—m)A p(x; m) (B4)

 oy where we observe that the above contraction satisfies
Pas ?=0.L5, 11 (Yu) oP Vip"3(0)Vin, the relation

(YuY5) a Pup? +i(v5)P Pp, (A18 , ,+i(ysy ) 2 4 + (v ) p ( ) Fog? a (6,:78,7 —16,,78,")S r(x; 3m)]
which, when substituted into (A17), gives =—(8,70,9—%0,%20,7)6(x). (BS)

iY uO V uy 00 —30(0.V5,09=0,V4.29)F17,750,P The presence of the mass-splitting term in (B1) will
Fivs0uP pt (mp? 8 14-8,7mg(SprHiv,Vypr© change the contraction (B3) into a relation of the form

+30 Vw, CF 1705 Py pC FivsP py) =0. (A19) [Bp4(x) Ja’ [Bo(a') Js" =1(8,78,2—%8,18,7)
’, : YW)

The left side of the above equation involves 16 linearly XLSwea’; 3m) Jag +il Ts” (6 =") Jug, (BO)
independent matrices vs, #vuYs, Yu, 30m, and 1, whose where, corresponding to (B3), we must now have
coefficients must vanish separately. Thus, the meson , , Cie
field equations in the tensor form are (Fog? 44 DpgPO)(78,4 — 585 8,7) Sr (233m)

+ Tr ,9 (x) ]=— (6,76.9—3%68,9%.7)8(x), (BTOulu, ptm? 0g 14-08," my YP” =0, . . ’ ns Be
0,P 34 (m8 14-8, 7 my) Py yt =0, which gives

0,V ur pH (mp? 8g +0," mg OVyp =0, (A20) (v: 043m)ps2(x)=—A(8,78,9—48,05"
r —8 7 . 2

(0,V,.p9—0,V up 0) + (mp? 609+ 6,7 mg?) Vp? =0, Ap 0.9 0p ADS p(x; 3m)+0(A ). (B8)
(0,78 948,7 mg 9S,0=0. But, by differentiating

and consequently, (v-0+3m)S p(x; 3m) = —b(x)
CY2P 0 — (1.7107 8 0 V+ 2,7 m0 with respect to m, we have

LS Pm om. DP."=0.(A221) Seolx:3m)=—=L(~v-3L3m)/dm)S(x:3m)(BO

"87 SURAJ] N. GUPTA

which enables us to infer from (B8) that where Pp is given by (A3), and S,,,r by

Tps7(x) =3A(0,70,9—30,%05"+Np78,7—06,"\,%)
X(3/0m)[Sr(x; 3m)]+0(A%). (B10)

Hence, the contraction for the spin-i baryon octet
vith intrinsic mass splitting can be expressed as

[ B(x) Ja [Bsr(') Js =1(8,78,1—38,9,)[Sp(x—1")Jus
+15A(8,76,9—36,%0,"+N,70,9—8,729)(3/Im)

X[Splx—a'; 3m) Jasg+0(A2) . (B11)
Similarly, for the spin-2 baryon decuplet we obtain!®

[Dra (#) Ja LD, mm(2) Jg°
=PD) per’ ™ [Sur rF(#—2") Jag +15A(N?" 6,95,”

+6,7' Ng? 6," +6,70,4N\,") (Pp)p gv lmn
X(8/0m)[Sw,r(x—2';3m)Jap+0(4%),(B12)

16 Strictly speaking, (B12) gives the effective contraction. Se.
S. N. Gupta and W. W, Repko, Phys. Rev. 177, 1921 (1969).

1)

Su, r(x; m)= (vy: d—m)[ 6p —3vu1o Him (7,0, —7,9,)
-2m=29,0, |Ar(x; m), (B13)

while for the pseudoscalar and vector meson nonets we
have

Pi) LPs)]
= —10,"0,9Ap(x—a;2m)—i3AN,70,79+8,7\,9)

X(8/0m)[Ar(x—2x': 2m) 1+0(A2). (B14)

Vip (@) [Vo (x) ]
= —10,70,9(0, —2m™20,0,)Ap(x—x'; 2m)

-i3ANp"0,946,7A,9) (0/0m)[ (8, —3m20,0,)
XAr(x—x";2m)-+0O(AY.(B13)
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Nonlinear Hadron Couplings from Divergence Conditions.
I. Pions and Nucleons
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It is shown that chiral-dynamical models for the pion-nucleon system can be obtained simply by requiring
that the source function in the pion field equation be expressible as a complete divergence. Both nonderiva-
ive and derivative pion-nucleon couplings are considered. The nonderivative-coupling case yields models
vith one coupling constant, while the derivative-coupling case leads to models involving two coupling
constants. Since our approach avoids the use of chiral symmetry, it does not raise the problems associated
with a broken symmetry. It is also suggested that the nonlinear pion-nucleon coupling, arising from the diver-
zence condition, might very well represent a fundamental coupling rather than merely an effective coupling.

I. INTRODUCTION

W HEN confronted with phenomena whose basic
nature is unknown, it is often helpful to search for

analogies with other phenomena that are better under-
stood. The theories of electromagnetic and gravitational
interactions have been developed to the extent where
they are considered to be in the latter category, and
are found to have significant similarities.! The funda-
nental basis of strong and weak interactions, on the
other hand, is not well known. The purpose of this
investigation is to explore the theory of strong interac-
tions by emphasizing an analogy between the meson
Jeld equations and the electromagnetic and gravita-
‘ional field equations. We shall confine ourselves to the
nteraction of pions and nucleons in this paper, while
&gt;ther mesons and baryons will be included in sub-
sequent papers.

Since the source functions in the electromagnetic
and gravitational field equations represent the current
‘our-vector and the total energy-momentum tensor,
hey satisfy the condition of vanishing divergence, and
t seems reasonable to look for appropriate divergence
-onditions for the source functions in the meson field
~quations. However, the source function in the pion
1eld equation does not carry any tensor index, and we
annot demand that its divergence vanish. We shall,
nstead, impose the requirement that for the pion-
aucleon system this source function be expressible as a
complete divergence, and thus the pion field equation
should be of the form

(O2—m®)==4a,].5. (1.1)
[t is also natural to assume that the Lagrangian density,
vhich yields (1.1), should involve derivatives of the
owest possible order.

In recent years Weinberg, Schwinger,® and others
have proposed Lagrangian schemes with broken chiral

1S. N. Gupta, Phys. Rev. 96, 1683 (1954).
2S. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 188 (1967).
# J. Schwinger, Phys. Letters 24B, 473 (1967).
‘For a review of Lagrangian schemes with chiral symmetry,
3 3 Gasiorowicz and D. A. Geffen, Rev. Mod. Phys. 41, 531

symmetry, which seem promising in the light of experi-
mental results. We shall show that all the chiral-sym-
metry results together with the symmetry-breaking
terms for the pion-nucleon system can be obtained
simply as a consequence of requiring that the pion field
equation be expressible in the form (1.1). Evidently,
the field equation (1.1) can be written

0, (Jus—0.x) = —mix, (1.2)

which can be interpreted as the well-known condition®:$
for the partially conserved axial-vector current (PCAC),
f we regard J,;—3d,= with appropriate normalization
1s the PCAC current. Thus, in the present treatment we
regard the PCAC condition as fundamental but completely
woid the use of chiral symmetry.”

Apart from its basic simplicity, our formulation has
‘he following conceptual advantages.

(1) The analogy between the pion field equation
and the electromagnetic and gravitational field equa-
:lons suggests that the nonlinear pion-nucleon couplings
-esulting from our treatment might represent funda-
mental couplings and not merely effective couplings.

(2) Since we do not make use of the broken chiral
symmetry, we are not faced with the question of why
and how this symmetry is broken.

(3) There is no temptation here to introduce the
scalar o meson.

We shall first consider the case of the nonderivative
pion-nucleon coupling in Secs. II and III, then con-
sider the case of the derivative pion-nucleon coupling
in Secs. IV and V, and subsequently establish the
relationship between them in Sec. VI, where the role
nf the chiral symmetry will also be briefly discussed.

We shall take c=#%=1, denote the space-time coor-
dinates as x,=(%1,%2,%3,i%0). treat the v, as Hermitian
matrices, and use boldface letters to denote isovectors.

8 M. Gell-Mann and M. Lévy, Nuovo Cimento 16, 705 (1960).
8Y. Nambu, Phys. Rev. Letters 4, 380 (1960).
"The fundamental role of the PCAC condition in the deriva-

ion of Lagrangian schemes for the pion-nucleon system has also
een recognized by other authors. See, e.g.,, D. B. Fairlie and
K. Yoshida, Phys. Rev. 174, 1816 (1968); R. Dashen and M.
Neinstein, bid. 183, 1261 (1969).
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An asterisk will be used to denote the complex conjugate ~~ vhere 8 is required to be a constant rather than a
f a number or the Hermitian conjugate of an operator.  unction of =? because the terms bilinear in the nucleon

ield in (2.9) do not involve any derivative of the pion
eld. Substitution of (2.10) into (1.1) gives

‘D2—m?)==B(0,N)ivuyseN+BNiv,vsed,N
+2d' (= 0,7) m+dd,u(= 0pm) =

+ (d+2¢) (= 0,%)d,=+e0%x, (2.12)

so that, on simplification with the help of (2.8),

M1—e)02n=2MB(1+45)NiyseN —4MBINN=
+2d' (= 9,7) m+dd,(=0pm)=

+ (d+2¢) (%-9,m)dum+m=. (2.13)

By obtaining the value of 2x from (2.13) and
-ubstituting it into (2.9), we obtain

Ts'(1—e)+2(1—2b—20'=)t8JMNN=
+2[t(1—e)+ (26-1) (1+5)8JMNiyseN
FAH(1—e)+b’(145)8]M(Nivsr-=N)=
[2a (e—1)+ (2b —e)m?+20"m*=*=
F[40'(1—e)+(20—1)(d+2¢') J(=- 0pm) 0m
F[2(c—b)(1—e)+(20—1)d+2bd=?Jo,(=0m)=
“2M (1—e)+(26 —1)d' +b (d+2¢')+2b'd=*]

 (mw 0.) 2xe=0. (2.14)

In order to examine the restrictions imposed on the
_agrangian density for a pion-nucleon system by the
divergence condition, we begin by considering the
zeneral nonlinear form?®

L=Lo+Lon+LrrtLan, (2.1)
where

Loy,=—%(0,m 0m+min-=), (2.2)

Low=—N(y-9d+M)N, (2.3)
Le.=a(=®)+b(x2)d,= dumtc(n)(m-dux)?, (2.4)
Lan=—MNa(ivsz =)N. (2.5)

Since (vst: =)2==?, the function a can be expressed as

aliyst =) =s(=®)+20(nd)vse=(2.6)
and thus L involves the five unknown Hermitian
‘unctions a(=?), b(=?), c(=?), s(=?), and ¢(=?). It is the
nost general isospin-invariant Lagrangian density
vith nonlinearity in the pion field such that L., is at
nost bilinear in the derivative of the pion field, and
I.n contains no derivative coupling. Because L must
reduce to the free Lagrangian density Ly,-+Lox in the
absence of interaction, it is required that

a(0)=a'(0)=5b(0) =s(0)=0, (2.7)
vhere a prime denotes differentiation with respect to
‘he argument, which is =.

The above Lagrangian density vields the nucleon
eld equations

3. Nv, =MN (1+s+2ityse =), pos
Yu0,N =—M (1+s+2itysz-=)N. ’

and the pion field equation

TR2—mD==2Ms'N Na+aM { (Niyse =N)= The functions s and ¢ are not determined uniquely, but
F2MINiyseN —2a'=+2¢ (= 0,7) 2m they satisfy the relation
+40 (dum) 0m +2(c—b")0,u(x0m)= 14-5)? +4==1. 2.17LW (= Om) =+2002=. (2.9) (taf itn ( )

In order that (2.9) be expressible in the form (1.1), while the functions a, b, ¢, d, and ¢ can be expressed in
J.s must evidently be of the form erms of f, 5, and { as

Jos =BNiv,vseN+d(=)(=-dum)nte(=)dum,(2.10) | 2a fnp= 3/21, (24%)
vith —2b="2/f, (2.19)

c=(1—152)/2 x2, 2.20)

I= Q/Pl—t(149),2.20)
a=1_(t/ (11) “aN

B8="7.

NONLINEAR HADRON COUPLINGS FROM... 1125

ITI. SPECIAL NONDERIVATIVE-COUPLING all the required functions, and lead to the results

MODELS L.y=—M[(1—4f2=2)12—1INN
The divergence condition provides the four relations —2fMNiysz-=N, (3.10)

2.17), (2.18), (2.19), and (2.20), which are to be 2/1 io ona \
satisfied by the five functions a, b, ¢, 5, and ¢ appearing Lex=(m*/4f)[(1—4 f=")? — 142"="]
n the Lagrangian density. Therefore, all these functions —2fA (1-4)(x=d,m)?,(3.11)
-an be determined only by choosing one of them in some = Ni N—4 2(1—4 fe?) 12(m- 3
appropriate manner. We shall now discuss three special Jus=INivavse a ! / ™) 4 (= 2z= 3.12
models such that in each model one of the functions += (1-472) om. (3.12)
2, b, and ¢ vanishes. This simple procedure, as we shall This model was suggested by Gell-Mann and Lévy,’ and
see, yields all the models considered bv Chang and further developed by Weinberg? and by Brown.10
Gilirsev.®

Model C

We first consider the model obtained by putting c=0, (3.13)
a=0. (3.1) it follows from (2.20) that

Then, according to (2.18), = or —as'=0

—s'/2fi=1 where, in addition to (0) = f we have used the condition
} s'(0) = —2f? which is obtained by differentiating (2.17)

or, on using (2.17), with respect to =? and then putting =?=0. The above

[1— (14s) Ts=—(1/4/70)f relation becomes, on using (2.17),
1which gives, in view of the condition (2.7), [1—(1+s)Ts =~ (1/247),

s=cos(2fv/m?) —1, (3.2) which gives, when integrated with the condition (2.7),
= — 2frm(1+fom)! 3.14)and, on using (2.17) again, S fafa), (

} and, on using (2.17) again,
t=(1/2+/=?) sin(2f+/=* (3.3)

t= f(14 f2=2)~1. (3.15)
Substitution of (3.2) and (3.3) into (2.19)-(2.22) LC . i } }
sives all the functions appearing in L.y, Lr, and Jus, After determining the required functions with the
and thus help of (3.14) and (3.15), we obtain

Lox =—M[cos(2f/=2) —~1INN Loy =2M fP(1+ =) "NN —2M f(1+ f=)
—M(1/v/sin(2fv/=)Niyse-=N,(3.4) XNiyse-=l, (3.16)

=1,0r 2 2 2 me?

Ler=3[1—(1/4/2)sin?(2f+/)] minds il EA am), (3.17)
X[0um 0m — (m-9,m)2/=*], (3.5) _ 2 JS WR Oyy y ’

_ Jus= NtvyseN —22(14 f=?)2(mndum)=Jos iRbviyal + (L/L1L/L A= 14 froin, (318
Xsin(4 fv/=2) [20x — (m= dum)= |]. (3.6) :

This model is related to the work of Schwinger discussed
Model B in Sec. V.

Besides the above three models, we have been able
T'o obtain another model we require that to find two other reasonably simple models correspond-

»=0 ng to d=0 and s’=const, respectively. The values of s
 vind ¢ for these models are

so that (2.19), together with (2.15), yields s= (144m), (= f(14-4 fmt)

=f, (3.8) for d=0. and
and, on using (2.17), c= fim. (= f(1— [V2

s=(1—4 2x) 2-1. (3.9
Again, the above values of s and ¢ enable us to determine

"PP Chane and F Giirsev. Phvs. Rev. 164 1752 (10A7
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[V. LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM WITH DERIVA- ‘[12—m2)m=03,[B:uNiv.yseN +B:NivxXmV
TIVE PION-NUCLEON COUPLING sm (Viv vse =N) 4+-2d (78,7)

+dd,(=-3,%)n+(d+2¢)(=-0,%)0,mt+el12x.(4.5We shall now reinvestigate the Lagrangian formalism
of bee. 11 by gIving up the coudiito that Lory CORBA The total divergence terms appearing in (4.4) and
no derivative coupling and assuming instead that L,x CC

. : oo : (4.5) have the same structure, and they can be simplified
contains a single derivative of the pion field. Thus, we . .

. ; ‘ by using the nucleon field equations (4.3) and the
retain the Lagrangian density of Sec. II except that ol] tv of the i : tri
L.x, given by (2.5). is replaced by ‘ommutation property of the isospin matrices

L.x=ai1(z)Niy vse: 0,2N +az(z) Nive =X, mN [= As]=2ixXA, (4.6)
+as(m?) (= du) Niv,yse-=N, (4.1) along with the standard vector identities such as

with a1, a2, and a3 unknown Hermitian functions of #2. tX(aXd,n)= (x 0,m)x—(v-=)d,=,

In asian, we must now include analogous terms in (zm) =X um = (r= Xd, =)
the general form of J,5, which becomes —(m- 0m) Xm me Xam. (4.7)

Jus =B1(=)Niv,iyseN +6:(=*)N us Xa Thus, it is possible to express (4.4) ac
+83(=?) (Nivyvse-=N)= fe _ _

+d(=?) (z- dum) m+e(m2) dum. (4.2) 14—m )m=2MaNiyseN +2Mas(Nivse-=l)=
+ (201 —as—2a102— 2050372) (= - 8, %) NiyiyseNV

The Lagrangian formalism yields the nucleon field (2a —as—2az00— 20000572) (Ny ys - 9,2 Nm
quanons —2(as’ —a2taias) (Nive = Xd,=N)=

3, = NM —asiy,vs7- 0m — ivan mXd,m F2(ar —ar tases) (2-9, m)Nive X=
—ay(m- um) yse =], 2h +2 AR X8,mN

YululV=—[M—arty,ys70m—asiy,emXd,mLEPheeta iedpi Lr - is—as(m-Oum)ivayse- x. c wm 0um)= = m)n+2000%x, (4.8
} and (4.5) as

and the pion field equation _ _
1 —e) 2x = 2MB1NiyseN+2MB; (Nyse : =N)=

‘DP —mh)= _ F2(8) —aiBs—asBom?) (m+ 0m)Niy,yselN
=0uLaiNivuyseN +aNivy,s Xa +2(Bs' —aBstasBs) (=-0,m) (Ni,vse cmN)=m

asm (Nivyse =) ]— 2x a Niy ys :0,=N (Bs 2058142058572) (Ni yvs5% 9, Vm
+a Niyys x Xd,mN +a’ (mum) Niv,yse-=N| 2(asBa—01Bs) (Niy,n- mX dm)=
FanNiyye X0,nN —asNiy,vs(x =)d,=N + (B+ 2018:—20981)(Niyvyse=V)dx
—asNiv,ys(m d,m)eN 2(8y —asBatasBy) (z+ 3m) Nive X=N
—2a'%+2¢ (= 9m) ?m+4b (m= 0,m)0y= F(B+20181+ 2008572) N iy uo X 0,N
L2Ue—=ha(=dum)m+2b(=[12x)=m 2! (8,7) m+d0, (9,7)

+2002. ~(d42¢) (= -9,%)0,x+m?=. (4.9)
By obtaining the value of O%x from (4.9) and sub-

stituting it into (4.8). we find

2MB1(1-2b) —2Mai(1—e) J(NiyseN)+[2MBs(1—2b)—4MVY(8148572)—2Mas(1—e)J(Niyst-N=
+208) —a1B2—azBem?) (1 —20) — (201 —as— 2001000—20003m2)(1—€) J(x=- 3,%) (Niv,yseN)
+[2(85' —asBs+asB:) (1 —2b) —2b" (28, FB3—20911285"7—20:08:72)J(=-9,m)(Niv,vst=N)=
+L(Bs 4202814 204857?) (1 — 2b) — 2b’ =? (Bs+2a261+20:8:72) + (2ay —a3—2a100— 200372) (1—¢)|
X (Nivyvse 9, mN) m+ [ 2 (af —a18;) (1—2b) +20 (82+ 2181+ 2018372) — 2 (a2—ay’—aiats)(1—e)]
x (Nive ’ Xm N) m+ (B+20182 — 20261) (1 —2b) J(Niv,vse : =N)du=
F[2(82 —aaBatasB) (1—2b) +2(as? —as —aas) (1 —e) J(m- 9m) (Nive X=N)
+L (B24 201814 208.72) (1 — 2b) —2 (a +astaln?) (1—e) J[(Niy,~ X3umN)—[2a' (e—1)+ (2b —e)m2+20"m?=?I=
=[40'1=)+ (2b= {(d+2eN|(n- 0um) dum —[2(c—b") (1 —e)+ (26—1)d +20 d=209, (= - d,7)=

SW = (2D — DA BAANLDA2TreeAwe2LAA
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Again, as in Sec. II, the coefficients of all the terms on Model B’
the left-hand side of (4.10) must vanish separately.
Then, after solving the differential equations, as shown
in Appendix B, we arrive at the following results.

By introducing two functions s(=?) and #(=?) such
that

(14s) +4L=2=1, (4.11)
with

s(0)=0, O)=f (4.12)
it is possible to express the functions a, b, ¢, d, and ¢
again in terms of f, s, and ¢ by means of the relations
(2.18) to (2.22). We also put

a1(0) =£ 3 (4.13)

S0 that g can be interpreted as a coupling constant that Model C’
specifies the first-order pion-nucleon coupling in (4.1).
We are then able to express the functions ai, as, and a3 The model, obtained by taking ¢=0, corresponds to
in terms of g, f, s, and ¢ as Model C of Sec. III, and gives

ar=gt/f, Lon=g(14+ 222) Niv, vst 0,xN
ay=s/2=2, — 2 (1+ fom?) Wiy,e = X0.mN . (5.5)

=={2 1+s)t —s't+st/2=2], =.z= ( g/ NLC +s) s't+51/2m 1 Jus=g(1— f=?) (14 222) Niy vse N
and the functions 81, Bs, and 8; as —22(14 fox)Wye X=N

Bi=g(1+s), +2¢2(142x2)(Niv,vse=N)=
Bam —2Jt, (4.15) —2p2(14or?)(Om)
Bs= —gs/=?. +1 = (1— 22) (14 =) 29m, (5.6)

Note the appearance of two independent coupling
constants f and ¢ in the above relations.

Lon =gNivyyse-0umN — (1/252) [1 — (1 —4 fom?) 12]
XNiyuze mnXumN — (g/=2)[1— (1—4 fox?) 12]

X(m-9um)Niyyse-=N, (5.3
Jus=g(1—4 2x2) 2Nivy yseN — 2 PN iyo XN

+ (g/=)[1—(1—422)2(Niy,vse=N)=
—42(1—4=)12(x-9,7)=

 +H 1—(1—4=)12)9,x. (5.4)

in agreement with Schwinger’s results.
It is, of course, possible to obtain additional deriva-

tive-coupling models as indicated in Sec. III.
The constants g and f appearing in the above models

remain unrelated unless additional considerations are
introduced into the formalism." Moreover, since
L-n can be expanded in powers of f?, it is sufficient to
;equire that g and jf? be real to ensure that L,y is
Hermitian. We shall, however. for simplicity take
‘tself to be real

V. SPECIAL DERIVATIVE-COUPLING MODELS

It is possible to obtain derivative-coupling models
corresponding to those described in Sec. III. However
L.y and J,5 now acquire a more complicated form
although L., remains the same. The first two models
described below have not been derived before with two
coupling constants. while the third model has been giver
hv Schwingcer.

Model A’
VI. CHIRAL SYMMETRY AND TRANSFORMATION

OF PION-NUCLEON COUPLING

Let us define a function U(ivsz- =) as

U=1+4s42itysr= (6.1)
in terms of the functions s(x?) and #(=?) of Secs. TI
or IV which satisfy the relation

(1-4s5)2+4Lx2=1. (6.2)

U*U=(145) +42mt=1,

When a=0, the functions bd, ¢, d, ¢, 5, and ¢ have the
same values as in Model A of Sec. III. Moreover, the
functions ai, as, a3, 81, B82, and 8; can be determined by
substituting the values of s and ¢, given by (3.2) and
(3.3), into (4.14) and (4.15). We thus obtain
Lev=(g/2f/=%) sin(2f/=*)Niy, vse 0, =N

— (1/72) sin2(fv/ =) Nive = Xd, 2N

+(g/=)[1= (1/2f+/#) sin(2f+/=)]
X (zm: dum)Nivyse-=V, (5.1)

Jus=¢g cos(2fv/ =) NivyyseN — (f/V/=)sin(2fv/=2)
X Nye X=N+(g/=)[1—cos(2/v/=?)]
X (Nyse: wlV)=+ (1/=)[1 - (1/4fv/=) 11 Such considerations have been advanced. e.g.. by I. Schwinger

Yain{4 fo/ =) 220. e—(m-d.2)e1. (572) Phys. Rev. Letters 18 023 (1967)
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.t can also be established, with the help of (6.2), that By putting?

Utz= (143)2i(14-35)Vtyse-=,(6.4) N=U"1"2N', N=N'U2. (6.12)
vhich implies that where the second relation follows from the first one by

(UEIRy*=FI oy [412=[FI 6.5) firtue of (6.5), it is possible to transform (6.6) into the
Evidently, in the nonderivative-coupling case the -

sum of (2.3) and (2.5) takes the form pine ov tLoy=—N (y-0+M)N’
_ N'y,(UY29,U VON", (6.13)

Lon+L.y=—N(y-0+MU)N. (6.6)
vhich shows that the nonderivative pion-nucleon

We also find that :oupling is equivalent to a special case of the derivative

Cr(0,U9,U-)=8£20,m-0, soupling 0, corresponding Lo £= f. we have also, , NV nvestigated the Lagrangian formalism taking aHALA) (Gum) aixture of the nonderivative and Jerivative Sion.
ucleon couplings, and verified that the nonderivative
oupling can again be eliminated by a unitary trans-
ormation so that the total pion-nucleon coupling is
f the form (6.11).

We conclude that (6.11) together with (6.8) provides
he most general form of the Lagrangian density for the
dion-nucleon system that satisfies the divergence con-
lition (1.1). However, the choice among the various
nodels discussed in Sec. V must await further theoret:
cal and experimental developments.

where Tr denotes the trace of the products of isospin
matrices, and consequently, by virtue of (2.19), (2.20),
ind (6.2),
— (1/162) Tr(9,Ua3,U™")

=—2(1-2b)3,% dum+c(m-9,=)2. (6.7)
Chus, the sum of (2.2) and (2.4) can be expressed as

Loyz+Lrr=—(1/16f% Tr(8,Ud,U)+L", (6.8)
where

™ 2a"
I= —3m’z?ta= —i | (1- — Ux?)

0 m2)

or, in view of (2.18),

m? [7s
v= | —d(=?. (J)

4f Jo #

APPENDIX A: SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS FOR
NONDERIVATIVE-COUPLING CASE

The vanishing of the coefficient of each of the seven
cerms in (2.14) yields the differential equations

s'(1—e)=—2(1—-2b0—-20"=%)iB, (A1)
t(1—e)=(1-2b)(1+5)8, (A2)

In the derivative-coupling case, the sum of Lyx !(1—e)=—b(1+5)8 (A3)
ind L.y becomes, on the substitution of (4.14) into
4.1), 1—2d'/m2=(1-2b—-2b0'=%)/(1—¢), (A4)
Lov +Ley=—N(y-d+M)N+(g/)iNiv vse 0,xN d=4b'(1—e)/(1—2b)—2¢', (AS)

+ (5/28) Nive =m X3,m=N + (g/ f)[2(1+5)¢ c=b+3d(1—2b—2b'=2)/(1—¢), (AG)
—25't+st/=2] (= 3m) Ni :Sitst/= (= dm) Nivea, (6.10) ¢(1—e)=(1—26—2b'=)d'—b' (d+2¢). (AT)

ind it can be verified by direct calculation that (6.10) 3 } CL.
:an be put in the form By putting =2=0 in (A2), we find, in view of (2.7)

_ ind (2.11),

LontLin=—N(y-0+M)N B=1(0)=f. (AS)
—[(f+8)/2/INv.(U3,U3) N
T=)2INU,UN,(6.11)Italsofollowsfrom(A1)-(A3)that

2(14-s5)s' = —4(2+2i'=?) (A9)
which gives

(14-5) 4-42=2=1, (A10)
vhere the constant of integration is determined by the
condition that s=0 for =2=0.

According to (A2) and (A3), we have

t/t=—b"/(1—2b)

while Lo,+L. is again given by (6.8).
The relations (6.6), (6.11), and (0.8) exhibit chiral

symmetry except for the symmetry-breaking term L’, which
lisap pears only if the pion mass is unrealistically assumed
‘o vanish12

12 Properties of the Lagrangian-density terms of the form (6.6),
6.11), and (6.8) under chiral transformations have been dis-
cussed in Ref. 9. Also note that these authors use chiral sym-
metry for the determination of the symmetry-preserving terms
ind the PCAC condition for the determination of the symmetry-
hreaking terme

18 According to Ref. 2, the above transformation can be inter
ated as a redefinition of the nucleon field operator.
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or, on using (B1),
Inf=2%In(1—2b)+Inf,2 ( ) / ar far=—0b"/(1-2b),

where we have used the condition that #=0 and i
{=f for =*=0, and thus which has the solution

1—-2b=2/2. (A11) ar=g(1-20)'%, a(0)=g. (B10)
On using (A8) and (All), we also obtain from (A2) It then also follows from (B1) that

e=1—(t/f)(1+s). (A12) Bi=g(1—e)(1-20)7"2, B,(0)=g. (B11)
The relation (A4) becomes, by virtue of (Al) and By adding (B3), (BS), (B7), and 2x? times (B4), we

(AS), find
1=2d'/m*=—5'/21t, (A13) (81 +B3+8y'=?)(1-26-2072)=0

while (AS) gives, with the help of (A11) and (A12), or, (1—2b—2b'=%) being nonzero because it obviously
d= (2/NH[ts'—¢ (14s) ]. (A14) cannot vanish for =*=0,

By using (A11), (A12), and (A14), and simplifying BY +6:+8:'=2=0,
by means of (A9) and (A10), it is possible to express . . }
(A6) as which can be integrated immediately to yield

c=— (2/12) st +1"2=2) (A135) BitBimi=g,

c= (1'—15%)/2 2x2 (A16)
It can also be verified that (A7) is indeed satisfied by
9, e, d, and ¢, given by (A11), (A12), (A14), and (A15).

vhere the constant of integration is determined by the
ondition B:(0)=g, obtained above. Substitution of
‘B11) into (B12) gives

Ba=(g/=)[1—(1—e)(1=20)"12], (B13)
and a further substitution of (B12) and (B13) into (B2)
sives
v= (g/m) (1—20—20'=%)/(1—e)—(1—20)%].(B14)

According to (B7),

Bs+2a18:—2a98:=0, (B15)
while (B9) can be reduced, with the help of (B1), to
the form

a1B:— 2asB1+ 200m (a1 — 281) =0
or, in view of (B15),

Bs+2a: (8148572) =0. (B16)
By substituting the earlier results into (B13) and (B16).
ve can express as and Bs in terms of b and e as

a= (1/2=2)[ (1—e)(1—2b)"12—1], (B17)
Bo=(1/2=)[(1—e)?/(1=2b)—1](1-20)""2. (B18)
We have now found all of the nucleon functions in

erms of b and e. However, we have used only six of
bur nine equations, because only a linear combination
&gt;f (B3) and (B4) has been used, while (B6) and (B8)
1ave not been used at all. When the results for the
wucleon functions are substituted into (B3), (B4),
‘B6), and (BS8), we obtain in each case the same rela-
ionship between b and e, given by

T1—-(1-e)%/(1 —20 tr =o
(1—=2b)=2

APPENDIX B: SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS FOR
DERIVATIVE-COUPLING CASE

The differential equations resulting from the vanish-
ing of the coefficients of all the terms in (4.10) are given
oy
8:1(1—2b) =a (1—e), (B1)
Bs(1—2b)=2b(B1+Bsw?)=as(1—e), (B2)
[81 —B2(artas=?) J(1—2b)

=[2a; —a3— 2a (a1tasm?) J(1 —e) 3 (B3)

Bd —asf3 tase) (1 —2b)
—b'[Bs+281 +285" 72 — 2a: (8148572) ]=0, (B4)

[Bs 202(B1+B5m?) J(1—2b) —2b" =? [Bs+2a: (814857)]
= —[2a) —a3—2a:(01+as=?) J(1—e), (BS)

asfa—aiBs) (1—20)+b'[Ba+2a1 (814-8572) ]
= (a? —a2’ —aja3)(1—e), (BO)

Bs+2a182—20981) (1—2b) =0, (B7)
By —asBetasBy) (1-20)

RE ns (a? —ay’ —aja3) (1 —e) y (B8)

Bat201814 205892) (1fey2b)
=2(a’ tartan?) (1—e), (BY)

.ogether with the relations (A4)-(A7).
By subtracting 2a; times (B1) and (Za=?+41}

dimes (B2) from (BS), we obtain the simple relation

Bib = —a/(1=¢
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30 that (B19) can be expressed in the form

(1+4s5)24+42n2=1. (B21)
By using (B20) and (B21) and remembering that

‘he relations (A4) to (A7) also hold in the present case,
‘he functions a, b, ¢, d, and e can be expressed in terms
of s and ¢ in the same form as in Appendix A. Moreover,
che functions ai, as, as, B1, Be, and Bs, when expressed
n terms of s and ¢, give the relations (4.14) and (4.15).

which yields

(1—e)2/(1—2b0)+A(1—2b)=2=1, (B19)

where A is the constant of integration. It is convenient
-0 introduce f, s, and ¢{, defined as

4f2=N\, 14s=(1—e)/(1-2b)12,f (1—e)/( ) (B20)
t=f(1—-20)12,
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Quantization of the Charged Spin-2 Field*
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The canonical quantization of the spin-§ field is carried out in the presence of electromagnetic interaction
Jy a suitable choice of canonical variables, which satisfy the usual commutation relations as well as Heisen-
serg’s equations of motion. The present investigation shows that the canonical formalism can be developed
consistently for the charged spin-# field despite the enormous mathematical complications which appear
in the treatment of high-spin fields.

i. INTRODUCTION where 47 —1. As pointed out by Fradkin,® under the
linear transformation

(4'—4)
Yu Yut——7u1¥&gt; ’ 4)

22441)

TEE canonical quantization of the spin-$ field in
the presence of electromagnetic interaction seems

ro involve serious difficulties, which have been discussed
by several authors.!'? We shall, however, show that,
although the charged spin-§ field cannot be treated as
simply as the lower-spin fields, it is possible to find
suitable canonical variables for this field in the presence
of interaction such that they satisfy the canonical
commutation relations and Heisenberg’s equations of
motion. This then enables us to carry out the quanti-
zation consistently in the Heisenberg picture, pass over
to the interaction picture, and derive the scattering
matrix elements in a covariant form without encounter
ing any unusual difficulty. The present approach in.
volves a good deal of complicated mathematical manipu-
lations, and it is quite necessary for this purpose to use
he quantum field theory in terms of ordered products.?

We shall denote the space-time coordinates as
vu=(X1,%2,%3,21), take ¢=#%=1, and treat the +, as
Hermitian matrices. An asterisk will be used to denote
the complex conjugate of a number or the Hermitian
conjugate of an operator.

2. CANONICAL FORMALISM FOR
THE FREE FIELD

the Lagrangian density (3) retains its form except that
A is replaced by A’. Thus, the parameter A can be
chosen according to convenience, and we shall take
A=—1, so that

L=— J, [ (y+ m)du— (vu,+0,v,)
+yu(yd—m)v, Wri. (5)

The field equation obtained from (5) is evidently

— (yo+mM,+ (075+ 700 )—vu(yd—m)vi»=0,(6)
which yields (1) and (2), and further, on putting u=4
in (6), we find

dit (m—v:0:)yhr=0. (7)
The interdependence relations (2) and (7), which do
not involve time derivatives, reduce the number of
independent components of ¥, to eight as required for
the field with spin %.

Because of the complicated interdependence between
the components of ¥,, the usual method of introducing
the canonical variables is no longer adequate.” We shall,
therefore, choose the canonical variables ¢; and
by making use of the following requirements:

(a) The charge Q of the system should be expressible
in terms of the canonical variables as

QO=e —— (8)

The field with spin 2 can be described most conveni-
ently by means of the Rarita-Schwinger* spinor-tensor
ideld equation

(yo+mp,=0, (1
with

Yuu=0,
which can be obtained from the Lagrangian density®

L=— [ulyd +m), + Ad,(v0, + 0)»
+1342 24+ Duy ivory (b) The canonical variables should obey Heisenberg’s

— (3424344Dmdvaydb,1:.(3)equationsofmotion
* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
t Present address: Department of Physics, Johns Hopkins

JIniversity, Baltimore, Md. 21218. -
1K. Johnson and E. C. G. Sudarshan, Ann. Phys. (N. Y.)

13, 126 (1961).
ia Phys. Rev. 130, 800 (1963); Science 153, 9491966).
3S. N. Gupta, Phys. Rev. 107, 1722 (1957).
¢W. Rarita and J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 60, 61 (1941).
iP. A. Moldauer and K. M. Case, Phys. Rev. 102, 279 (1956).
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where G, is the energy-momentum four-vector of the
system.
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It is convenient to introduce the operator which can be put in the form

Pir=8jx—377 (10)
with the properties

ViPu=Ppy=0, PaPu=Pju, Pa*=Py. (11) Then, by imposing the canonical commutation relations

and, by defining dias a (Lose) Jura’) Jp} = [Pin Jusdl—1), (25)
1 +2 ’

we have it is easily verified that the Heisenberg equations (9)
vidi=0, Pidr=g;. (13) are satisfied. Indeed, the first relation in (9) follows from

(24) and (25) by remembering that, in view of (17), ¢»
Then, the interdependence relation (7) takes the form pot only anticommutes with 9,4; but also with 0.¢;.

- The second relation in (9) follows from the first one by
3p n. V)= — 3

or (Gm—y-V)¢=—30: (14) making use of (21).
It should be observed that the appearance of the—3(3 nT)

wh ¢=—3Gm—ry V)" 0s, (15) operator Pj; in (25) is necessary to ensure the compati-
ere _ (16 bility of the commutation relations with (13) and (22).=x, ) By putting

and the field equation for ¢; is found to be n=—/ vids, =/2)V1dr1—v22),

dupi= —v4Pu[ (vy: V4m)bxi— (3m—x- V)19: J: . 17 T= = (V3)rsvs, T= (V3) (wyi—mays) ’

Now, the current density four-vector 7, obtained Where =, {, m, and m are linearly independent and
from (5), is given by satisfy
rg gf - , wii=myn+m,

Ju= ie: rir—ddabathrdu),(18)thecanonical commutation relations (25) can also be
so that the charge density p= —ij, is expressed in the more familiar form

p=e: (Wyse tdiviverahn):, {Dn(0)JeLmalr'st)Js}=dapdlr—1),
1,8) Ja, [73 (r',0) Jo} = Bapd(r—1').which can be expressed in terms of ¢, and ¢ as (Le) Jolms(r's) Jo} ob )

p=e: (dc r— 30%): . (19) 3. CANONICAL VARIABLES IN THE
Lo. . PRESENCE OF INTERACTIONThus, in view of the relation (15), the total charge Q is S F INT

expressible as The Lagrangian density for the spin-3 field interacting
with the electromagnetic field is given by?3:3

QO=e [ Hoe o— 3 Gm—x- V) 0sJ* L=— JL (yD+m)bu— (vuDs+Dy’)
X [(Gm—xv- V)~19:¢:]) dr , +vu(yD—m)v, &gt;: | : (0,4 (8,4 ») cy (26)

which may be integrated by parts to yield where the first term is obtained from (5) by replacing
3. by D,= d,—1ieA,. The resulting field equation for the
spin- field isQ=e [: {o1* du +3[0:(Im?*/4— VA) 10pr J*i) 1dr
D+ mu— (vuDr+Day) t+vu(yD— m)y¥,=0, (27)

and the interdependence relations take the form

Yu=— (e/3m?) (27,F p= 00 Fo pYu)¥u ’ (28)

(m—x-D)ywhr+Di=0. (29)
We can again define ¢: and ¢ by (12) and (16), which
are now related as

(Gm—x-D)¢p=—3D:igs (30)

¢=—3Gm—v D)" Digs. (31)
*S. N. Gupta and W. W. Repko, Phys. Rev. 165, 1415 (1968).
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Also, the charge Q and the momentum-energy four- Because of the presence of the second term on the right
vector G, are expressible as hand side of (37), the commutation relations

er an {{6:(r,1) Jas [mu (r',) Jo} = [Ps Jagd (r—1")
Ome [ HO oem397g):d7, Bn) do not lead to Heisenberg’s equations for ¢; and

which shows that ¢,; and =; cannot be regarded as the
=—i | :(¢x*0.pr—26*3,0): dr (33) canonical variables, and the above commutation rela-5 / (647081 267010) Si tions are inconsistent. This difficulty cannot be avoided

where by manipulating the definition of the photon canonical
A . variables, because the unwanted term in (37) is nonGumi [ (LOUD)—BoorJorJi.(34Jariables|

. } } In order to find the appropriate canonical variables
It is tempting to define the canonical variables as for 4 consistent scheme of quantization, we shall modify

¢; and ¢; and mr; so as to try to remove the second term on the
— (8.1 3P. 2/4 H—D2-1D * (35) right-hand side of (37) but preserve the relations (13),

m= {LO t-EPuDuOm*/4+-eo "Die, (35) (22), and (20). This will be achieved by expanding (37°
since this choice enables us to express the charge Q as in powers of e as

e

Gu= =i [moar (5) [ ana Kit rd
m

in a manner quite analogous to the treatment of the e?
free field in Sec. 2. However, according to (30), +3(5) / mi A(0,48)—2im20,0- H(0,44)

m

Gm—=- D)o.p= —8D0,pit+3ie(dr— 371) 0ud x, op (0 AE VA] J ~ 2
which enables us to express (33) as ROT 2 Judi dr 16,10), (38

with

= —i [ {es 3ubu— (Gm DY DT

XEm—y-D)Dyd,upr}: dr

+ie [ {L@m—r-Dy"Dw
X 3m—v-D)(¢e— 371) 9d} :d7+G,

or, after integration by parts,

Cu=—1 [irda
+3e [ :ATOm/4+co H-D 1D

| X (x= 3118), s) : d+ Go
Moreover, with the help of the relation

PjyD;D;= 2D lea: H ’
it can be verified that

[(9m?*/4+ea- H—D?) Dg, *
=3}(Di*m) 3m’ +eo-H)™,

and thus G, becomes

Cu=—1 [iriapirte (D*7) (3m2+eo- H)=!
X (px—2vi9)9,Ax:dr+8,.(31
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"he above relations ensure that and thus, within the present approximation,

vi07/=0, =miv;=0, (44) E =pmi'*, (52)

Lo where 7; denotes the transformation of v4; by a relationQ=ce [im ¢;':d7, (45) of the form (43). The relations (48), (49), (51), and

’52) enable us to express (46) as

¢?I= =i [ion sirti( 5) [ion 4stm

+ dv : AGBm— Y- \ kr 2im20,0 -HA k uri) 2dr

2
wi) / tE/*[4:(0,41)— (3,4)Ax]Edr

+Gu+0(). (53)2/(e?/m?) [[n/4,8,4 x) —2im20,0- H(s,4 x)
The second term on the right-hand side of (53) can be

:liminated by the transformation
+ 9;(0uy- A) Gm—x- Vv)—4 k Jurid) tdr

oi =o]—Tide’+--+, (54)Co 3 yu+G.+0(e%), (46) rf =n;"+ (Tumi) + + -
Co where

where the first-order unwanted term has been eliminated »

oy taking 5. , Ti'= - Im 2P; [A 1A wh dry: AGm—~-\Y pp
T= —5im"P dil itm. (47) —3im20i0- HA Jum, (55)

From the definition of Tj; we find, after some manipu- and 7; is related to 7}, as
ations with the help of the relation

[ gl’fdr= / (Tri'g*)* fdr (56)
tor arbitrary field operators f(x) and g(x). This trans-
‘ormation ensures that

v9’ =0, =i"v;=0,

0=e [swim
while G, takes the form

Gumi [ 170.8 dri me)

X [i Aouad )4:Te
 +8u+0(e), (59)

Vap=— 2,,—29. _ RvR where

ie=0ix+ am 9,(0x vey: V my) . (50) = Und) = Dry * . (60)

The remaining second-order term in (59), which is
Hermitian, can be eliminated only by a suitable choice
of the canonical variables of the photon field. Indeed,

QUANTIZATION OF CHARGED SPIN-% FIELD 1925

by taking these canonical variables as 4, and II,, where  E;®=—v,P;[0,(3m—~-V)ly AGm—~-V)4thi
. . — 3m2A13 YmFmik— $Y mE mnthnitY oF emt)=ided i — Li(e?/m?) : (£/* A Ee — 5" 4 £7) 3m : 2 mk— 3 malhnk TY amUmik

ny CY TU) + 9im ie HEF mk $ynF mutta oF tins)
’ + 2m 2013 VY mY nF mn—Y Yn Fn)

we find X@m—y-V) du]. (69)
Further, by recalling

DP emg [4 J. oe .Js [in Oud; rt [ L T\(9x 4) du ¢i=0;" —eTudr" + GTiT ru— Ti)!" +0(e?) ’

+38,a+50(0x42)(0842)8,4]:d7+0(e%),(62)therelation(66)canbeexpressedintermsof¢,”as

ar AN oT nepo ordor oe varl- 016;=EjOpi"+eTinErn@¢r""—eEjOTagp! arg in e. , ,3 r%E 14m A up +eEjVi+e04,TirJor—LBTitThi—Tit)Eins©®
4. COMMUTATION RELATIONS IN THE =Ep GTuTim—Tin’) Jom — Ein Trig”

PRESENCE OF INTERACTION +E Per + Tid TriEim Om”
- 0) r" ( ’" ’We now choose the canonical commutation relations Ea Timm" + Ea" + [04 Tua Jp")

— [04,3TinTa—Ti) Jp" +0(e®). (70)
{Lei(1,0)Jas[re(0)J}=[PixJap(r—1') 63)

AL), L(Y, ]=498,,(—1'),
where it can be verified, with the help of (41) and (54),
‘hat the first relation in (63) is not equivalent to the
commutation relation obtained by treating ¢; and my
as canonical variables. The difference consists in terms
nvolving the derivatives of 6(r—r’). We shall show
‘hat the commutation relations (63) lead to Heisen-
berg’s equations of motion for the canonical variables,
and thus establish the consistency of our quantization
srocedure.

For this purpose it is necessary to express ds; in
.erms of the canonical variables and their space deriva- We have also found above that ds¢:” can be expressed
ives. Therefore, by putting u==% in the field equation in terms of ¢i”, 4,, II, and their space derivatives,
27), multiplying by Pji, and using (28) and (29), we which shows that ¢;” anticommutes with d.¢:”, and
»btain ‘herefore from (62) and (63) we get

Jipi=—7v4(v-D+m)p;+3v«(Ditvir:D—my;)é didi =i[dr”,Cu]. (72)
~vPirDip+ieA di— 2ev4PiuDy(3m?+ eq: H)! Further, let

X GF udr—o-Hopt+ivenF ug), (64)
where, according to (31), i= [Ltt (0:42) (8x42) ]: dr,
b= —3(§m—r- V) Out Jie(Gm—ry V) Asus 8

“32 (3m—x- V) x AGm—ry-V)! Ga®=—1 / iw’ dup’ 2dr,
XA mudi 0(e?) . (65)

After substituting (65) into (64), and expanding in 5° that, according to (63),
rowers of ¢, we find : [4,60 ]= —IL,, (74

04b;= Ej O¢i+eEjn Vp 2 Ej Pu 0(e?), (66) and

where | LAS]= [im WALA 080 Wr
Ej © =—vP[ (v: V+m)bu— i(3m—x- V)~19r], (67) |
Ex =1vPu[duyAd—Ai(Gm—y-V) 10 = [inf OT0u00),8 0 Td .

: +3m20,(3ymF mr— IY mF mnthnk
+ viFimtim)], (68) which gives, on substituting for d.4 , from (61), and then
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evaluating the commutator, 5. INTERACTION ENERGY IN THE
INTERACTION PICTURELAG @T=3(e/m) ’

Xi (87 * Ab uk’—8*0mAEi). (75) According to (62), the total energy 3C= — iG. is given
b

By adding (74) and (75), we obtain y
— fe 2”,i[A4,,Gd)= 0444, (76) x [= Outi Hn

and thus (71), (72), and (76) give us Heisenberg’s +3 [ [ILI (ud) (004) 2dr, 0)
equations of motion

dui’ = iLér”,Gu] , 0ud,= iL4 » Gul : (77)

It, of course, follows from (77) that ¢i”, ¢+"'*, 4,, and
their successive space-time derivatives also satisfy
Heisenberg’s equations of motion, and hence”

dur’ = im”, 9,1L,= [11,5] . (78)

Hing=— te [ {mi(0j6— 3m? P1x0:9,)y ry Adir— 3m (8jk— 3m 2P11010,)Y4AKYmUmnPn—(4/9)m 21 0;(3m—- V)v4Axi

-(10/27)m2m;0,;(3m—- V) yay - Ayittimbmt (2/9) m=2m;0;(3m—y - V)Aoyithkmbm} : dr

+e? [ (2m vjcy sd kA timbmt3m2mviv[A(0ryA)—(OryA)ALJtb1mm

+3mtmviva(OAR)Ai—Ar(ydAr)Jtimbm—(8/2T)mxjojnysdk(81—1Vvi—my)Atymbhmata
+ (4/21) m mr jysded(817-VYi— mY 1)Ymthma®at(8/9)m4m;0;(3m—-V)vadu(dx—-Vyrt-mryi)Athim®m

— (4/9)m4m;0;(Em—- V)(x— Vys—mryi)ysA rd thimdn) :d7+0(e?) . (80)

where all operators refer to the interaction picture, so that =; and ¢; are related as in Sec. 2. In the derivation of the
above result we have made use of (67)-(69), (47), and the relation

 Tul 1n— Ti = 2m—2P 3A kA thin—(4/9)im4P 10:0" HA Win— Im 2P v4 1A thn. (81)

We have also carried out extensive manipulations of the various terms to remove the inverse differential operator
 3m—+-V)~! from everywhere except when it occurs in the operator #:; operating on o.

With the help of the relations

Gi=¥i—3vivibe, wpbr="Dpmi* =yi—vvibs, (82)
(8i1— AmPindrd)m*=Y;—3vvibe,m2EmrV)omi*=—3vi;,

where ¥, satisfies the field equations (1) and (2), the interaction energy (80) is expressible as

Hint= [His R13)

where

Hiny=—1e:4 wnya— Eanu— Vara Vs) : +3(e*/m) : [24 wba— 4,4 Wyatt aby) ] :
—3(et/m?): [J evud indrnyAba—(0 svud raved ba]: — 3(e2/m?) : [Yavud iy nv,A—(Oryudwyev,Aa]:
—3(e2/m?) : [Yud nr Ab—(ud IMA, ]: +3 (e2/m?) : [Yd u00yAdn—(nv,d,)Awb]:

+3(e?/ m?) : [¥avaud uA W— (A Yd nl :+0(ed). (84)

The first-order term in Hin, has the usual form — 4,4, but in addition we obtain higher-order terms, whose
significance will be discussed in Sec. 7.

“vs QUANTIZATION OF CHARGED SPIN-% FIELD

6. COVARIANT COMMUTATION RELATIONS Therefore, according to (88),
AND CONTRACTIONS - .

The covariant commutation relations in the inter Wu Jl 0) Jp= L500) Jap ria)
- 1 4 a! \

action picture can be obtained from (25) with the help where #ile(=1), S(O} as]ale—x), (04
of the identity Ar(x)= 3A)—A)]-3e)AG).OF

ae 202.
L351— §m=Px3x01] The second term in (94) can be evaluated by using the

X[oint3Pimdm(9m?/4—V?)710n]=8jn. (85) relations
The Hermitian conjugate of (25) is [e(t),8,]A(x)=0,

{Lro*(0,0)JosLoe*(0,0)Jo}=[Pur Jews (r—1'), [€(t),0,0, JA(x) = — 28,3,48 (x),
which, when multiplied by [6;1— 32mP;n0m0iaa’ Le(£), 049,00JA(x)==26,48,4035(x)
becomes - 2(8,440,x004+ 640, 4004) 010 (x) )

{[6;(r,0)Ja,[1*(F',2)15} and thus the contraction takes the form
=[01— 3m Pim0m0) PieJasd(r—1). (86) [y, (2) 1u[¥'(@) Jo=i[ Sw, r(x— x") Jug

By using the relation +i Sw Jagd (x—2"), (97)
where

¥i=[8—3viGm—y-V) 0x Jes, Sw, #(%)=S5,(3)A r(x), (98)

and observing that while the noncovariant operator S,,’ is given by

(Fm— TY: V)10;(8,— 2m 2P jm 0m01) S.'= im! (46,40,4— YY 40pa— Susyavy)— 2m 26,48,470
= (4/9m2 (Em V)a, - 2m 2y (0d t 8.4054) Ok. (99°

we can express (86) in terms of ¥; as

{Iv Ja, [* (1,1) Js} = [85x—Five
— Im (y;0r—v10;) — 2m 20:0 1apd(r— r)

or

{[¥i(n,t)Ja[x(t,)Jo}={vyaL8in—37170
+3m(v;06—v10;)— 3m28;0k1}apd(r—1').(87)

The above equal-time commutation relations are equi-
valent to the covariant commutation relations

{[¥u(@®) Jax) J8} = —i[Sw(x—2") ap, (88) Sy= a [as av: 4,00)where
Sw(x)= Su(8)A(x) (89)

S ( ( Is 1 X[Wal®)yu— Suan) — Vu (2) Yat ¥r(®)YNY iY a
uy d)= yO0—m ww 3YuYr . T of 0 ’ ’

C4 my, 0,—7,0,)—2m20.9.1,(90) X¢a (xs (x Wvs(x )— vs (x)

and — 8pY Wo) Fyeviyo() 1: (1000
[A(x—«")]v=s=0, [8A(x—2")]v==18(r—1"). (91) If we substitute the noncovariant part of the contrac-

: . tion (97) into (100), we find after some simplification
Now, the contraction of any two Fermi operators

U(x) and V(x’) can be expressed as _
Sof we ie [ aa: [(VavASas’vAYs—VavASas' v8 AeU7 ()V (")=3[1+ (t=) {UH(x), V=(=")}

1ef—1' — +(x! _ , _ ,1 e(t l YUU (x),V (x )} ’ (92) — Vuh VaSas YAY FPA iY aS eas vA A:
where the superscripts + and — refer to the positive- By using (99) and the relations
and negative-frequency parts, and

le § my == —Lyy—lo 2,29(t—t)=1, for &gt;/ Yuu = Sopp = = Im gm 0
——1 for (&lt;&lt; (03) 10 P. T. Matthews. Phvs. Rev. 76. 684 (1049)

(Q6)
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t is possible to express So’ as

. A 4 Hu ( v/4 )]

Hn B 4 k A 40% A ]

+45)— / dx [¥W409 WAAtVv, A,0,vAYw—Vud W094 Wy]:.. (101 )

which exactly cancels! the first-order scattering matrix where S(9) is obtainable from the relation

prey due to the second-order interaction terms D(3)S(3) =m, (A4)
_ Thus, for practical purposes we can use the effective so that Sr and Dp are essentially Green’s functions’?
interaction defined by the equations

Hiny= —ie: A \(Brpyu— Opp D(3)Sr(x)=—068(x), O*Dp(x)=— (x) , (AS)
—Oavit arava let, (102) oy he appropriate boundary conditions.

together with the effective contraction The field equations in the present case are of the form

Wu (®) Joo (2) Js=1LSus, r(x —2") Jap, (103) Dos(0)pp=1eA,T uals, (A6)
to obtain the scattering matrix elements. 24 ,= —ie: al, apts: , (AT)

We conclude that, although the canonical quanti- where
zation of the charged spin-} field creates enormous _ _ _ _
mathematical complications, it does not appear to in- Das(0)= (v9+m)8as—729s Favgtyalrd—m)ya, (AS)
volve any fundamental difficulty or inconsistency. Tu ap=7ubap— 0ugYa— OuaYsTYaYuY8- (A9)

APPENDIX The Green’s function Sg,,r can be obtained by taking
Spy, r(x) =Spy(3)Ar(x), (A10)

where
Dap(8)S,(0) =ba, (O02 —m?), (Al11)

which implies that

Dag(3) Spy, r(x) = —8ard(). (A12)
We then find that Sg,(9), obtained from (A11), agrees
with Eq. (90) of Sec. 6, so that the above Green’s func-
tion agrees with Eq. (98).

The above results suggest that the rules for writing
down the scattering matrix elements for the electro-
magnetic interaction of spin-3 particles can be obtained
from those of quantum electrodynamics by replacing

Ys Vu and Sr by Va, V8, Tuas and Sy, Fs respectively.
2 The Green’s-function approach in various forms has been

used by many authors. For the earliest papers, see R. P. Feynman,
Phys. Rev. 76, 749 (1949); 76, 769 (1949); C. N. Yang and D.
Feldman, ibid. 79, 972 (1950); J. Schwinger, Proc. Natl. Acad.
Sci. U. S. 37, 452 (1951); 37, 455 (1951).
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Dr. Victor F. Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Dr. Weisskopf:

I am delighted to see National Science Foundation activities
included within the purview of the High Energy Physics Advisory
panel. This is valuable input for the Foundation and I hope you
will continue to include this work in your deliberations.

I expect to discuss in the near future the special needs of the
Cornell Accelerator with Ed Creutz and other members of the staff
to determine what possible response the Foundation will be able
to make in the light of our existing commitments and limitations
on funding.

Thank you for your help.

Sincerely yours,
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W. D. McElroy
Director
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Dear Dr. Weisskopf:

I am delighted to see Rational Science Foundation activities
included within the purview of the Vieh Energy Physics Advisory
Panel. This is valuable input “ar +e Foundation and 1 hope you
will continue to include this w&gt; in vour deliberations.5

I expect to discuss in the near future the special needs of the
Cornell Accelerator with Ed Creutz and other mewbers of the staff
to determine what possible response the Foundation will be able
to make in the light of our existing commitments and limitations
on funding.

Thank you for your help.
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THE ENRICO FERMI INSTITUTE
5630 ELLIS AVENUE

AREA CODE 312, 667-4700

November 11, 1970

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
department of Physics
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

[ am writing to confirm our telephone conversation in regard to your letter
of November 3 in which you invited me to serve as a temporary member of
HEPAP. As I said then, I am working under severe pressure to try to get the
panel report put together for the Bromley Committee. However, if we can
ninimize the amount of time it will take, I shall agceed to your request.
As I indicated to you in our conversation, I shall only be able to come to
the next meeting which I believe occurs on December 4 and 5,if my participation
is limited to the early part of Friday, December 4. I must be back in Chicago
in the early evening.

[ certainly appreciate your interest in our efforts in behalf of the Panel
on Elementary Particle Physics and Took forward to getting substantial help
from HEPAP in regard to some of the serious decisions we must make in
Formulating our report.

[ am looking forward to hearing your further comments about our report
on the status of elementary particle physics. The draft is being rewritten
largely by Jim Bjorken but I believe the amount of rewriting will not be
great unless I hear more severe criticism than I have so far. Since it is
such an extensive job, it may be desirable to separate it from the main body
of our report. I was hoping to get some reaction from the Physics Survey
Committee itself on that score.

[ Took forward to seeing you in Washington.

Sincerely,

Robert G. Sachs
Director

RGS/dg



October 16, 19790

Dr. William A. Wallenmever
Research Division
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission

Dear Bill:

I have studied the budget figures again and
would like to express one worry in respect to CEAZ Es-
sentially, the latest PY 71 figures are identical with
the OMB FY 72 figures. The additional £2 million which
goes to NAL are taken from the vanishing budget for PPA.
This is certainly a reasonable procedure. However, I
find it not easy to understand why CEA should be cut by
over 15%. After all, we have decided that CEA should
concentrate on the bypass and we have cut the budget ap-
preciably by eliminating all other work. We should not
then punish them excessively when they successfully work
on the bypass. A cut of 15% is very serious for them as
it would mean at least a 20% reduction in personnel, a
grave blow at a time when they are in the midst of the
most important part of their work. If further cuts are
necessary they should probably come later when research
is taking place, but not now when they are about to finish
the gadget. A cut of $350,000 distributed over all other
institutions is an imperceptible loss, whereas such a cut
at CEA would hurt considerably.

I am always worried when I have to bring for-
ward arguments in behalf of CEA. This is shy I prefer to
bring the argument directly to vou. I believe that the
above reasoning has its validity above any local interests.

Best regards

Victor F. Weisskonf

YEW:7: gpm



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139

October 15, 1970

To All Members of HEPAP

Dear Friends:

Enclosed is the draft of a letter to Ed Creutz.
Please compare it with the letter we wrote before, a copy
of which is also enclosed. Some of you may think a reit-
eration of our previous statement is not called for. I
do, however, believe that this reiteration may strengthen
the case.

We will again follow the usual procedure. After
having the text viewed by you the letter will go to Paul
McDaniel, and he will transmit it to the NSF. I need your
reaction by October 22. No letter from you will be inter-
preted as an agreement.

Sincerely,

Victor F. Weisskopf

VEFW: gpm
Fnclosures
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Dear Ed:

At its last meeting on October 11, the High Energy Physics

Advisory Panel again discussed the plans of the Cornell Electron

Accelerator Laboratory to increase its energy and to add to its

experimental and computational facilities.

Recent experimental results obtained with electron accele-

rators, such as the SLAC studies of the deep inelastic electron

scattering, have confirmed the panel's views as expressed in my
letter to you of July 14, 1970. High energy electron beams are
a most Speke tool for the exploration of the subnuclear world.

In view of the reduction in the research activities at CEA in

Cambridge, the Cornell Laboratory provides the only opportunity

in the United States for electron experiments with long-duty

cycles. It is therefore of utmost importance that this facility

is available to serve the national community. The present small

experimental area is insufficient for this purpose and must be

enlarged in order to enable the physicists to perform the funda-

mental experiments which are definitely needed.

Furthermore, many of these experiments require a maximum

possible beam energy. It would be most deplorable if the planned

increaseofenergyto 15 GeV wold Rive to be postponed because

of lack of funds. This increase can be obtained by a relatively

modest amount of money. It would make the Cornell Accelerator a

unique tool in the whole world; of great importance for the ex-

ploration of the inner structure of the proton.



DRAFT (2)

Therefore, we again urge the Nat'l Science Foundation to

give high priority to the proposals of the Cornell Accelerator

Laboratory. The scientific value gained is unusually high in

view of the relatively moderate costs of the proposals.





UNIVERSITIES RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, INC.

2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. / Washington, D.C. 20037 / Area Code 202 293-1382

October 13, 1970

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

Yesterday at NAL I had occasion to mention my recent correspondence
with Jerry Tape which was related to the tempest in a teapot crisis of several
years ago with the AEC on Bob Wilson's selection of the cover for the NAL
Design Study. Last evening at the Smiths' I also mentioned the draft letter
of Boh Wilson on his plan for handling student activists.

I hope you can see from the enclosed letters that Bob and I work very
seriously on all problems pertaining to NAL.

Both Bob and I were delighted to have you and your Committee visit
NAL. For all of our sakes I hope the work of HEPAP goes well.

Sincerely,
J 1 1

/ /
Norman F. Ramsey

President

NFR:bls

Encl.
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September 9, 1G70

Tr. Gerald FT. Tepe, President
Aszocliated Universities, Tne.
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N. a.
washington, D. C. 20036

vo

NEEY Gerry.

Thanks very much for your letter of August 24, 1970, and
its enclosur. showing some confusing low-level states. TI hope
tnat the comparison between this illustration and that in the
YAY, Report does not indicate &amp; basic disagreement on vital
ratters of structure between the nhysiclists ani the 17, J. Public
Taalth Services.

“a illustraticn way inliicate the cause of the serious.
difficulty NAL is having in vs ecological effort to repopulele
the ildwest witha herds of rooning buffzle, starting with one bull
and five cows. Either the Tull is conssrucoed in accordance
with the Public Hellih and ARC Information Division specifications
or he thinks he is. NAL, &amp;s &amp; single purpose laboratory, nly
nave to call on BNL as &amp; versatile mulliivarsose lab Tor heap in
this dificult orobliomn.

So ncorely Yours,

 QR LalNEV tee. Norman F. Ramsey
resident
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August 24, 1570

Dear Norman,

[+ is obvious that URA and NAL did much

:0 DO.oh lyae wey

Sincerely,

Tr. Norman F. Remsey
Presicent
Universities Research Association, inc.
2100 Pennsvyivania Ave., N. W,
‘Washincton, D. C. 20037
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

SEP 17 1970

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
lead, Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

Thank you very much for your letter of September 9, 1970, and
“he enclosed letter relating to the CERN computer, I provided
a copy to Jim Kratz who will see to it that the people con-
cerned with the subject are informed. He was very pleased with
the letter and said it should excellently serve the purpose of
dispelling any rumors which remain.

The Commission has approved the appointment of Burt Richter to
membership on HEPAP, and a letter of invitation has been sent
to him which, however, since he will not be back from Europe
until September 25 he is not yet aware of.

Looking forward with anticipation to seeing you next month at
NAL and hearing the latest news on your summer at CERN.

Nith warm regards.

Sincerely,

Nilliam A. Wallenmeyer
Assistant Director~fof High

Energy Physics Program
Division of Research



eEp 15 1970

oy, Burien Richter
stsnford Linesy Agcelerater Center
stanford University
?. GU. pox 434%
stanford, Culifornia 94303

Dwar Dr. Richiert

ca have considered the eomposition of tha High Energy Physics
advisory Penel (fIEFef) for Piocnl Yeor 1971 and invite you 0
serve ss a mamber, This Pansl waz established in Jenuary 1967
a3 a standing comaittes, with gomharshly selected fron qualified
landora of the scientific community, to provide valuzble advice
and suldanca on wa iol problems aflizeting the regoarah prouxyam in
high cneygy physics. Tha recommendations of the Proel have been
mest helpiol znd the need fon its continuation i3 clear in viow
of the ismortmmee snd complexity of the problems affecting thiz
prea of physical resasrch, A COPY of ths IEPA? Chevter is one
cloned for vour information,

br. V. ¥. welsskepf, vho was sopointed fivet Chaimasn of tha
panel in 1967, has apreed to serve enother year in that capacity,
[a addition, eight current penbers Te requested to continue on
year snd five nev members are being gppointed, A list of the
plannad mambership for ¥X 1971 is enclosed for your informatici,
In the zalection of members wo endervor to achieve a balances of
broad geographic locatien end professional capabilities, lHov-
ever, each individual is requested to serve in the national
interest of the hizh energy physics prograd znd pot an p TPIS
gentative of his institution or geozrephic reglen,

we would like to have your services fon HIDAY made available
throuzh the AEC contract with stanford University for operation
of the Stanford Linear Accelerator Centar, 1% this srraagement
meats with spproval, your time end cost of travel to meetings
of ALrA? will be provided through this contract.



ve. B. Rigchier

vou ape well zware of the current prodblens faging bzale science
rnd we balieve that it will be wost helpful to the AED to have the
benefit of your heen perception amd esunsel on important natters
relating to the nation's high encrgy physics program, s° hopa you
will accent the appointment to the adviaary Panel #nd that you
will plen to attend the pest mesting to be held October 11-12, 1970,
at HAL.

iincerely,

Peal W. McDaniel, Divector
sivision of Regesreh

Enclosures:
As statad

Cee SAH,
J, ¥., HH, Panofsly, ZLAC
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211 GENEVE 23
SUISSE / SWITZERLAND

éléephone: (022) 41 63 18
elex: GENEVE - 235848

éléagramme. CERNLAB-GENEVE

Jotre référence

‘aur reference

Votre référence
JBA/ pdo ADur reference /x

By A rappeler dans la réponse
¥ Please quoic in your reply

To Committee of Council Members
&amp; Department Directors

»c: Prof. V. Weisskopf
(for information)

Geneve, ie LU August, 1970

I was asked at the June Council to write a new brochure on the

300 GeV Progremme to replace the original 'Red Book'. The difficulty
in such an assignment is to avoid on the one hand oversimplification
and error and on the other hand incomprehensible technical phraseology.

Before getting this new brochure printed therefore, I am sending
copies of the text to the CERN Directors and to Members of the Committee
of Council hoping that, if it is acceptable to them, it will gain general
approval. I would very much appreciate your comments as socn as possible
so that the brochure can be issued for the October meeting of Council.

Yours sincerely.

Sedan fh ed zi4a4

T.B. Adams.

nel,
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introduction

In 1966 a brochure was produced by CERN on the status of the European

300 CaV pr. on «-nchrotron, the purpose of which was to present in summary

form the work which had been carried out on this project over the preceding

three years. This brochure was widely distributed and enabled many people,

anfamiliar with this field of research and the purpose of CERN, to under-

stand the reasons for putting forward such a large new project in Europe.

It was expected at that time that the 300 GeV Programme would be started

at the beginning of 1968 but events proved otherwise and the brochure is

now 4 years out of date. Now that the Council of CERN is again considering

the European 300 GeV Programme it has been suggested that the original

brochure be revised to take into account all the developments that have

occurred since 1966. Rather than add sections to the original brochure

1t seemed more appropriate for a variety of reasons to rewrite it completely

In the first place the "expansion of basic scientific research which

started in the mid-1940's and which was still in full swing in the mid-1960"

has now slowed down so that for the 1970's it 1s predictable that basic

science budgets, including those for nuclesr particle physics, will level

off at figures not much greater than they are today. Hence a programme

being put forwerd in 1970 is launched against a very different baczground

than one put forward in the mid-1960's. In the second »lace expericnce



with central research laboratories and the role of CERN in Europe have

natured considerably in the last few years. In the mid-1860's the CERN

proton synchrotron was only a few years old and the laboratory had much

to learn in providing at one place in kurcpe the most advanced research

facilities for the universities of a whole continent. The methods of

operating the CERI-Meyrin laboratory, which were only being established

in the mid-1960's, have changed considerably in recent years and should

be reflectedinanynew presentation of the 300 GeV Programme. Lastly

the equipment itself has evolved as developments have occurred and new

technologies have emerged and the designs now being proposed are different

in many ways from those put fecrward in the original brochure.

This new brochure starts by outlining the role of nuclear particle

physics in European science and education because unless this 1s clearly

explained there 1s no firm basis for the 300 GeV Programme. It must be

admitted with regret that one reason for the declining interest of

governments in basic science in recent years 1s the failure of research

scientists to relate thelr work to public affairs and interests. Too

often, the only clear message which reaches both governments and the

general public from scientists working on the frontiers of knowledge is

a demand for more money. All the excitement and interest which scientists

feel for their research 1s hardly communicated at all and the public.

which can neither understand the esoteric Jjargen of science nor appreciate

the significance of the research results is left to wonder only at the

financial demands of these modern frontierren and to worry anxiously whet

returns will ever result from these heavy investments of public money.



The second chapter attempls to foresee the kind of research which

ce 300 GeV facilities will make possible in the future. As nuclear

sarticle phvsicists know only too well, trying to foresee the course of

research so many years ahead is a very hazardous business. When the

25 GeV CERI accelerator was planned in 1953 bubble chambers had not been

invented and computers were scientific toys used by a few specialists.

The importance of the role which these two instruments have played in

che research carried cut with the 25 GeV accelerator, which was not and

ould not be foreseen, should humble the most ardent research forecasters

The course of research is not a smooth function which can be extrapolated

with confidence into the future but is subject to sudden discontinuities.

brilliant insights and breakthroughs. All that can be predicted now ie

the research which would be important and significant if the new facilities

existed today. Perhaps for the non-scientist a close analogy would be

the purchase of a new telescope. A scientist can explain what he expects

to see with the new instrument which he cannot see or only dimly see with

nis present one, but very often what turns out to be most important is

shat he never expected to see. Yet this kind of argument is hard’

convincing to governments who are being asked to contribute large sums

of money for the new instrument. This chapter should therefore be

‘nterpreted. with all its limitations. as what might be observed with

“he 200 CeV machine. What will be observed may be quite different and

much more irmortant.

The third chapter descrites the facilities themselves; the 300 GeV

nachine, its experimental equipment and its laboratory. The designs for



oY EY a 3 Fc PEE 2m ey ~ Is - ey Ds at sr J = o~ &gt; © POthese Tacilities have changed considerably in the last few years as

jifferent ideas have emerged. Two versions of the 300 GeV Programme are

presented and these are related to the original CERN 1964 design and

“hat described in the ECFA report of 1967. The first of these two versions

called Project A, was developed towards the end of 1969 and incorporates

5 machine which initially would operate at 250 GeV eight years after the

start of the Programme but later could be developed to operate at 500 GeV.

Such &amp; machine, 3 km in diameter, and its laboratory could be built on

any of the five sites offered by the six Meuber States of CERN who intended

to participate in this Programme. The second version, called Project B.

was developed during the first half of 1970 and describes a machine which

rould operate at 300 GeV six years after the start of the Programme. Such

2 machine, 2 km in diameter, can be built on a site adjacent to and north

&gt;f the present CERN laboratories and Project B is only relevant to this

site because it makes use of major capital facilities of the present

laboratory as an integral part of the 300 GeV Programme. Both the

"roject A and Project B machines could be further developed in output

snergy by the use of superconducting magnets if they becuume practical

4nd economic in the next few years. The Project A machine could then

reach about 1300 GeV energy and the Project B machine 800 GeV. The cost

oF the Project A version of the 300 GeV Programme is 1431 MSF and that of

the Project B version is 1110 MSF. For comparison, the cost of the

machine and laboratory described in the ECFA report of 1967 would now

ne 1000 MSE,



5 Ny mam oy he ~~“Nexo TO Lhd 5 preohure a short history of the Buropean 300 Gel

Programme wich includes references to all the main CERN documents

roncerning this Frogramme. This annex is included not only for the sake

&gt;f completencss but also to illustrate all the long-term planning which

has been carried out over the last six or seven years in order to

establish the next stage of experimental facilities for nuclear particle

physics 1n Surope.

t would be too much to expect that this brochure will satisfy

averyone., The nuclear particle physicists and the accelerator builders

nay find it rather trivial. Other scientists may find some of the jargon

anfamiliar. The non-scientist may find parts of it difficult to follow.

All that can be hoped 1s that everyone will find something in 1t which

Ls interesting and which will encourage him to support the Programme.
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{uclear particle physics is on. of the basic sciences which hes

enjoyed a continuously evolving history in Europe ever since the discovery

by Rutherford in 1917 that one of the components of the atomic nucleous

was the proton and the discovery by Chadwick in 1932 that another component

sas the neutron. It is, however, only the most recent phase of the search

for the fundamental constituents of matter and the laws governing their

interactions. The original enquiry can be said to have started in ancient

Jreece, with Democritus, who postulated that atoms formed the building

blocks of all material objects. Thus Europe not only was the craddle of

his fundamental enquiry, but has supported its growth and development

overmanycenturiesandtoday continues to support those of its

scientists who work on this basic research in its latest form.

As the frontiers of this research have advanced decade by decade

there has been left += their wake a vast knowledge of the material world

shich has illuminated other sciences, notably chemistry, metallurgy and

&gt;ther solid state sciences. The epplication of this knowledge has

moulded the form of modern civilization and has helped man to live at

sase with his environment. It has also given man great power over the

physical world which has transferred his fears away from a seemingly

sapricious and hostile environment back to himself, his soerial problems

and the deterious effect he is now having on the environment he once feared
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the character of the work though not 1ts method. Like other basic sciences

progress in understanding depends on the interplay of theory and exveriment

Without experiments, theories remain unchecked; witheut theories,

sxperiments lack generalized explanation. The essential experimental

tools are nuclear particle accelerators which generate beams of high

energy particles and these beams of particles, impinging on target nuclei.

are used to create new entities whose interactions are the purpose of the

research. As the research has progressed ,more and more new particles and

resonant states have been discovered and their place in the scheme of

nature partially unravelled. But instead of getting simpler as the

research has progressed the nucleon world has proved to be more and more

complicated and as the complications have been uncovered the need for more

and more energetic beams of particles has steadily increased. To create

beams of particles with more energy requires larger particle accelerators

and larger accelerators cost more money.

fn the early 1950's the size and cost of accelerators had grown

sufficiently large that the States of Eurcpe decided to Join together to

build a European laboratory which would house a very large particle

accelerator. In this way A facilities for nuclear particle physics

were provided for all the European vniversities at a cost which was

acceptable to the Furopean States. Thus CERN was founded near Geneva 1n

1 7 5 ] and The ~ “; a cecelera, ) D Y ot S can 4 ntoLoy 9 a 2 G VY 1 oton ST nehy ron 3 fix © &gt; &lt;

operation at the end of 1959. A method had been found to continue the
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vas to prove useful as a basis of more extensive collaboration in other

"ields later on. The foundation of CERN and the concept of joint Zuropeean

research illustrates the relationships of nuclear particle physics to

European science and education which 1s the subject of this chapter.

The 1950's and early 1960's were the period of the great national

echnological projects sponsored by governments; military projects,

national prestige projects and projects aimed at improved material

vellbeing. In all these projects science was seen as the key to success

and since they required a great number of scientists, the university

system, particularly the science departments, were rapidly expanded to

neet the needs. The teaching staff at the universities expanded with

che increasing output and, since it was considered essential to carry

but research in order to be able to teach at the university level, the

supvort for research increased accordingly. Also, basic research was

seen to be essential as the source of new ideas and new kncwledge for

-he national projects so as they increased in size and number they

invested more of their budgets in basic research.

during the whole o &gt; this period therefore basic science in tre

universities and elsewhere increcsed ranidly in volume and those basic

sciences which most closely related to the national technological Trojects

increased the Tastest. Nuclear phvsicecs and nuclear particle physics
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in scientific research the subject was ready to respond to this social

pressure since the techniques were available and the sclentific concepts

sufficiently well developed. This coincidence of popular demand and an

ability to respond led to an extraordinary growth of the nuclear sciences

in Western Europa, America and Russia. All growth, however, is limited;

in a finite system the parts can only grow to a certain size; 1nevitabl:

in time a plateau is reached. The first signs of growth limitation in

nuclear particle physics were evident in the mid-1960's first in Britain

and then, soon afterwards, in America. It can be traced primarily to

a certain disenchantment of the public with the national technological

projects and to a growing preoccupation of the governments with national

economic affairs. The application of cost/benefit analysis to government

investments became popular and as benefit was usually equated with

sconomic benefit some of the national projects were found unsatisfactory.

As the budgets for these projects levelled cff so did the support for

the basic sciences which related most closely to the projects. Also

‘he basic sciences were examined in their own right and since it 1s

Jifficult to prove economic benefit from investment in basic research,

at least on the time scales of government activities, the purpose of

the basic sciences in the universities and elsewhere was gues.iovned

closely. These two effects combined in the late 1960's to cause ea general

levelling off of the investment by governments in basic sclence and the

zrowth rate at present, at the beginning of the 1970's, are very much
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that the future support for nuclear particle physics in Durope must be

sxamined and the new WO GeV Programme justified.J

As far as the research itself is concerned there is little doubt of

its growth potential or what the next step should be. This question has

been discussed and debated for many years and the answer hias always

emerged that a larger particle accelerator, of an anergy about 300 GeV,

1s recuired if the research is to continue to progress in Europe during

the 1980's and 1990's. Such a machine could only be built nowadays in

Europe by collaboration between the Member States of CERY using the

Organization which they have built up over the past 17 years and when

it comes into operation 1t will serve as the principal research tool

for all the universities in Europe engaged ii: nuclear particle physics

for many decades ahead, probably to the end of this century.

The questions which arise therefore concern not so much the kind of

new facilities required, or the growth potential of the subject, or the

methods by which it should be achieved, but rather the support which this

particular basic science will enjoy in Eurcpe in the future and its

relationship to European affairs and interests. Il now seems clear that

che special relationship which nuclear particle physics experienced with

some of the national technological projects no longer exists or exists

only indirectly through the higher educaticn system and therefore it is

the relationship between nuclear particle physics and higher education,
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technological advences will arise from this research in the future.
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end even new industries, as yet unknown, can be predicted with some

On

confidence. It is rather that the criginal demands of national

cechnological projects are no longer pressing nuclear particle physics

as they did in the past and therefore this stimulus cannot easily be used

to justify further exvansion in the investment in this research.

[ff the demand for more university types education, particularly in

the sciences, continues to grow in the next decade, as seems likely,

it might be expected that basic scientific research will again grow with

the output of the universities. Several factors could, however, intervene

Fo moderate the future growth of nuclear particle research. In the first

place the money allocated to the tasic sciences by governments may not

simply increase with a further increase in university education. In

the second place, within whatever allocation is made to the basic

sciinces, nuclear particle physics may not grow at the same rate as

other basic sciences. Thirdly, within whatever growth rate nuclear

particle physics enjoys in the future it may not be possible to afford

the heavy capital expenditure necessary to build the very large nuclear

particle accelerators essential for carrying the research forward. These

factors therefore need to be examined.
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increase in finunc al support for the basic sciences 1% will be necessary

ce review the premise that research activity 1s essential to teaching at

she university level. This premise 1s a very old one and 1s based on the

1otion that the function of a university is to create knowledge, to

preserve knowledge and to teach knowledge. However, i forms of

higher education exist in Europe and could be expanded, although it may

be questioned whether the quality of the teaching and hence the quality

of the output of these alternative systems is sufficient for a modern

society which is steadily becoming more and more science based.

Within whatever growth rate is decided in the next decade for the

totality of the basic sciences as a component of higher education in the

university system, nuclear particle physics could be allocated a lesser

growth rate 1f it was concluded that other basic sciences gave a more

appropriate training than nuclear particle physics for future generations

of skilled manpower emerging from the university system. For example, it

night be concluded that a higher proportion of biologists will be required

in the future than at present and the basic science budgets modified to

produce this change in the output of the university system. It can be

argued, however, that the mixture of scientific skills acquired by

sndergraduates and rag through the study of nuclear particle physics

1s sulted to a wide range of future employments and also that some

knowledge of such a fundamental science as nuclear particle physics 1s

indispensable to any new generations of universiiy science graduates.
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physics as a component of university scientific education is likely

the next decade but, in the absence of clearly defined plans Tor university

science expansion in the different disciplimes, it is difficult to predict

what that growth rate will be in the various countries of Iurope. A

guess might be that it will lie in the range of 3 - 67 per annum bracketing

. . : 1

a predicted growth rate of the overall European economy of 4 — 43% per

annum during the decade 1970-1980.

TL remains to discuss whether, with an annual growth rate of this

size, the 300 GeV Programme could be afforded on a European basis. The

Project A version of the 300 GeV Programme would require a growth rate

in the international part of nuclear particle physics expenditure of

about 93% per annum over a period of eight ycars. The Project B version

would require about 63% per annum. The ratio between the national and

international expenditures on nuclear particles physics varies widely

amongst the Member States of CERN. In some of the larger countries the

ratio is two to one, in others expenditures are equally divided between

the national and internatiorial components. In the latter case, for

example, the Project B version of the 300 GeV Programme could be af{orded

within a total growth rate for nuclear particle physics expenditure of

about 3% per annum over the next Aecade if the national expenditure is

held at about a constant level during this period.

Thus in each Member State cf CERN the financial impact of the

300 GeV Programme in the next decade 1s different and devnendent on
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seems that the Froject B version of the 300 GeV Programme, at least. would

not unduly distort the orderly development of the besic sciences in the

next decade and could be contained within the likely growth rates without

jepending on any special relationship between nuclear particle vohysics and

national technological projects. nor on enhanced growth rates of the

national university systems in Europe in the future.

The re.ationship between nuclear part.cle physics and the Eurcpean

science and education system has been explored in some detail in this

chapter and indeed this seems the principal way in which this basic science

relates to European affairs. There is, however, another relationship

shich should not be ignored which is the wholly beneficial effect CERN

1as had on European collaboration in science. Amongst the many European

scientific organizations set up since 1950 it may be claimed that CERN

st111 maintains its leading place as the example of effective and

successful collaboration in Europe. This has not been at all an inward

looking collaboration, content only to satisfy European needs, but has

successfully pioneered collaborative programmes with America, with

Eastern European countries, with the Soviet Union, and with the

Middie~-FEasternandEasterncountries. It would be impossible tc put an

economic value on all hese collaborative efforts which spraag from the

ideas 2nd ideals of those statesment and scientists who first founded the

Organization but in the years to come it may well be concluded that

whatever the importance of CERN has been for Eurovean sn’ence its effect
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curope. And if the Organigation withers sway in the future Europe will

lose its principal exarmle of successful collaboration.
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1 at the 0D GeV ensray level can only start in Europe in

eight yeers' time 1f Project A is approved, or in six years! time 17

Project B 1s approved. Nuclear particle physics 1s developing at such

a rate that it 1s difficult $0 predict what will be the important

experiments ln six or eight years' time. Furthermore, the American

machine at NAL, Batavia and the ISR machine at CERN will be operating

in one &lt;r two years' time and the physics results obtained with these

machines will undoubtedly affect experiments planned for the 300 GeV

machine. Therefore all that can be predicted now are ths kind of

experiments which an energy of 300 GeV would make possible and which

at this time seem important.

\ simple list c¢? experiments, however significant to nuclear

particle physicists, is hardly likely to enlighten other scientists and

would probably bore most non-scientists. Some background is therefore

recuired which will enable everyone to appreciate why it is that experiments

at the 300 GeV energy level are so extraordinarily in’ sting and how

thicy will a. » the present knowledge of the internal structure of the

nucleon. In one chapter of a brochure such as this 1t would hardly be

possible to sketch the whole history of nuclear particle physics. The

jifficulty, therefore, 1s to know where to star a
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themaolves into molecules and that the arrangements of molecules alive

the ceriliar —aterials of this world. Most p=ople know that aloms

sonsist of a nucleous around which orbit electrons and that it 1s the

interaction of the orbiting electrons of one atom with those of ancther whio

determine the way atoms arrange themselves into molecules and moiecules

into materials. Some people know that the nucliel of atoms consist of

protons and neutrons and that the different nuclel are charact.

by the number « f rotons and neutrons they contain. A few people kncw

that the proicns and neutrons, called collectively the nucleons, themselve:

have an internel structure and that it is this minute world smaller thar

3 molecule, smaller than an atom and smaller than a nuclei that is the

present interest and occupation of those scientists who call themselves

nuclear particle physicists. They got to this minute world via the

molecules, the atoms and the nuclei about 30 years ago and ever since

then have been trying to understand its strange inhabitants and their

Seculiar behaviour.

Some idea can be octailned of the wo. ie nucleon

r of the proton is of the crder of 10 3

{.

by noting that diame-

Clearly to examine such a small object it is desirable to have tools which

sre smaller than the object itself. Eut the only tools available, envwnere

near this size, are the nuclear particles themselves. Fortunately these

cen effectively be made smaller by accelerating them to very high Ve lOCLt1ot

rear the velgearty of laght.
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wavelength cannot be resolved distinctly. The concepts of wave mechanics

enable an effective wavelength to be assignedtoabeam of particles.

Thus the effective wavelength of the beam of particles produced by the

i of 7 I or Ty pags To Peg lee 1 ~—1h . “na T+ %
sresent 30 GeV proton synchrcotrons ig 1.0 x 10 cm, which, although

smaller than the nucleon, is still rather a blunt instrument for pr--"a

measurement. A 300 GeV proton synchrotron on the other hand would give

; - . -15 .

beams of particles with an effective wavelength of 5 x 10 cm, which

1s a factor of 3 smaller still and therefore, using the analogy of the

microscope, should allow much more detail to be seen.

This analogy with a microsce , however, does not 1llustrate the

full potential of an accelerator. A microscope is a detector of light

which 1s reflected from some source by the object being viewed. The

light source, which 1s the equivalent of the accelerator, usually does

not affect the object itself. A beam of fest protons, on the other hand,

impinging on nucleons at rest in a target, certainly does affect the target

and what is seen by the detectors (bubble chambers, counters, etc.) is not

an image of the target but new objects created vy interactions in the

carget. These new objects or particles are of intense interest to the

nuclear particle phvsicists and the higher the enerey of the beam of

particles the lerger the number of new types of particles which can be

observed. Furthermore. the higher the intensitv of the beam oti particles
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first machines were bullt in the 1930's has always been towards higher

energies and higher intensities. As the energies and intensities have

increased the complicated world of the nucleon has gradually been unfolded.

and what has been found is not only new but largely unexpected. A remariadl

nunber of new particles have been discovered whose significence is harely

mderstood and a whole new spectroscopy has been revealed sc that, in

analogy with atomic spectra, there 1s now a nu~leon spectroscopy with

resonant states and new guantum numbers.

The “nterest of the nuclear mnart.cle Tish waliant 3 dlirected not only

;owards the discovery and listing of new particles but also to studying

the way they interact together. Ever since liewton, physicists have

jescribed interactions between bodies by means of 'fields of fovea!

For example, the attraction of the earth by the sun 1s described as the

sarth moving in the gravitational field of the sun. In the same way

nuclear particles interact by vay of fields of force, although in their

case the gravitational force is far too weak to be significant in the

interacticns. One such interaction is due to the well known electric

force between charged particles znd 1s described by the electric field
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whereas the electric field extends indefinitely.

Fields of force have the property cf being «o.c Lo propagate freely

in space in the form of waves. The electric f:

of electromagnetic waves of which light waves are the easiest to observe:

the gravitational field propagates in the form of gravitational waves.

which, so it 1s claimed, have recently been observed by very delicate

pd a 3 4 ry, A

Lou Provsgates in the fom

apparatus; the strong nuclear field has also wave propagation

characteristics. In modern quantum physics any wave propagation is

equivalent to the emission of a stream of particles or field-quanta.

Electromagnetic waves correspond to light quanta or photons, gravitationzl

saves to gravitons (not yet detected) and the quanta of the strong nucleny

field are the group of particles called the mesons of which there sre

many members, some only discovered very recently. Most of the barycns

and mesons, however, have a very eéphemersl existence, Lredking up

spontaneously into lighter and more stable baryons and mescns in the

: -22
remarkably short time of 10 s. They are therefore thought of mocre as

resonant or excited states of the lighter and more stable particles

rather than as particles in thelr own right
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mn which a lechrically chersea — the electrons and muons -group which are electrically chargea thie electrons and muor

interact through the electric field. Members of the lepton group of

particles, however, are subject to yet another interacticn, called the

weak interaction. Thus in nature there secm to be four forces which in

order of their strength are the gravitational force, the weak nuclear

force, the electromagnetic force and the strong nuclear force. The

veak nuclear interaction seems to be a most peculiar one and its

characteristics are by no means understood. Although it acts between

ll the known part les, the baryons, mesons and leptons, its

corresponding field 1s not known, nor are the particles or quanta

shich correspond to this field. However, it seeus certain that, whatever

the field quanta are, they disintegrate always into a pair of leptons (a

lepton and an znti-lepton). For example, the neutron decays by the wear

‘nteraction into an electron snd anti-neutrino pair. These disinberraticon-

can be thought of as the emission of a quantum of the week interac..on

which subsequently transforms itself into a palr of leptons. But what

particle corresponds to the guanturn of the weak interaction remains =

Y S y t bee i C { = - X LC a f f C a Y a o - e 2 ate- : ane the nt LTAn tT cL (o 1 A AL - a: i all d h vy } a.

\ " i . .

vector boson) and the reascn it has not yet been found could either be trat

it does not exist, wnich would be very I “ting indeed, or that 1t 13
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1 these new particles is to invent th tiT les is 5 Anvent theoretical models which

i
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group togetlhsr particles having properties in common. Some of these

models have lifetimes not much longer than those of the particles them-

selves but cthers linger on until dismissed by a well chosen experiment

One such ordering system has recently been successful in predicting a

new particle, the Q, which was subsequently found by experiment end it

has therefore gained greal respect. This system, which was develorpzd

by applying Lie's algebra to the particles and resonances, is known as

SUZ (transformation by unitary matrices in 3 dimensions) and it grcuvs

the physical entities into sets of three, eight, ten or twenty-seven

particles of similar properties. The new particle just mentioned was

fact Che missing element in a set of ten in which nine meson-barver

Yr;

resonances were already known.

Howev 7e e Tr su OonC e3 3 pilu1 th 1 Ss cl . Ss Ss 112 “tron of parescles into sets, or

multiplets as they are called, maybe it is only a first step in real

? a -

understanding and physicists have naturally wondered what lies benind

“his particular system. Why this system and not any other? It has been

suggested thzt the SUI classification would fellow if all known particles



were built up from three basic particles, called somewhat whimsically

"quarks". The baryons would be composed of three quarks and the mesons

of a quark and an anti-quark. If this idea turns out to be correct it

really would be a very important step forward in nuclear particle physics

It would then be established that the basic bullding blocks of nature

are not the multitudinous array of baryons, mesons and leptons but only

a trinity of quarks which can combine in different ways to make up the

particles we observed today. However, if they exist, the quarks are

expi. 1 wo be rather heavy with masses much greater than those of the

barycns and mesons. So far no quarks have been definitely found and

again this may be because the existing accelerators are not energetic

snough to create them. So hunting for quarks will be another experimenta.

activity with the 300 GeV machine.

Yeo another particle which physicists would dearly like to discover

ls the magnetic-monopole. There 1s an odd asymmetry in nature whereby

solated electric charges exist but magnetic poles are always found in

pairs (north pole and south pole). The electromagnetic interactions of

such a magnetic monopole would be enormously stronger than those of an

So . oo LL 8 ,.
electron. In passing through matter it would lonize atoms at 10° times

the 1a. an electron of the same velocity. But despite diligent

searches no magnetic monopole has yet been found. Once again it could

se that its mass is too great for existing accelerators and, 1f so, the

300 GeV accelerator may be energetic enough to create it.



New fundamental particles are always interesting to find but they

are by no means the only task of a higher energy accelerator. Other

problems are just as fundamental and just as important. For example,

there 1s the question of what a proton really looks like when illuminated

by very fast particles which because of their short wavelength would be

able to show up fine detail. Does it look like a very small bail with

a sharply defined boundary or like a soft cloud with a minute hard core?

Does it look the same at 300 GeV as at 30 GeV; does it look different

when probed by neutrinos than when probed by electrons? The neutrino

fluxes and energies generated by the 300 GeV accelerator would greatly

zxtend the rather inconclusive results of present experiments and give

more meaningful answers to this question. Another surprising feature

of high energy interactions has been the rarity of collisions in which

a large transfer of momentum takes place. If it could be shown that

there is an upper limit to the amount of momentum that can be transferred

this would effectively determine the "hardness" of an elementary particle.

It could also be interpreted that no distance smaller than a certain

minimum has any meaning, and, 1f this is so, then space as well as time

may be quantised and both have a granular structure. The 300 GeV

accelerator would extend these kind of experiments to much higher energies

As was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter it is only possible

st this time to indicate the kind of exderiments which would be significant

and important to do if the 300 GeV machine existed now. The ones mentioned

above do not by any means exhaust the list. However, future events could



make any such list obsolete in a few years' time. For example, the

intervention of new theories and insights could make the present ones

untenable or new experiments with the existing machines could

unceremoniously dismiss many of the present theories. Also the initial

experiments using the NAL machine and the CERN ISR machine will certainly

throw new light on many of the questions mentioned above.

It ray be thought that the new American machine will make the

European one unnecessary, but this would be to misunderstand the whecle

nature of scientific research. Undoubtedly it is always a great advantage

to be first in a new energy field and to have a few years to look around

for int-resting objects. Finding a new particle is rather like finding

a unicorn in a forest which no one has ever explored and sometimes 1t

is almost as unexpected. But finding a unicorn is one thing; explaining

how it came to be there and how it related to animal kingdom is another.

The first is headline news; the second is scientific research. Every

auclear particle physicist would like to bask in the glory of discovering

a new particle but that pleasure, in so far as 1t depends on getting

first into the 300 GeV energy field, has now been denied European physicists

The unicorn analogy may therefore taste a little of sour grapes but it is

nevertheless true. The complexity of the nucleon world will not all be

solved in the next few years nor in the next decade. It will need the

inspiration and inventiveness of theoreticians and experimenters of

the whoie world for several decades to resolve and two 300 or LOO GeV

accelerators will hardly provide encugh experimental facilities. If



experiments predictable as significant today are all done before the

Furopean 300 GeV machine comes into operation, which is not very likely,

there will be Just as significant experiments to do later; indeed the

list will be even longer. In any case Europe will have the Intersecting

Storage Ring machine operating in these intervening years giving

equivalent primary beam energies of 1500 GeV whose resolution, to use

again the microscope analogy, is far greater than either whe NAL LOO GeV

machine or the European 300 GeV machine and although the experiments

possible with the ISR machine may be rather limited in scope they

certainly will enable a first look to be taken into the region of the

very high energies.



Chapter 3

The experimental facilitiesofthe200GeV Programme

The first detailed studies for a 300 GeV accelerator and its laboratory

were carried out at CERN in 1963-64 by a design group led by Prof. K. Johnsen.

The machine design proposed by this group followed closely the successful

designs used for the CERN 25 GeV proton synchrotron and its sister machine,

the Brookhaven 30 GeV proton synchrotron. A combined-function lattice was

adopted (focusing and bending of the protons in the same magnet unit) and

a C type yoke was chosen for the magnets. The machine diameter was 2.4 km

and, at a peek magnetic field of 12 kG, the machine was designed to give

300 GeV peak energy. The design of machine remained essentially unaltered

until mid-1969 when another design group was set up at CERN to look again

inte these matters. At this time, six of the Member States of CERN had

declared their intention to Join the 300 GeV Programme and 1t was thought

that a decision to start the Programme would be made at the end of 1969.

The task of the 1969 design group was to study developments in accelerator

jesign which had taken place since the 196L study and to prepare a revised

design for the machine. ready for a start on construction early in 1970.

The 1964 design for the new laboratory was modelled rather closely

on the CERN-lMeyrin laboratory but scaled up to be capable of operating at

the 300 GeV energy level. When the new laboratory came into operation it

was thought that the importance of the present one would gradually decline

as the role of Europe's central laboratory for nuclear particle physics



was taken over by the new laboratory. Consequently the new laboratory

was designed so that it could operate independently of the present one.

The 1964 machine design was arranged so that the machine could operate

efficiently and economically at 300 GeV energy in rather the same way as

the 25 GeV machine was being operated at CERN-Meyrin. The cost of the

300 GeV machine and its laboratory was estimated to be 1556 MSF which at

1969 prices would be 1900 MSF. When it became apparent that only six of

the twelve Member States of CERN intended to join the 300 GeV Programme

some reductions had to be made to the Programme in order to reduce 1ts

cost to about 1L4CO MSF which was the figure the six participating Member

States were prepared to contribute. These reductions were made simply

by leaving out parts of the original Programme but it was arranged that

the parts left out could be added later if and when extra money became

available. Thus it was proposed to reduce the machine energy to about

200 GeV by leaving out part of the magnet power supplies and to reduce

its intensity by leaving out parts of other machine components. However,

most of the difference betweeen the capital estimate of 1900 MSF and the

intended contribution level of 1400 MSF was achieved by leaving out, or

rather delaying, the construction of a considerable part of the experimental

facilities of the new laboratory, on the grounds that these could be

zradually added later during the operating period of the laboratory.

this way most of the essential features of the 19864 design were preserved

Tr

intact through until 1969.



The 1969 design study started out not only with the 1964 CERN

design as a basis, but also with two other major studies, one carried out

in 1965 at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley, California, and

the other at the new National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois

in 1967-68. The LRL, Berkeley study had put forward the idea of an

extendible energy machine, that is a machine which can start operation

at an initial energy level and then, in the same machine building or ring

tunnel, can be increased in energy in successive stages over a period of

years. Up to this time a substantial energy increase usually meant

building a new machine and often a new laboratory. This idea was

particularly attractive for the new CERN Laboratory since it enabled

the capital expenditure to be spread over many years, starting with a

lower in.v.al capital expenditure than would be required to complete the

programme up to the required energy of 300 GeV.

The way in which this seeming miraculous energy escalation can be

achieved is very simple. At the initial construction phase only part of

the machine magnets are installed and the machine is aligned accordingly

‘n other words, at this phase of construction, only a fraction of the

ring tunnel, which houses the machine and its magnets, is occupied by

equipment - _ rest is leftempty.Later,insuccessive steps, more and

mere magnets are added, the mmaine realigned at each step and its maximum

anergy increased. The limit is reached when the ring tunnel is full of

magnets and therefore the final energy of the machine is set, as usual,

by the diameter of the ring tunnel which, of course, must be fixed right



at the start of the programme. Since ring tunnels are relatively cheap

compared with magnets it pays to start with as large a ring tunnel as possible

This idea was taken up and developed during the 1969 study and it

came to be called the Missing-Magnet design. Apart from spreading out

the capital cost and making possible a final machine energy about twice

as great as could be afforded initially it has the extra advantage that

new magnet technologies can be incorporated into the machine development

programme. The new technology which is of most interest at this time is

superconducting windings for magnets in place of the usual copper or

aluminium windings since these offer the prospect of being able to operate

the magnet of an accelerator sesnmnionly at magnet fields of LO-60 kG

instead of 12-20 kG as at present. Combining superconducting magnet

technology with the Missing-Magnet machine design would enable a machine

to reach about five times its initial energy in successive stages, all

within the same ring tunnel and on the same laboratory site.

Since superconducting technology is a rather recent development it

is worth recalling why it is now possible to consider using it in such a

large device as the 300 GeV accelerator. Superconducting coils for magnets

which run at a steady magnet field were developed some time ago and are

currently used for large bubble chamber magnets and beam transport

The problem was to develop a superconducting wire which would

operate under the pulsed field conditions of the synchrotron magnets.

The breakthrough came with the invention in Britain of a wire which is



compcsed of hundreds of fine filaments of superconducting material, about

10 microns in diameter, imbedded in a matrix of copper to make a wire about

0.2 i" diameter. The internal losses of such an extraordinary conductor

due to the varying magnetic field can be reduced to a level which allows

economic operation of a synchrotron magnet. Wires of this type, which

are now produced commercially, have been wound into coils both in Europe

and 1n America to make experimental dipole magnets which operate under

pulsed conditions in the magnetic field range of L0-60 kG. There are yet

many problems to be solved before superconducting magnet technology can

be incorpuraied with confidence in a large proton synchrotron. For

example solutions have yet to be tried out to transfer the electromagnetic

energy fed into these magnets into an external store and back again into

the magnets, and the effect of intense radiation fields on the superconducting

materials is as yet unknown. All this development work will take a few

more years to complete but if i. is successful this new technology will

certainly open up LT for accelerating machines. Furthermore

the development of pulsed superconducting magnets, which at present is

being carried out in Europe zt three of the National Laboratories,

Rutherford, Karlsruhe and Saclay, 1s a great challenge to European industry

and there may be many applications for it outside the field of nuclear

particle physics.

By the end of 1969 it was possible to put together all the work of

the study and to design 2 machine which would satisfy the requirements of

the 300 GeV Programme. The overall requirement was that the machine and



its laboratory should cost no more than 1431 MSF at its initial stage

of construction. In addition, the initial energy of machine should be as

near 300 GeV as this money would allow and it should be possible to build

it on any of the five sites then offered by the six Member States intending

to support the Programme.

The design put forward, afterwards called Project A, incorporated a

proton synchrotron with the following operating energy levels.

Project A

Machine diameter

Initial operating energy
(with a half-set of iron-cored bending magnets)

Final operating energy
(with a full set of iron-cored bending magnets)

Alternative operating energy - 1
(with a half-set of superconducting bending magnets)

Alternative operating energy - ?

(with a full set of superconducting bending magnets)

J Km

250 GeV

500 GeV

650 GeV

1300 GeV

The machine design used a separated-function lattice, that is a magnet

system in which the bending and focusing functions are carried out in

diff. iene magnet units This system was adopted because it 1s no less

economic than a combined-function lattice and it is more Tlexible. The

initial stage of construction of the machine inciuded a half-set of

bending magnets which would allow an energy of 250 GeV to be reached and



at this construction stage the total project cost, for the machine, its

laboratory and its experimental facilities was 1431 MSF. The duration of

the initial construction period and hence the duration of the commitment

of the participating Member States was eight years. After the initial

construction period, if and when more money became available, the machine

could be developed in several different ways. By adding the second

half-set of iron-cored bending magnets the energy could be raised to

500 gov. If, however, superconducting magnets were shown to be practical

and economic by this time, instead of adding a second half-set of

iron-cored bending magnets, a half-set of superconducting magnets could

be added and the energy raised to about 650 GeV. Later on still, if

the superconducting magnets proved satisfactory, the original half-set

of 1ron-cored bending magnets could be removed and another half-set of

superconducting magnets put in their place to raise the energy to about

1300 GeV. Thus stage by stage over many years the energy of the machine

could te raised from 250 GeV to 500 GeV or even to 1300 GeV if super-

conducting magnets proved practical and economic.

The Project A version of the 300 GeV Programme also proposed a

different scheme for the experimental areas of the machine. In the 196L

design study it was thought that, following the experience of the 25 GeV

CERn machine, several bean ejection systems would be installed feeding

experimental areas radiating out tangentially from the circumference of

the machine. The 1969 study proposed only one ejection system and one



external proton beam line from which would ve branched several experimental

areas. Thus in the new scheme all the experimental areas would be grouped

together along a single proton beam line, an arrangement which 1s more

scononic in its use of the site area and costs less money.

It was this version of the 300 GeV Programme which was discussed by

the Scientific Policy Committee towards the end of 1969 and which was the

basis of the Council decision expected at the December 1969 session of

the Council. However, difficulties arose in choosing a site for the new

laboratory amongst the five then offered and no decision was taken at that

time. Faced with further delays of the 300 GeV Programme of unknown

duration the 1969 Study was extended into 1970 and at the June 1970

session of Council a second proposal for the 300 GeV Programme was presented

This second proposal, which came to be called Project B, is not

fundamentai’lv different from Project A but follows logically the thinking

which lay behind the first proposal. The original requirement of the

Programme was a machine which would operate at a maximum energy of 300 GeV

Instead of trying to get as near to this energy as possible at the initial

stage of construction, it was arranged to reach it at the second stage

with all the iron-cored magnets installed. Clearly this allows the

machine diameter to be reduced from 3 km to about 2 km. A machine of

this size using the new scheme for its experimental areas could then be

located on a site adjacent to and north of the present CERN laboratory at

Mevrin. Furthermore. the machine could be located in such a way that the



25 GeV machine already existing at CERN could be used as its injector

and the West Hall area of the present site could be used as its initial

experimental area. The cost estimates for a 300 GeV machine of 2 km

diameter built next to CERN-Meyrin and using some of its major equipment

showed that the Programme cost could be reduced to 1110 MSF. Within

this cost 1s included the main experimental area which will be built

north of the machine and will extend some 4 km from the beam ejection

region of the machine. The duration of the Programme is eight years

but research can start in the West Hall area during the sixth year of

the Programme.

Thus the idea of continuously developing a laporatory over many

years so thal the energy level at which research can be carried out

steadily increases with time, which had been the theme of the 1969

studies, was in 1970 applied to the present CERN laboratory which would

not be replaced by the new 300 GeV laboratory but absorbed by 1t.

Following the scheme of energy development used for the Project A

version of the 300 GeV Programme and using essentially the same machine

design the energy steps for the Project B version work out as follows:-—



Project B

Machine diameter

Operating energy
(with a full set of iron-cored bending magnets)

Alternative operating energy -— 1
(with a nalf-set of superconducting bending magnets)

Alternative cperating energy - 2
(with a full set of superconducting bending magnets)

 Nv 2 km

300 GeV

LOO GeV

800 GeV

At the beginning of the Prograrme it is proposed to order only a half-set

of iron-cored bending magnets. About 3 years afterwards it will be

necessary to decide whether to order the other half-set and so allow the

machine to be completed to the 300 GeV level with iron-cored magnets or

to order a half-set of superconducting magnets and so allow an energy of

LOO GeV to be reached. If the latter course is adopted then later on still

the original iron-cored bending magnets could be replaced by superconducting

magnets and the energy raised to 800 GeV. The decision which course to

follow does nct have to be taken at the start of the Programme and many

factors are involved. Obviously it must be demonstrated by the time the

jecision must be taken that superconducting magnets are practical and

economic, but also the needs of the research programme must be considered

If it is decided that superconducting magnets will be used

won, while these are being ordered, manufacturedandassembled.the

machine can be operated at the 150 GeV energy level using the West Hall

as the experimental area. If the superconducting magnets are installed

by. the end of the Programme then research can begin in the North



experimental area about eight years after the start of the Programme at

an energy level of about 400 GeV. Thus the problem will be whether it 1s

better to go as quickly as possible to the 300 GeV energy level or to

operate at the 150 GeV energy level for a few years and then go to

400 GeV with the prospect of reaching 800 GeV later on. It 1s a fortunate

start of the programme but can be left until some research results are

available at these high energies from the NAL machine at Batavia and the

ISR machine at CERN.

The 1969 and 1970 design studies have thus produced two versions of

the 300 GeV Programme both of which are extremely interesting and each

of which in its different way satisfies the requirements of the Programre.

The following table summarizes the main features of these two versions

and for comparison purposes include those of the version produced by the

1964 study. (Table on Page 30.)

The advantages and disadvantages of the Project A and B versions

of the 300 GeV Programme are clearly shown in this table. The Project A

version is larger, offers higher energy levels for research at each stage

but costs EA than the Project B version. The Project B version 1s chesper

and offers the possibility of starting research at a somewhat higher energy

level than Project A three years earlier. What is not shown in this table.

however, is that the combined cost of operating the CERN-Meyrin laboratory

and the 300 GeV Programme would rise to a level of over 600 MSF per annum

7ith Project A and probably continue at this level thereafter whereas with

Project B it rises to 470 MSF per annum and would continue thereafter at

about the 500 MSF per annum level.



Comparisons of different versions of the 300 GeV Programme
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Project B also provides at one place in Europe a remarkable complex

of experimental apparatus for nuclear particle physics. In the first

place there would be the 25 GeV proton synchrotron which, using the South

and East experimental areas, can offer a continuing programme of research

at the 25 GeV energy level as long as this is relevant. In the second

place the ISR machine will offer next year exciting research programmes

at an equivalent primary beam energy level of 1500 GeV. In the third place

the 300 GeV machine will make possible from 1976 onwards research programmes

at the 300 GeV energy level and possibly later on at energy levels

approaching 1000 GeV. Such a complex should be sufficient for the needs

of nuclear particle physics in Furope until the end of the century.

figure 1 shows the layout of the Project B machine on the proposed

site and the connections between the 300 GeV machine, the 25 GeV machine

and the West Experimental Area. The North Experimental Area 1s also

shown. The whole of the site area is veyulved to be reserved for the

300 GeV Programme but not much of the surface of this area will be built

upon. When the Programme is completed the area will look as shown in

Figure 2, which is a retouched aerial photograph. Very little appears

on the surface because the machine will be built underground in tunnels

bored in the underlying rock. Only the laboratory buildings and the

North Experimental Area are nr*iceable in Figure 2. Thus the character

of the region, which at present is used for farming and forestry, will

be perpetuated in the future.



ANNEX

The History of the 300 GeV Programme and Documentation

The history of the CERN 300 GeV Programme is a remarkable record of

endeavour by both research physicists and accelerator designers to

establish the next stage of experimental facilities.fornuclearparticle

physics research in order to ensure the continuation of this research

in Europe.

The present laboratory of CERN at Meyrin was conceived in the early

1950's and its principal experimental facility, the CERN 28 GeV Proton

Synchrotron, took advantage of the important invention of alternating

gradient focusing (Christofilos, 1950; Courant, Livingston and Snyder

1952). Even before the CERN P.S. and its twin sister, the Brookhaven

A.G.S., were finished, discussions were going on amongst accelerator

designers atout the possibility of building much higher energy machines

employing the same A.G. focusing principle but using the experience gained

in building the 30 GeV machines to reduce further the costs per GeV.

Tn 1959 the CERN P.S. came into operation followed shortly afterwards

by the Brookhaven A.G.S. Both machines were extraordinarily succesful,

if not beyond he dreams of .their designers at least beyond reasonable

xy «on, and they have proved not only dependable and intense sources

of high-energy particles, but immensely flexible research tools capable

of extensive development. Thus, both machines, which started with beam

intensities of about 101° protons/pulse are now operating at intensities



of 1012 protons/puise; two orders of magnitude higher than originally

intended. Of equal importance has been the flexibility of these machines

in providing many output particle beams, often simultaneously, to a wide

variety of experimenters so that it has been possible to build up many

large experimental areas around the machines in place of the one

experimental hall originally provided. However, the successful operation

and exploitation of these machines has brought its own problems. Because

it has been possible for CERN, for example, to offer to European research

physicists a far greater range of facilities and a far greater use of

these facilities than was imagined possible when the CERN P.S. was

designed, the annual cost of running the CERN-Meyrin laboratory, for

research work and for developing the CERN P.S. machine and its experimenta.

facilities, has turned out to be much greater than was ever foreseen.

However, although the potential for reliable operation, subsequent

development and intensive exploitation should be essential features of

any new and larger accelerator, the degree of exploitation is something

which depends not only on the scientific interest in the field when the

machine comes into use but also on the economic situation of the Member

States financing the laboratory at that time. It does not follow that

a new and larger accelerator must be exploited as much as the CERN P.S.

has been the last few years.

In the Accelerator Research Division of CERN, a special Study Group

was set up, with the authorization of the Council, at the beginning of

1962 under the direction of Prof. X. Johnsen 10 look into the feasibility



of a 300 GeV proton synchrotron and to arrive at realistic parameters

and reliable estimates of cost, manpower and time schedules. In January

1963, the Director-General of CERN, with the agreement and help of the

Scientific Policy Committee, invited representatives of the European

community of nuclear particle research physicists to meet at CERN to

form the European Committee on Future Accelerators (ECFA). ECFA

immediately set up a working party under the chairmanship of

Prof. E. Amaldi which submitted in June 1963 a report on the European

High-Energy Accelerator Programme (Report FA/WP/23/Rev. 3) and this

report, the conclusions of which were endorsed by ECFA and the Scientific

Policy Committee, was submitted to the Council at its June 1963 session

(CERN/505) as the basis for future accelerator planning in Europe. The

conclusions of the '"Amaldi Report" as far as European joint action was

concerned were twofold. At the highest energy levels the programme

should include the construction of intersecting storage rings (I.S.R.)

in association with the CERN P.S. machine and the construction of a new

proton accelerator for an energy of about 300 GeV. The Council authorize:

Jlementary programme and budget for the preparation of detailed

designs for what came to be called the two "summit projects"; the I.S.R.

and the 300 GeV P.S. The special Study Group in the Accelerator Research

Division of CERN, which had helped the Amaldi Working Party to prepare

its report to ECFA and the Council, was temporarily enlarged and

augmented by accelerator experts from la? ~ratories in the Member States

and from the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. and in November 1664 produced a report

‘n two volumes on the Design Study of a 300 GeV Proton Svnchrotron which



was submitted to the Ccuncil at its December 1964 session (CERN/563).

A companion report on the ISR Project was presented to the Council in

June 196L

The Scientific Policy Committee presented its recommendations to

the Council for a future programme for CERN at the June 1964 session

(CERN/546) and subsequently presented a supplementary paper (CERN/562) at

the December 196L session of Council. Essentially, the Scientific Policy

Committee recommended to the Council a single coherent programme in three

parts. The first part was improvements to the existing facilities of

CERN-Meyrin including increasing the intensity of the CERH¥ P.S., extensions

to experimental areas and new experimental equipment. The second part

was the addition of intersecting storage rings to the CERN P.S5. and the

third part was the creation of a new laboratory containing a 300 GeV

accelerator.

Between the first report of the Scientific Policy Committee in

June 196L and its second report to the Council in December 1964 a meeting

tock place in Vienna between representatives of Western Europe, the U.S.A.

and the U.S.S.R. to consider intercontinental collaboration in nuclear

particle physics end future accelerator building. The conclusions of

that meeting were that at the level of 200-500 GeV energy, machines

could still be built on a continental basis but, at the 1000 GeV level

and above, it would probably be necessary to consider an intercontinentel

machine. As a result the Scientific Policy Committee was able in .ts



second document (CERN/562) to report unanimity amongst the European

nuclear particle physicists on the necessity of constructing a 300 GeV

machine in Europe as an essential part of the European nuclear particle

physics programme.

In 1965, at its December session, the Council approved the first

and second parts of the European programme recommended to it by the

Scientific Policy Committee, namely the CERN P.S. improvement programme

and the ISR project, and both these programmes are now well under way.

The third part of the programme, the 300 GeV laboratory, to which the

Scientific Policy Committee gave a priority equal to the other twe parts

of the programme and many European nuclear particle physicists considered

of overriding importance for the long-term future of this research, has

been under discussion ever since.

In 1966 the European Committee on Future Accelerators was convened

again to consider the European nuclear particle physics situation as it

had developed since the "Amaldi Report" was issued (FA/WP/23/Rev. 3, 19£€3)

Two plenary sessions took place in the spring and summer of 1966. Working

Parties studied once again the component parts of the European programme.

As far as the 300 GeV part of the original programme was concerned,

ECFA reaffirmed its vrevions conclusion that "the 300 GeV project remains

the primary objective of the international high-energy programme in Eurone'

They further recommended thet the main characteristics of the accelerator

should correspond to the CERN Design Study and ECFA recommendations of



1963/64 and "urged Member States to authorize the project at the earliest

possible date™ (Resolution by ECFA to the June 1966 Council, CERN/ECFA

66/4 Rev. 3). About a year later, in May 1967, ECFA issued a full report

on its studies during 1966/67 which was submitted to the Council at its

June 1967 session (CERN/T00). In this report ECFA again recommended,

"the building of a large proton accelerator in Europe with the least

possible delay. This is essential if European scientists are to continue

to contribute to the advances of high-energy physics into the 1980's".

The design of the accelerator, its cost and laboratory menpower require-

ments were reviewed and some changes and additions proposed to the original

specifications of 1963/64 but substantially the concepts of the original

propositions of CERN and ECFA were upheld.

After the intensive work carried out by the CERN Study Group in

1962/63 culminating in the two-volume Design Study of a 300 GeV Proton

Synchrotron submitted to Council at its December 1964 session (CERI/ 563)

most of the CERN staff involved in the studies returned to their origina’

Jobs and to the two programmes which had been approved namely, the CERN

P.S. improvement programme and the ISR project. However, some work

continued at CERN on the 300 GeV Programme financed by a supplementary

programme of CERN. This work included technological problems such as

che linac and injection system of the 300 GeV machine and the R.F.

acceleration system, and also very extensive investigations into possible

sices 2m Burope for the 300 GeV laboratory. In June 106k the Council had

invited Member States to make proposals for possible sites for the new



laboratory and as a result some twenty-two 'official' sites were offered

to CERN out of an initial list of about a hundred sites. The investigations

on these sites were carried out by CERN staff and by experts and

authorities in the Member States themselves and they were finally brought

together in a two-volume report "Sites for the proposed CERN 300 GeV

Proton Synchrotron" issued in May 1967 and submitted to Council (CERN/6LL/

Rev. Vol. I and II). The studies showed that there was no shortage of

suitable sites for the new laboratory in the Member States and, although

some sites were better than others, sufficient were available to enable

a good choice to be made by the Governments of the Member States when

the tiie came to launch the new programme. The work carried out all

over Europe on these site investigations is its&lt;lf a remarkable story

of European cooperation involving quite different people from those

asually associaved with the activities of CERN. Most of the national

geological and survey organizations of the Member States were concerned

in the work and most of the national nuclear physics laboratories. That

50 many suitable sites for the 300 GeV accelerator and its laboratory

were discovered in Europe and investigated in such depth and extent

is a great tribute to all those who took part in the work including the

local administrative authorities who, after thelr initial surprise at

finding such unforeseen virtues in the familisr soils and rocks of

their regions, joined enthusiastically in the investigations.

In parallel with the continuing technological studies at CERN andPp 2

the site investigations, the Committee of Council and the CERN
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Administration actively pursued the formal steps necessary to set up

a new Laboratory. It was at the June 1966 meeting of the Council that

the President was authorized to place the 300 GeV Programme formally

before the Governments of the Member States for discussion and decision.

As a summary of the project up to that time, a special brochure entitled

“Status of the product for a European 300 GeV proton synchrotron, July

1966", was written by CERN and issued to the Delegates to the Council.

In the Foreword to that report the Director-General of CERN wrote,

"I should point out one difference between high-energy physics and many

other branches of science; the unavoidable large size of the equipment

forces us to make plans for fifteen years ahead, involving physicists

of a whole continent. Delays in decision can therefore have a catastroph:

effect on the whole future of (this) fundamental physics in Europe, and

for this reason Governments have been requested to decide on this new

Laboratory as soon as possible. Five years of study will have gone

into preparing the decisions and ten more years will pass before the

new Laboratory can start to operate. By then CERN will have been running

for nearly twenty years. The time to take the next step forward is now"

The two essential documents “which must be formally agreed by the Member

States before the 300 GeV Programme can be started are a new Convention,

which allows the setting up .of a new Laboratory, and a document defining

its Programme. Work on she 2a CERN Convention was started in March 1966

reached an zgreed form in December 1967, and was submitted to Member

States for ratification in January 1968 (CERN/716/Rev. 5). At the time

of writing this brochure ten Member States have announced their



ratification of the new Convention but all must ratify before it can

come into force. Work on a Programme Definition document was started

soon after the work on the new Convention and a version sultable for the

Project A 300 GeV Programme was submitted to Council at its December 1969

session (CERN/8T3). Another version suitable for the Project B 300 GeV

Programme will be submitted to Council at its October 1970 session.

In 1969, in anticipation of a favourable decision by the Council on

the 300 GeV Programme a new committee was set up, again under the

chairmanship of Prof. E. Amaldi, to advance the study of various

technological problems associated with the 300 G&amp;V accelerator. This

"300 GeV Steering Group" set up a number of Working Groups composed partly

of CERN staff but mainly of staff of the national accelerator laboratories

to study different aspects of the accelerator. The report of this

Steering Group and its Working Groups was submitted to the Council at

its December 1969 session (CERN/870).

The Committee of Council decided in 1969 to visit the sites proposed

For the new 300 GeV Laboratory by those Member States who had indicated

their intention to join the Programme. Accordingly five sites, G3pfritz

(Austria), Le Tae (France), Doberdd (Italy), Drensteinfurt (F.R. of

Germany and Focant (Belgium) were visited by Members of the Committee of

Council together with CERN Directors and site experts from the Member

States. The timing of this visit, arranged to give Members of the

Committee of Council a thorough understanding cf the qualities and



potentialities of the proposed sites before the June 1969 Council

meeting, proved very opportune since on each of the sites visited it

was possible, by virtue of the shafts and galleries driven into the

bedrock, to inspect the actual rock in which the machine would be founded.

It was expected at the December 1969 session of Council that a

decision would be reached to start the 300 GeV Programme. Six Member

States had announced their intention to join the Programme, five sites

were available for the new laboratory and all the necessary documentation

was prepared and presented to Council. However, difficulties arose in

shoosing one site out of the five offered and no decision was taken.

Instead a meeting at Ministerial level was arranged for the end of

January 197C to discuss the problems but it did not take place.

Faced with delays of unknown duration the small group at CERN began

once again in early 1970 to review the Programme, this time from an

entirely different starting point. Project A, which was the basis of

the 300 GeV Programme submitted to Council in 1969, started with the

notion of a fixed sum of money and five sites and described a machine

and a laboratory which could be built for that sum of money on any of

the five sites. The sum of ‘money, 1431 MSF, had been agreed by the six

Member States intending to join the Programme and, for this money, it

wes planned that the machine, at its first stage of construction, would

run at an energy of 250 GeV eight years al + the start of the Programme

Later on the energy could be raised to 500 GeV if and when additional

money became avallable.



Project B, which emerged from the 1970 studies, started with the

original ECFA recommendations for a machine of 300 GeV energy and

incorporated a machine which would reach that energy if completed with

iron-cored magnets. The machine diameter was consequently smaller than

that of Project A, 2 km as against 3 km, and it was found that a machine

of such a size and its laboratory could be located on a site next to

and north of the present CERN Laboratory at Meyrin. It then became

possible to consider using major installations at the present laboratory

as an integral part of the new laboratory which both reduced the cost of

the 300 GeV Programme and shorbened the time between the start of the

Programme and the first research operation. The cost of the Project B

300 GeV Programme 1s estimated at 1110 MSF and research could start at

the 300 GeV energy level six years after the start of the Programme.

This second version of the 300 GeV Programme took shape as a result

of many discussions in the Committee of Council, in the Scientific Policy

Committee, in ECFA and, of course, in the 300 GeV Machine Committee, which

7as set up to design the machine in the second half of 1969. Project B

was first presented to Council at its June 1970 session (CERN/9L3) where

it gained a wide measure of support and the Council at that meeting

unanimously authorized further studies of the Project so that it could

pe presented in the same detail as Project A towards the end of 1970.

These studies are now underway and it is hoped to submit Project B

formally to Council at its October 1970 session together with the relevent
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documentation so that Council may reach a decision at its December 1970

session.

'f indeed a decision is taken in favour of Project B at that time,

the 300 GeV Programme could start at the beginning of 1971 and research

could start in 197¢ at the 300 GeV energy level in Europe. Curiously

enough this is the same date as well as the same energy that ECFA

recommended as long ago as 1963 and if it is achieved the essential

experimental needs of nuclear particle physics in Europe should be

satisfied for the next two or three decades.



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 9430:

August 4, 1970

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
CERN
1211 Geneva 23
Switzerland

Dear Viki:

This is a follow-up on our telephone conversation. When I finally
turned down both yours and Paul McDaniel's invitation to serve on HEPAP, I
nad spoken to both of you very highly recommending Ballam as an excellent
candidate, with Richter as an alternate. Recently I heard that the HEPAP
nigh command was going for a theorist instead. Since I interpreted this
as meaning that SLAC would be unrepresented, which I thought would be very
bad, I phoned to express my views to you. Now that I learn you are combin-
ing SLAC and Theory in the person of BJ I feel much better.

I can think of no one better than BJ for looking carefully at,
and keeping his eye on, important problems and directions of physics. From
a selfish SLAC point of view, someone like Joe Ballam, who has many broad
virtues and in addition is so very well informed on the real problems of
life at SLAC, would, of course, be a stronger member. I say this because
the crucial recommendations of HEPAP are going to involve what will happen
to us when we lose, say, a couple of hundred thousand dollars in our budget,
one way or another. And no one has a better feel for this as well as its
physics impact than Joe who is also an excellent physicist. It is all a
matter of weighting the importance of familiarity with real facts of life
at a major lab, factors from which BJ has so far been pretty well shielded
but which are vital for HEPAP. Maybe he'll have to learn them now, however

I look forward to seeing you in the fall. Have a good summer.

Best regards,
J

Sidney D. Drell

P, S. = I am enclosing a copy of "Policy on SLAC Participation in Work
at the National Accelerator Laboratory" which Pief wanted forwarded to you
before the next HEPAP meeting.

fnclosure
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

July 24, 1970

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
European Organization for Nuclear

Research - CERN

1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Dear Vicki:

IT would like to thank you very much for your thoughtful letter
of June 25, 1970, discussing the justification for and problems
of the AEC-supported research programs in low and medium energy
physics.

I found your letter most helpful and the information provided is
already being put to good use. Thanks again for the imposition
on vour time.

Sincerely,

Gedrge A! Kolstad
Assistant Director (for Physics

and Mathematics Programs)
Division of Research



Dy. Paul
Division
U.s. Ator
Washia~’

Dear Pru t

“Dan Director

Cemmission
25

a * a 1576

Az you know the High Energy Advisory Pansl has discussed future plans
fcr the PPA on a mumber of cecasions. Earlier this year when we were
pdvized of the drastic budgetary situation for FY 1971 and the abaence
of prospects for a significantly improved situatien for FY 1972, we
concluded that it would be lapcssible to operate all of the accelerators
shich were supporting the research programs. This point of view was
arrived at because of the absclute necessity to provide fund: for the
maintenance of research efforts at ths wore advanced laboratories having
higher anergy beams and grester capabilities, 4s a consequence it was
‘oncluded that the PPA should be phased cut. Thi: was a painful verom-
mendsticn since the PPA is «till a viable lsberatory with a large number
of vaiversity users producing results cf significant value.

de believe that the situsticn has changed since the original decisicn
«35 made. Dr. White has proposed 8 limited cperating program over the
pext few years, drawing heavily on utilizatica of the facilities which
now exist. This would avoid 8 precipitous shut down and permit the
:empleticn of important reszsrch projects. Further, there are interest~
ing possibilitiss for utilization of thas machine in areas such as nuclear
structure physics and high energy-ion research, »hi.h should be iovastie
gated, A heavy ion -apability may be cf special interest to the RASA,
We, therefrre, urge that the federal government continue support of tha
PP4 high energy physics program im FY 1971 at a mialmal level, If asncthar
missicn is te be accomplished by the PPA, the possibility of federal support
on en increments] bazis for a modest but significant high epergy program in
the futursa should be .considared,

Siucerely,

Thee 5 - Vais:hoof



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

CAMBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS 02139

14 July 1970

Dr. Edward Creutz
National Science Foundation
Washington, D.C. 20550

Dear Ed:

At its meeting on May 24-25, 1970, the High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel had a presentation of the plans to increase the utility
of the NSP supported electron accelerator at Cornell by raising the energy
to over 15 BeV, by extending the experimental area, and by increasing the
associated computer facilities. We believe that all aspects of the proposal
are well thought out. and would help substantially and in a relatively
inexpensive way improve the research capability of this accelerator.

The Cornell accelergtor laboratory is a very important element
in the complement of high energy facilities of the United States. It has
acquired recently even more significance by the fact that the research
activities at the Cembridge Electron Accelerator (CEA) have been sharply:
reduced in order to meet financial stringencies. Since CEA most probably
will concentrate exclusively on the exploitation of the so-called "by-pass",
producing clashing electron-positron beams, the research activities with
several BeV electron beams of large duty cycle will be performed in the
U.S. exclusively at Cornell. Among these are inelastic electron scattering
with identified final states, exploration of photo-produced reactions with
multiple final states, etc. which the Cornell accelerator would have to
perform. These experiments require instrumentation, floor space and
computer capacity which is generally in excess of that now available. We
feel that the addition of floor space and computer capacity is essential
to have the Cornell machine make use of its unique characteristics.
In addition, the proposed increase in energy will make this instrument
as a long-duty cycle electron accelerator unique not only for the U.S.
but for the whole world, since the only two competitors in Germany and
Russia do not go higher than 7 BeV.

~ The addition of the experimental area and of the computer facility
are not only desirable at the present energy but are even more important
for the exploitation of the higher energy beams.

. By funding the se efforts, the Wational Science Foundation can
playamostimportantroleinhelpingto keep elementary particle physics
research in the United States on a high level, We very much hope that
the proposed improvements can be realized. We consider the Cornell
facility to be one of those laboratories of which we can be truly proud.

Very truly yours,
 (0Ce © (gs 0

vi ge Br hs Victor F. Weisskopf
Chairman |

High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel
ABR .C.
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

JUL 6 1970

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
CERN
1211 Geneva 23
Switzerland

Dear Professor Weisskopf:

My purpose in writing is to express my deep appreciation for the
excellent and devoted service you have given to the Atomic Energy
Commission as Chairman of the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel.
Under your leadership the Panel has applied their expert knowledge
of the field of research to many complex problems and has given
us the benefit of their well considered assessment and recommenda-
tions. Your important role has been especially effective and your
antiring and effective leadership is much appreciated.

Letters were sent out a few days ago to five new members and to the
eight continuing members of the Panel. A list of the membership
for FY 1971 is enclosed for your information. We believe this list.
approved by the Commission in advance of dispatching the letters,
provides the desirable balance as to specialization, geographic
location, and type of institutional affiliation. Each new and
continuing member was reminded that HEPAP members serve on the Panel
in the interest of the national program and not as representatives
of their respective institutions or geographic locations. A copy
of the Charter was sent to the new members.

We are gratified that you are willing to continue as Chairman of
HEPAP for one more year and we look forward to continuing this
pleasant association. We have scheduled the meeting of July 17-18,
1970 at the H Street Building, Washington, D. C. and we shall be
pleased to see vou at that time.

[ hope you are enjoying a productive and pleasant summer at CERN.

Sincerely,

 pn Jolene
Paul W, McDaniel, Director
Division of Research

Enclosure:
As stated



MEMBERSHIP LIST

HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS ADVISORY PANEL

Professor Victor F, Weisskopf (Chairman of Panel)
Head, Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
617-864-6900 Fxt. 4887 or 4801

Dr. Rodney L. Cool
Associate Director
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973
516-924-6262 Ext, 2237

Dr. Bruce Cork
Associate Director for

High Energy Physics
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne, Illinois 60439
312-739-7711 Ext. 4126

Dr. Sidney D, Drell
Deputy Director
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University
Stanford, California 94305
415-854-3300 Ext, 2664

Dr. Emanuel R, Piore
Vice President for Research

and Engineering
international Business Machines Corp.
590 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10021
212-753-1900

Professor Jerome L., Rosen
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York 14627
716-275-4393

Dr. James R, Sanford
National Accelerator Laboratory
Post Office Box 500
Batavia, Illinois 60510
312-231-6600 Ext, 291

y ’
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Dr. Andrew M. Sessler
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
415-843-2740 Ext. 5851

Professor George A. Snow
Department of Physics and Astronomy
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742
301-454-3508

Dr. Gerald F. Tape, President
Associated Universities, Inc.
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N, W
Washington, D, C. 20036
202-462-1676

Professor Kent M. Terwilliger
Department of Physics
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
313-764-4445

Professor Sam B, Treiman
Palmer Physical Laboratory
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
609-452-4350

Dr. William A, Wenzel
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
415-843-2740 Ext. 5501

Professor William J, Willis
Sloane Physics Laboratory
Yale University
New Haven, Connecticut 06520
203-436-1580



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

June 29, 1970

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
CERN
2511 Geneva 23
Switzerland

Dear Viki

L got your June 23 letter and I tried to persuade Sidney to
serve on HEPAP but, as you can tell from his letter of June 26, I
failed. I agree with him that it would be unwise for him to become
the chairman; this is a job whichIbelieve should go to a non-big
laboratory man and I hopedto be able to persuade him to serve provided
the chairmanship was barred. However he is really incredibly harassed
at the present moment. Althoughhehasbeen off PSAC he still is
involved with one of its major panels which is right in the middle of
ongoing battles in Washington. In addition both of us are heavily
drawn into the ABM and other debates in the Congress, and are also
getting involved in the total student-university problem, which is
aowaggravated by Pitzer's abrupt resignation. Sid just does not want
to get involved with anything more now.

To some extent the total amount of HEPAP-associated work which
Sid has seen on my side has scared him a little bit, although I assured
him that something like the effort involved in writing our report would
se very unlikely to be repeated next year. Anyhow this is it and we
nave to make the best of it. I agree with your general complaint that
he total HEPAP membership is being downgraded in prominence, although
[ do not believe in vitality. We have to embark on a major educational
process on the AEC that they are good people. I think either Ballam or
Richter would be very good. Richter is more vocal and more thoughtful
but he may have antagonized some people at some time in the past. Ballam
is very well regarded by the Users because he has put the bubble chamber
operation at SLAC into the most productive source of pictures of which
only well under 207 are being used in-house. In addition he serves on the
Stanford Academic Senate and therefore knows a lot about university-laboratory
interactions. He is, however, relatively quiet and probably would not
angage in vigorous dialogues with the Ledermans, et al.

I am sorry I could not do better.

Regards,
L-
4  MN

Banaf-



STANFORD UNIVERSITY

STANFORD LINEAR ACCELERATOR CENTER
Mail Address

SLAC, P. O. Box 4349
Stanford, California 94305

June 26, 1970

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
CERN
1211 Geneve 23
Switzerland

dear Viki:

I am finally responding to your letter of June 1 after mulling
Lt over in Israel for the last few weeks. It is very difficult for
ne to turn down your appeal but I am afraid I will and for several
~“easons

i. I still have just too much work and too many commitments in
dashington and I don't really see them tapering off, especially during
the height of the SALT sessions.

2. I think you are being a little harsh on Ballam or Richter
regarding this committee; I think that the working people in the AEC
should be more responsive to a man's knowledge in the field and his
willingness to argue his views in a vigorous and forthright way rather
than being respansive to his titles or very irrelevant paraphernalia
of rank.

3. In any case I think it would be inappropriate to groom someone
from a national laboratory for chairmanship of that committee, as you
suggested in a phone call to me. Certainly the chairman should be a
miversity person.

It really pains me to reject your persuasive request but I funda-
nentally feel that these other people not only can but will do a first-
rate job to continue the fine precedent vou have set so far with HFPAP.

Dan and I had a marvelous trip in Israel and I was pleased to see
chat Nechama is in good shape and has resumed her career vigorously.
We are trying very hard now to bring her and the boys to Stanford next
summer. Why don't vou and Ellen join us?

Best wishes,
pr—— “

—

Sidnev D. Drell
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ol June 1970

Professor Victor F, Weisskopf
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Physics :
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Professor Weisskopf:

For your information, here is the item on the subpanels of the High Energy
Physics Advisory Panel, which is scheduled to appear in the August issue of
PHYSICS TODAY.

Sincerely,
Aesden WR! — Los
Miss) Theodora Johnides
Assistant Editor

TJ: Img

MEMBER SOCIETIES: ] i Co .

American Physical Society/ Optical Society of America/Acoustical Society of America / Society of Rheology }
Amerinan Association of Phvsics Teachers! American Crystallogranhic Association/ American Astronomical Societ-



sundweiss and Cork Head AEC

ii #h-Energy Physics Subpanels

«0 subpanels have been added to the High-Energy Physics Advisory Panel

~¢ the Atomic Energy Commission, which is headed by Victor ¥. Weisskopf of

wi, The subpanel on future patterns of high-energy physics research is

wended by Jack Sandweiss of Yale University and is studying the changing

~raracter of particle physics in view of theadvent of large-scale accelerators

snd in view of prospects for limited financial support. Bruce Cork of

Argonne National Laboratory is danteran of the subpanel on accelerator
technology. This subpanel plans to advise the AEC division of research

on nmulti-GeV accelerator developments that should be more fully supported

and to study the cost and time scale of the next generation of Wipneannray

accelerators. Both chairmen would welcome the advice and the opinion of

anyone who has an interest in these problems.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

RIVER CAMPUS STATION
ROCHESTER. NEW YORK 14627

To

— AN

1 1142

ARTMENT OF PHYSICS
AND ASTRONOMY

June 23, 1970

Dr. Glenn T. Scaborg
Chairman
Atomic Energy Commission
Jashington, D. C. 20545

Dear Glenn,

In commen® with scientific groups throughout the country,
(he Division of Particles and Ficlds of the American Physical Sociciry
became concerned about the employment situation in particle physics.
In particular, it was decided to make a rather thorough study of the
situation in theoretical particle physics. In my capacity as Chairman
of this division, I appointed a "select" committee of the two most
recent Dannie Heineman prize winners (Profs. Y. Nambu and A. Wightman)
to gather the basic data. A special (and rather sensitive) feature
of this survey was the attempt to obtain a rough qualitative evalua-
tion of the applicants for postdoctoral positions, in addition to
jistinguishing between U.S. and non- Us S. citizens. I am enclosing
a copy of the interim report which Profs. Nambu and Wightman have sub-
mitted to the Executive Committee of the Division of Particles and
Fields. This interim report already emphasizes the gravity of the
situation since it indicates that approximately one half of the American
applicants ranked A have not succeeded in obtaining positions in the
spproximately fifty leading theoretical particle physics centers.

The DPF Executive Committee has accepted the recommendations
of the select committee and letters have gonc out to the institutions
(recommendation B) and the American applicants (recommendation C)
in order to complete the study. When the study is completed in early
fall, the DPF Executive Committee will attempt to forward to you
specific recommendations. Meanwhile, it scens to me ‘that the pre-
liminary report of Profs. Nambu and Wightman may be helpful to you in
proposing solutions to the present unemployment problem for young
Ph.D's in most scientific disciplines.

Best grectings.

Sincerely yours,
:

EN
NE

R. B.{ Marshak, [ChairmanDivision of Particles and Fields
REM: eh
encls.
cc! Dr. W. Wallenmeverv

\ a2



June 4, 1970

0:

FROM:

R. Marshak

Y. Nambu and A. Wightman

SUBJECT : Report on Manpower Situation In Theoretical Particle Physics

In response to the request contained in your letter of February 10, 1970,
ve have written a letter sollciting information about the employment of
physicists working in theoretical particle physics who are In their first
-hree or four years after the doctorate.

Our letter went to individuals at the 59 institutions on a list provided
by you (See Appendix 1). The text of the letter Is Appendix ll. It asked
for a list of the applicants for post-doctoral positions for 1970-71, ranked
in three categories:

A - Outstanding.
B - Competent, but not very exciting
CL - Mediocre to lncompetent.

We recelved replies from 49 institutions, giving us altogether the names of
about 600 applicants. Of these 82-85 had been hired or would be hired.

Before we describe in more detail the breakdown of these figures, we want
to emphasize that many of our Informants expressed their opinion that the
assignment of A, B, C categories was quite unreliable. This was also clear
from the internal consistency of the ratings. (How should we list a man who
received five A's, three B's and four C's?) ‘In the end, recognizing that much
nore effort was likely to have been spent distinguishing A's from B's, and
noticing that almost all the applicants got some B's, we lumped the B and
C categories.

A man is counted as Class A If he is so classified by two institutions.
A man is also in ClassAif he is so classified by just one institution,
unless in our judgment we regarded the rating as out of line (institution did
not get many good applicants or gave a high percentage of A's, or the candidate
was given a low rating by many other institutions). The number of these
doubtful cases was about 5% of the Class A total.

The results are these:

|. The number of applicants is about 628. The total number of applica-
tions was about 5000, because average applicant wrote to many Institutions.

2. About 140 applicants were ranked A.

3. It Is estimated that about 50% of all applicants are U.S. citizens.

) 20929



4. It Is estimated that about 50% of all A applicants are U.S.
citizens.
5. Of the 82-85 applicants who got (or would get) the jobs, it
ls estimated that 70 are A class and 15 are B class.

6. Among those who got jobs, about a third are U.S. citizens,
a third are not, and another third do not have their citizen-
ship listed.

J. Since our table contalns the date of Ph.D. we can give a
rough answer to the question: Does a considerable fraction of
the job seekers represent people who are seeking a second post-
doctoral position? The answer seems to be yes. Crudely put,
several years! production of Ph.D. people seems to be stuck in
the pipeline.

8. The comments we solicited painted a clear picture of
contracting budgets and tight job markets, with the smaller
institutions hit somewhat harder than the larger. A selection
of the remarks which we regarded as of special interest is
included in Appendix 11.

We have three recommendations:

A. That copies of the final version of thls report be sent to all
Institutions which supplied information

B. That a letter be addressed to the applicants asking them to pro-
vide information on their employment, as well as any comments they
may have on the job situation. Since this involves the use of the names
supplied to us in confidence by the institutions listed in Appendix |
we believe that the institutions should be given a chance to object
to this procedure, if they wish. The simplest method would be to
include a copy of the proposed letter to applicants along with the
report to be sent, according to recommendation A.

C. Since it seems likely that many of the applicants will end up
doing something other than research on particle physics at one of
the centers, an effort should be made to find out what kind of jobs
they do get, in order that next year's crop can be given realistic
advice, and something can be done about the unemployed among this
year's crop. -



APPENDIX

Institutions to which the survey letter was sent.

Amherst, Boston, Massachusetts
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, |llinois
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154
Brookhaven National ‘Laboratory, Upton, L.1., New York 11973
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91109
california, University of, Berkeley, California 94720
California, University of, San Dlego, La Jolla, California 92037
California, University of, Irvine, California
California, University of, Santa Barbara, California 93106.
California, University of, Los Angeles, California 90024
California, University of, Santa Cruz , California 95060

Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
Chicago, University of, Chicago, I1linols 60637
Colorado, University of, Boulder, Colorado 80302
Columbia University, New York, New York 10027
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27706
H arvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Hawaii, University of, Honolulu, Hawail 96822
I1linois, University of, Urbana, Illinois 61801
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401
iowa, University of, lowa City, lowa 52240
lowa State University, Ames, guia 50010
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
Maryland, University of, College Park, Maryland 20742
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Jniversity of Massachusetts, Boton, Massachusetts
Miami, University of, Coral Gables, Florida 33124
Michigan, University of, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Minnesota, Universityof,Minneapolis,Minnesota55455
Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan
National Accelerator Laboratory,P.0. Box 500, Batavia, |11. 60510

Nanp9n



University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska
New Mexico State University oo

New York University, Washington, Square, New York, 10003
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Northwestern University, Evanston, 111nois 6020]
Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohlo 43210
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403
Unlversity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphla, Pennsylvania 19104
University of Pittsburgh), Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 473907
Jniversity of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627
Rockefeller University, New York, New York 10021]
Rutgers University |

New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305
State University of New York, Stony Brook, L.l., New York 11790
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210
The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712
University of Utah Lo
Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 02155
Washington University, St. Louis , Missouri 63130

University of Washington, Seattle, Washington ‘98105
Jniversity of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Jdniversity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520
Yeshiva University, New York, New York 10033



THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
THE ENILICO PERMIT INSTITUTE

5630 ELLIS AVENUBRB
CHICAGO + ILLINOIS 60637

AREA CODB 312-667-4700
March 11, 1970

The purpose of this letter is to ask your cooperation in a manpower survey.
Robert Marshak, as Chairman of the Division of Particles and Fields of the
American Physical Society, has asked us to find out how many theoretical
physicists, working in particle physics and allied areas at the post-doctoral
level, are having employment difficulties. At the moment, there is a general
impression that an employment crisis exists for post-doctorals. The
Executive Committee of the Division wants to know to what extent multiple
applications for positions have created an impression that there are many
more candidates for post-doctoral positions than available positions. The
Executive Committee would like the survey to distinguish those individuals
who may be expected to be real contributors to physics from those who are
merely competent. If it turns out that there will be a substantial number
of the first category unemployed, it is expected that the Executive Committee
will attempt to bring the situation to the attention of the Government.

We have been given a list of approximately 50 institutions which are generally
regarded as centers for work in particle physics. At each we have selected
an individual who, we hope, ¢an help us get the needed information. If it
turns out that you are unable to do this job, we hope that you will be able
to enlist some other colleaque to do it.

We are asking for some information which obviously should be kept confidential;
for example, your rating of the quality of the candidates. [In particular,
our report to the Executive Committee will include no names of individual
candidates but only statistical information (e.g. the number of applicants
in the A, B, C categories described below).

Please return the questionnaire to A. Wightman by April 15 (Address:
Physics Department, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540).
This will give us time to prepare the report to the Executive Committee for
its meeting of April 29.

We are sorry to have to ask you to perform this onerous task, but we think
that it is very important that the Executive Committee base its action on
solid facts.

Sincerely, | 1 j Te

. Nambu A. S. Wightman

P.S Please do not hesitate to phone one of us if you have any questions.
Y. Nambu: 312-667-4700, ext. 8608 A. Wightmann: 609-452-3000

(After April 3, Phys. Dept.,
Univ. of Texas, 512-471-5206) 030290



EMPLOYMENT SURVEY FOR POST DOCTORAL THEORETICAL

FHYLI0L5TS WORKING THN PARTICLE PHYSICS OR

ALLIED FIELDS |

|

2.

Please list the names of your applicants for post-doctoral positions,
their current institutional affiliation, and the year in which they
received their Ph.D. Also indicate their citizenship, if It is known.

Label the candidates A, B, C:

A: Outstanding, likely to make significant contributions to physics
B: Competent, but not very exciting, probably will do useful work.
C: Mediocre to incompetent.

y Please describe the post-doctoral positions available at your institution
and how you have filled, or expect to fill, them. Include both research
associateships, part or full-time instructorships, and first-term
assistant professorships.

Please add any comments you would like the Executive Committee to have
(on the seriousness of the situation, comparisons with other years,
trends, etc.).

What we will do with the data:

a) Eliminate overlaps fromthe lists.
b) Estimate the unemployment rate.

c) Transmit the number of applicants in each category and the number of
available positions of each type.

In addition, a summary of the comments will be sent to the Executive Committee.

Otherwise all data will be treated as confidential.



APPENDIX III A Selection of Comments

“I would advise against special pleading for particle physics. The crisis
is in science education, as I see it. We have probably overdone it in the past,
and are being cut back. The complaint should be about the rate of cutting back
which puts almost the entire burden on new graduates. I would like to be sure
our field was in special trouble before making a special case."

* F. Low, M.I.T.

"The only constructive comment I could make is that the AIP or AAPT should
try to transmit to the very large number of small colleges the fact that an op-
portunity exists for getting good Ph.D.'s It may be that small colleges, sur-
viving on gifts and tuition, are also saturated. Some however, are used to seeing
only the most discontented Ph.D.'s (researchers manques), and this may be why
placing Ph.D.'s now may be difficult. We have:twopost-docs.whohaveonly
looked at small colleges and the response to ~200 letters has been zero."

S. Gasiorowicz,Minnesota

"There is the feeling that the present situation is the inevitable result of
a chaotic overproduction in high energy theory coupled with the marked diminution

. . ‘ 1"

of openings at this level in the last few years. 2. Zochmore, Rutewys

"The number and the quality of applicants has been fairly constant here over
the past five years. This is not a particularly outstanding year. My own experi-
ence in obtaining jobs for my students and other Ph.D.'s in particle physics this
year has been that it is exceedingly tough to find good jobs, or in fact any
opeinings at all. TI have three students at the post-doctoral level in particle
physics and all three do, however, have jobs for next year.

In my opinion there is no reason to suppose that it will be any easier to find
jobs next year. In fact, I think it will be tougher, because many groups (such
as our own) will be in the position of having their contracts end, and having tc
find new sources of support." D. Walecka, Stanford

 In my view the current job situation for theoretical physicists has
become nearly 50 per cent worse in each of the last three or four years and is
now extremely serious - not only for the physics profession, but for the nation
as a whole." 5

E. Shrauwner, Washington U.
at St. Louis

03020



GEORGE P. MILLER, CALIF., CHAIRMAN

OLIN E. TEAGUE, TEX. JAMES G. FULTON, PA.
JOSEPH E. KARTH, MINN. CHARLES A. MOSHER, OHIO
KEN HECHLER, W. VA. RICHARD L. ROUDEBUSH, IND.
EMILIO Q. DADDARIO, CONN. ALPHONZO BELL, CALIF.
JOHN W. DAVIS, GA. THOMAS M. PELLY, WASH.
THOMAS N. DOWNING, VA. JOHN W. WYDLER, N.Y.
JOE D. WAGGONNER, JR., LA. 3UY VANDER JAGT, MICH.
DON FUQUA, FLA. ~ARRY WINN, JR., KANS.
GEORGE E. BROWN, JR., CALIF IERRY L. PETTIS, CALIF.
EARLE CABELL, TEX. 2. E. (Buz) LUKENS, OHIO
BERTRAM L. PODELL, N.Y. ROBERT PRICE, TEX.
WAYNE N. ASPINALL., COLO. LOWELL. P. WEICKER, JR., CONN.
ROY A. TAYLOR, N.C. LOUIS FREY, JR., FLA.
HENRY HELSTOSKI, N.J. BARRY M. GOLDWATER, JR., CALIF.
MARIO BIAGGI, N.Y.
JAMES W. SYMINGTON, MO.
EDWARD i. KOCH, N.Y.

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUITE 2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515

June 11, 1970

CHARLES F. DUCANDER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND

CHIEF COUNSEL.

JOHN A. CARSTARPHEN, JR.
PHILIP B. YEAGER

FRANK R. HAMMILL, JR.
W. H. BOONE

JAMES E. WILSON
RICHARD P. HINES
HAROLD A. GOULD

l. THOMAS RATCHFORD
PHILIP P. DICKINSON

NILLIAM G. WELLS, JR.
K. GUILD NICHOL.S, JR.
ILIZABETH S. KERNAN

FRANK J. GIROUX
DENIS C. QUIGLEY

RICHARD K. SHULLAW

JAMES A. ROSE, JR.
MINORITY STAFF

Prof. Victor F. Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridee. Massachusetts 02139

Dear Professor Weisskopf:

I would like to extend a special invitation for
you to submit a statement to this Committee in regard to
the possible establishment of a National Science Policy.
I am attaching a memorandum which sets forth in some
detail the reasons for this request and what we hope to
accomplish bv our inauirvy into the subject.

I sincerely hope you will find it possible to
make your views known to us on this extremely important
matter. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate
to contact me or the staff of the Committee.

Sincerely vours,

01:80 DSi
EMILIO Q. DADDARIO
Chairman, Subcommittee on
Science, Research and
Development

Enclosure



COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ASTRONAUTICS
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

June 10, 1970

Memorandum

To:

From:

Participants in a Symposium of Views
on National Science Policy

Mr. Daddario

Subject: Scope of Papers

1. The Subcommittee on Science, Research and
Development has scheduled hearings in July and August,
1970, with regard to a National Science Policy. In
conjunction with these hearings, the Subcommittee is
also requesting written views from selected individuals
ko be incorporated into the printed record.

The reason for these activities is two-fold.
First, upon a careful perusal of the Congressional scene
we find that no committee of the Congress has ever inquired
precisely into this subject. Second, the nation has clearly
arrived at a point where the government-science relationship
which has been in existence since World War II is either at
a close or is being radically altered. Under these circum-
stances, it is our intent to obtain the advice of a broad
spectrum of experts as to whether or not a future structured
national science policy is desirable and, if so, what the
constituent elements of that policy ought to be.

2. It is not the intent of the committee or myself
to limit or direct the content of any paper. Each contributor
is free to organize his thoughts without any restrictions or
guidance other than that set out in the foregoing paragraph.

3. As we have proceeded with the organization of
this inquiry, we have had considerable discussions with
competent observers who are not themselves a direct part of
the scientific community. This includes Don Price of Harvard
and Hunter Dupree of Brown. From these discussions we have
identified a few sub-topics which certainly will be of
interest to the subcommittee. They are as follows:



3

4. Can we make a determination as to whether
and how government science support can be carried on
if there is a broad shift away from traditional military

‘research? How far should government support the joining
of research with higher education? How can support for
basic research be integrated with applied research and
made an integral part of policy decision-making? To what
extent can NSF shoulder the additional burden for basic
research’asmilitarysupport lessens, as the riseofsocial
sciences increases, as environmental problems become greater
and the need for multidisciplinary research accelerates?
How do we fulfill DoD's continuing need for research which
bears on its critical mission? How can we supply proper
mechanisms for technology assessment? How can we synthesize
knowledge gained from the space program with the contemporary
social needs? Must there be a redefinition of the mission
of American universities during the 1970's? Should there
be new organization and administration of the Federal science
activities in the Executive branch?

5. The contributions may be as concise or as com-
prehensive as the contributor cares to make them. It is re-
guested, however, that they be typed, double-spaced, and
that they be forwarded to Mr. Philip Yeager, in 2321 Rayburn
House Office Building, not later than August 15, 1970. It
is further requested that a brief biographical sketch of
the contributor accompany his paper.
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UNITED STATES
ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

DIVISION OF RESEARCH
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

TO: V, Weisskopf

FROM: W. A, Wallenmeyer

For your information.

 2? “170
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER

RIVER CAMPUS STATION
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14627

ARTMENT OF PHYSICS
AND ASTRONOMY

June 23, 1970

Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg
Chairman
Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Glenn,

In commend with scientific groups throughout the country,
the Division of Particles and Fields of the American Physical Society
became concerned about the employment situation in particle physics.
In particular, it was decided to make a rather thorough study of the
situation in theoretical particle physics. In my capacity as Chairman
of this division, I appointed a "select" committee of the two most
recent Dannie Heineman prize winners (Profs. Y. Nambu and A. Wightman)
to gather the basic data. A special (and rather sensitive) feature
of this survey was the attempt to obtain a rough qualitative evalua-
tion of the applicants for postdoctoral positions, in addition to
distinguishing between U. S. and non- U. S. citizens. TI am enclosing
a copy of the interim report which Profs. Nambu and Wightman have sub-
mitted to the Executive Committee of the Division of Particles and
Fields. This interim report already emphasizes the gravity of the
situation since it indicates that approximately one half of the Americar
applicants ranked A have not succeeded in obtaining positions in the
approximately fifty leading theoretical particle physics centers.

The DPF Executive Committee has accepted the recommendations
of the select committee and letters have gone out to the institutions
(recommendation B) and the American applicants (recommendation C)
in order to complete the study. When the study is completed in early
Fall, the DPF Executive Committee will attempt to forward to you
specific recommendations. Meanwhile, it seems to me that the pre-
liminary report of Profs. Nambu and Wightman may be helpful to you in
proposing solutions to the present unemployment problem for young
Ph.D's in most scientific disciplines.

Best greetings.

Sincerely yours,

R. E. Marshak, Chairman
"Division of Particles and Fields

REM: eh
encls.
cece: Dr. W. Wallenmever-

nN 20



June 4, 1970

ro:

FROM:

SUBJECT: Report on Manpower Situation in Theoretical Particle Physics

In response to the request contained in your letter of February 10, 1970,
we have written a letter soliciting information about the employment of
physicists working in theoretical particle physics who are in their first
three or four vears after the doctorate.

Our letter went to individuals at the 59 institutions on a list provided
by you (See Appendix 1). The text of the letter Is Appendix Il. It asked
for a list of the applicants for post-doctoral positions for 1970-71, ranked
in three categories:

A - Outstanding
B - Competent, but not very exclting
£ - Mediocre to Incompetent.

We received replies from 49 institutions, giving us altogether the names of
about 600 applicants. Of these 82-85 had been hired or would be hired

Before we describe In more detail the breakdown of these figures, we want
to emphasize that many of our informants expressed their opinion that the
assignment of A, B, C categories was quite unreliable. This was also clear
from the internal consistency of the ratings. (How should we list a man who
received five A's, three B's and four C's?) In the end, recognizing that much
more effort was likely to have been spent distinguishing A's from B's, and
noticing that almost all the applicants got some B's, we lumped the B and
C categories.

A man is counted as Class A If he is so classified by two institutions.
A man is also in Class A if he is so classified by just one institution,
unless in our judgment we regarded the rating as out of line (institution did
not get many good applicants or gave a high percentage of A's, or the candidate
was given a low rating by many other institutions). The number of these
doubtful cases was about 5% of the Class A total.

The results are these:

1. The number of applicants is about 628. The total number of applica-
tions was about 5000, because average applicant wrote to many institutions.

2. About 140 applicants were ranked A.

3. It is estimated that about 50% of all applicants are U.S. citizens.

Nona



4. It Is estimated that about 50% of all A applicants are U.S.
citizens.

5. Of the 82-85 applicants who got (or would get) the jobs, it
Is estimated that 70 are A class and 15 are B class.

6. Among those who got jobs, about a third are U.S. citizens.
a third are not, and another third do not have their citizen-
ship listed.

J. Since our table contains the date of Ph.D. we can give a
rough answer to the question: Does a considerable fraction of
the job seekers represent people who are seeking a second post-
doctoral position? The answer seems to be yes. Crudely put,
several years' production of Ph.D. people seems to be stuck in
the pipeline.

B. The comments we solicited painted a clear picture of
contracting budgets and tight job markets, with the smaller
institutions hit somewhat harder than the larger. A selection
of the remarks which we regarded as of special interest is
'ncluded in Appendix 111.

We have three recommendations:

A. That copies of the final version of this report be sent to all
Institutions which supplied Information.

B. That a letter be addressed to the applicants asking them to pro-
vide information on their employment, as well as any comments they
may have on the job situation. Since this involves the use of the names
supplied to us in confidence by the institutions listed in Appendix |
ve believe that the institutions should be given a chance to object
to this procedure, if they wish. The simplest method would be to
include a copy of the proposed letter to applicants along with the
report to be sent, according to recommendation A.

C. Since it seems likely that many of the applicants will end up
doing something other than research on particle physics at one of
the centers, an effort should be made to find out what kind of jobs
they do get, in order that next year's crop can be given realistic
advice, and something can be done about the unemployed among this
year's crop.



APPEND

Institutions to which the survey letter was sent.

Amherst, Boston, Massachusetts

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois
Boston University, Boston, Massachusetts
Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts 0215L
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, L.l., New York 11973

Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island 02912 |

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California 91109
California, University of, Berkeley, California 94720
California, University of, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92037
California, University of, Irvine, California
California, University of, Santa Barbara, California 93106.
California, University of, Los Angeles, California 90024
California, University of, Santa Cruz , Calitornia 95060

Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
Chicago, University of, Chicago, Illinois 60637
Colorado, University of, Boulder, Colorado 80302
Columbia University, New York, New York 10027
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14850
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina 27706
4 arvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
Hawaii, University of, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
Illinois, University of, Urbana, Illinois 61801
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401
lowa, University of, lowa City, lowa 52240
lowa State University, Ames, lowa 50010

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218
Maryland, University of, College Park, Maryland 20742
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139
University of Massachusetts, Boton, Massachusetts
Miami, University of, Coral Gables, Florida 33124
Michigan, University of, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104
Minnesota, University of, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455
Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan .
National Accelerator Laboratory, P. 0. Box 500, Batavia, Ill. 60510
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University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska
New Mexico State University

New York University, Washington, Square, New York, 10003
Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201
Notre Dame University, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohlo 43210
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104
University of Pittsburgh), Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana 47907
University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 14627
Rockefeller University, New York, New York 10021

Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305
State University of New York, Stony Brook, L.l., New York 11790
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210
The University of Texas, Austin, Texas 78712
University of Utah

Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 02155
Washington University, St. Louis , Missouri 63130

University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98105
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5320]
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Yeshiva University, New York, New York 10033
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
THE EMRICO FERMI INSTITUTE

5630 ELLIS AVENUE

CHICAGO + ILLINOIS 60637

AREA CODE 312-667-4700
March 11, 1970

The purpose of this letter is to ask your cooperation in a manpower survey.
Robert Marshak, as Chairman of the Division of Particles and Fields of the
American Physical Society, has asked us to find out how many theoretical
physicists, working in particle physics and allied areas at the post-doctoral
level, are having employment difficulties. At the moment, there is a general
impression that an employment crisis exists for post-doctorals. The
Executive Committee of the Division wants to know to what extent multiple
applications for positions have created an impression that there are many
more candidates for post-doctoral positions than available positions. The
Executive Committee would like the survey to distinguish those individuals
who may be expected to be real contributors to physics from those who are
nerely competent. |f it turns out that there will be a substantial number
of the first category unemployed, it is expected that the Executive Committee
Nill attempt to bring the situation to the attention of the Government.

We have been given a list of approximately 50 institutions which are generally
regarded as centers for work in particle physics. At each we have selected
an individual who, we hope, can help us get the needed information. If it
turns out that you are unable to do this job, we hope that you will be able
to enlist some other colleaque to do it.

We are asking for some information which obviously should be kept confidential;
for example, your rating of the quality of the candidates. In particular,
sur report to the Executive Committee will include no names of individual
candidates but only statistical information (e.g. the number of applicants
in the A. B., C categories described below).

Please return the questionnaire to A. Wightman by April 15 (Address:
Physics Department, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08540).
This will give us time to prepare the report to the Executive Committee for
its meeting of April 29. |

We are sorry to have to ask you to perform this onerous task, but we think
that it is very important that the Executive Committee base its action on
solid facts.

Sincerely, /i [ (7. [ ie
. Nambu A. S. Wightman

I~

Please do not hesitate to phone one of us if you have any questions.
f. Nambu: 312-667-4700, ext. 8608 A. Wightmann: 609-452-3000

(After April 3, Phys. Dept.,
Univ. of Texas E12-471-5206) nNA092n



EMPLOYMENT SURVEY FOR POST DOCTORAL THEORETICAL

FHESILESTS WORKING IN PARTICLE PHYSICS OR

ALLIED FIELDS

Please list the names of your applicants for post-doctoral positions,
their current institutional affiliation, and the year in which they
received their Ph.D. Also indicate their citizenship, if it is known.

/ Label the candidates A, B, C:

A: Outstanding, likely to make significant contributions to physics
B: Competent, but not very exciting, probably will do useful work.
r. Mediocre to incompetent.

Please describe the post-doctoral positions available at your institution
and how you have filled, or expect to fill, them. Include both research
associateships, part or full-time instructorships, and first-term
assistant professorships.

Please add any comments you would like the Executive Committee to have
(on the seriousness of the situation, comparisons with other vears,
trends, etc.).

What we will do with the data:

a) Eliminate overlaps from the lists.

b) Estimate the unemployment rate.

2) Transmit the number of applicants in each category and the number of
available positions of each type.

in addition, a summary of the comments will be sent to the Executive Committee.

Otherwise all data will be treated as confidential



APPENDIX III A Selection of Comments

"I would advise against special pleading for particle physics. The crisis
is in science education, as I see it. We have probably overdone it in the past,
and are being cut back. The complaint should be about the rate of cutting back
which puts almost the entire burden on new graduates. I would like to be sure
our field was in special trouble before making a special case."

F. Low, M.I.T.

"The only constructive comment I could make is that the AIP or AAPT should
try to transmit to the very large number of small colleges the fact that an op-
portunity exists for getting good Ph.D.'s It may be that small colleges, sur-
viving on gifts and tuition, are also saturated. Some however, are used to seeing
only the most discontented Ph.D.'s (researchers manques), and this may be why
placing Ph.D.'s now may be difficult. We have two post-docs. who have only
looked at small colleges and the response to ~200 letters has been zero."

S. Gasiorowicz,Minnesota

"There is the feeling that the present situation is the inevitable result of
a chaotic overproduction in high energy theory coupled with the marked diminution
of openings at this level in the last few years."

R. Rockmore, Rutgers

"The number and the quality of applicants has been fairly constant here over
the past five years. This is not a particularly outstanding year. My own experi-
ence in obtaining jobs for my students and other Ph.D.'s in particle physics this
year has been that it is exceedingly tough to find good jobs, or in fact any
opeinings at all. I have three students at the post-doctoral level in particle
physics and all three do, however, have jobs for next year. -

In my opinion there is no reason to suppose that it will be any easier to find
jobs next year. In fact, I think it will be tougher, because many groups (such
as our own) will be in the position of having their contracts end, and having to
find new sources of support " D. Walecka. Stanford

“ In my view the current job situation for theoretical physicists has
become nearly 50 per cent worse in each of the last three or four years and is
now extremely serious - not only for the physics profession, but for the nation

n ;

as a whole. E. Shrauwmer, Washington U.
at St. Louis
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May 25, 1970

Memorandum to Experimental Physicists and Graduate Students in

High Energy Physics I

At the request of the high energy physics advisory panel of
the AEC (HEPAP), I have agreed to chair a subcommittee to study
and recommend with respect to "future patterns of HEP research"
The principle motivation for launching this activity at this
time is of course the prospect of limited financial support
combined with the advent of a major new HEP resource, the NAL
accelerator.

We shall try to see whetherornotnew methods of organizing
and/or funding research efforts will be desirable. Obviously,
this is an extremely broad subject which touches many aspects of
our work, both as research physicists and as members of our home
institutions.

The purpose of this memorandum is to inform you and to ask
for your advice and opinions. Please write to me or to any other
member of the committee.

Sincerely,
« ’

2 :&gt; ya Morbi
Jack Sandweiss

JS:jlj
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Martin Deutsch - Mass. Inst. of Tech., Cambridge 02139
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Richard A. Lundy - Argonne Nat. Lab., High Energy Facilities,
9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, Ill, 60439

Richard J. Plano - Rutgers University, New Brunswick,
New Jersey 08903

James R, Sanford - Nat. Accelerator Lab., P. 0. Box 500,
Batavia, I11., 60510

Melvin Schwartz - Stanford University, Stanford, Calif. 94305

M. Lynn Stevenson - Univ. of California, Berkeley 94720

Chairman - Jack Sandweiss, Yale University, New Haven,
Conn. 06520
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May 20, 1970

Professor Victor F. Weilsskopf
Physics Department
Room 66-30%
Vassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Welsskopf:

When you visited here I commented on the insufficient analysis o
the cost of experiments compared with the scientific importance of the
regulte obtainable, a common evil to all laboratories.

A member of the Scheduling Committee says that they try hard to
do the best they can in making a critical appraisal of the physics and
sechniques involved in the experiments. As support he has pointed out
chat last year experiments 108 to 139 have been proposed of which 12
have been rejected, that is 12 in 31. Some came back later in an im-
proved form and were accepted but about 8 did not return.

Selectivity has been improved during the past two years.

Sincerely ~ours.

Fm

RS/;rmf



PRINCETON-PENNSYLVANIA ACCELERATOR
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY

JAMES FORRESTAL CAMPUS

PRINCETON, N.J.
MAIL ADDRESS

ACCELERATOR, P.O. BOX 682

PRINCETON, N.J. 08540 May 19, 1970

TELEPHONE

PRINCETON, N.J
609-452-3000

Prof. Victor Weisskopf
Physics Department
MIT
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Vicki,

By now you will have received my most recent communication with HEPAP
in which I summarize, very briefly, some of the experiments already pro-
posed by PPA Users for the next couple of years. Actually, if all the pro-
posed experiments were mounted we would have over three years' work ahead
of us just based on today's proposals. Obviously, new proposals will con-
tinue to come in, and some of the present ones will be withdrawn or not
scheduled. Taking all this into account, it is clear that there will be
a continuing strong demand for the PPA into the foreseeable future.

I believe you will agree that many of the proposed experiments are
very interesting and possibly will make a substantial contribution to our
understanding of elementary particles and nuclear matter. Perhaps there is
no single great experiment here, but I am sure you will be among the first
to assert that great break-throughs are made possible by first establishing
a firm foundation on which to stand. Also, I always enjoy observing that
many of the great discoveries have come out of simple experiments performed
by smart people with very modest goals - and a bit of luck!

If we can agree that the demand for the PPA, the quality of the pro-
posed experiments, and the experimental and theoretical skills of the
Users strongly argue for an indefinite continuation of the PPA at a low,
but viable level, then how can this be accomplished in the light of history
and todav's budgeting and political turmoil?

May I suggest that the following course of action by HEPAP would be
most helpful. HEPAP could recommend, in strong terms, that the AEC plan to
continue operating the PPA, indefinitely, at a low level and that all steps
to terminate operations be dropped immediately. The level I suggest is
$1.2 million in FY'72 and that subsequent years be at approximately the
same level of activity, which implies escalation to meet rising costs.
Further, HEPAP could recommend that, in the event the AEC can not support
the PPA in FY'72, or thereafter, that it take active and timely steps to
transfer support to the NSF if that agency is willing to support the PPA.

In order for HEPAP's position to be clearly understood by other agen-
cies, particularly by OST and the Bureau of the Budget, I would urge that
a written recommendation be made to the AEC. Copies can, somehow, be gotter
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to these and other agencies. I am sure you appreciate that I am as con-
cerned as you are about the terrible things that are happening to our
country. As the lights of reason go out, one by one, I feel it to be all
the more important for small candles to be left burning wherever there
exists the will to shelter them. I hope you will understand my reasons
for believing that the PPA can serve as one such candle.

Vicki, I would like to talk with you more about this and will phone
you in a day or two about getting together before your HEPAP meeting on
Sunday.

With best personal regards

Milton White

MW:elap
Enclosure

P.sS

I enclose a recent letter by Bob Wilson.
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April 29, 1970

Professor Milton White
Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator
P O Box 682
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Dear Milt:

Somehow your letter of March 26 containing your eloquent appeal
to Mr. Hollifield came while I was away or was just leaving. I did not read
the enclosure to Mr. Hollifield until today. I see that it concerns NAL and
does require a reply however belated -- my sincere apologies.

You most certainly have made a very strong case for supporting basic
elementary particle research and in particular for continuing a strong
university involvement by the support of university-oriented accelerators.
cannot disagree with you on any point. Furthermore, I am aghast that the
National Accelerator Laboratory, which was supposed to be added to the
present foundation of work going on, appears to be siphoning badly needed
funds from that kind of research. - +

I don't know what to say. This was not the idea when we started. We
are, of course, operated by and for universities, and here at NAL, we are
dedicated to the idea that our work be completely oriented in that direction.
We too are getting by on a severely cut budget compared to our originally”
expected needs. I do not believe it is for us to renounce funds, for it is
not obvious that they would go to university research.

In view of the severe funding restrictions which are affecting the
plans of our entire high energy physics program, indeed of all scientific
research, we are doing everything possible to hold down the size of,our
staff and to maximize our capabilities at the reduced rate of funding that
is being provided. We are also taking special care to keep the Atomic
Energy Commission and the physics community informed in detail about
our problems, progress, and changing potentialities so that they may reach
their own judgments about the balance of the overall program.

Well, congratulations on the strength of your appeal, and good
luck. I do hope to see you at the Lab here in Batavia soon.

Sincerely,

0/
Robert Rathbun Wilson



May 12, 107¢

Dr. Paul Mchaniel
Director
Division of Research
U. 5. Atomic Fnerqgy Commission
Viashington, ND. C. 20545

Dear Paul:

T would like to transmit to vou the deer concern and
dismay of the High Inerov Physics Advisory Panel in reqgerd to the
budget figures which are considered for I'Y '72. 2n onerational
budget of 122 Millien for high energy physics is totally innde-
quate for the prosecution of our programs. It would represent a
further decrease in real value From the PY '71 ficure of 119
Millien in view.of the inflationarv price developments. Ve would
be faced with this decrease at a time vhen the imwrovement program
at PNL will he completed and the NAL accelerator nearing comnle-
tion. TFunds will he needed to evnloit these new facilities, one
being an investment of 40 Million, the other of 250 Million. The
must rudirentarv and minimal preparations for the evnloitaticrn of
Licse new Jadiiilico seouise funds vidal, oi teben from the pro-
posed budget, would sericusly jeopardize the activities at the
other existing national laboratories end at the universities, bv
reducing them below a reasonable minimum. We are aware that the
exploitation of new modern facilities must he accompanied bv a
reduction of other activities in the field, Dut we find it rost
dangerous for the survival cf the art, if this expleitation is tc
be financed within a shrinking total hudget, The abnormally low
equipment budget adds to the difficulties hecause of the impor-~
tance of up-to-date equipment, not only in our new facilities, but
also in carrying out successful research at the other labeoretories,

Ve urge the Commission to reconsider the situation in FY '72
The financial stringencies of the last three vears have already
weakened our laboratories--bhoth the national ones and those at
universities~-to such an extent that further major reductions mav
leave us with the second-rate research establishments: a poor re-
turn for our past investments. It is great to have the highest
energy heam and the highest team intensity availahle in the United
Etates, but without a viable scientific community we won't he able
to exploit it.

Sincerely vours,

Victor F. Veisskopf
Chairman
High Energy Physics Advisory Panel

VI ,



Columbia University
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS NEVIS LABORATORIES

P.O. Box 137

Irvington, N.Y. 10533
914 LY 1-8100

May 4, 1970

Dr. Bernard Hildebrand
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Physics
Washington, D.C.

Dear Bernie:

If we are to do anything useful in our next meeting,
we need some data.

l. National Labs: We need to know the apportionment
of funds in the lab for various functions:

a. Operation of the accelerator
b. Advance studies, improvement research, etc.
c. Instrumentation
d. Administration
e. On-site groups research programs :
f. Plans of present lab groups to use NAL.

2.
Ae

b.
C.

University Groups: |
Total budgets (including "equipment", computers, etc.)
for last ?? years (4 or 5?)
Publication lists
Number of i) senior physicsts, ii) Ph.D.'s
iii) graduate students.

Aside from petitioning Nixon for more money,if we are
to make hard decisions, we need this data base.

sincergdy,
Gon

Leon M. Lederman
at
cc: V. Weisskopf

- \ ys
i
Von



april 13, 1970

Dr. Gerald F. Tape
President
Associated Universities, Inc.
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Hashington, D. C. 200236

Dear Gerrv:

I hope very much that you will be at our HEPAP meeting
in Berkeley because it will be one of the most difficult ones,
and I need your help. Also, I have had a very bad case of the
"flu and I am still rather weak and may not be able to hold
out through all meetings. I would be very glad if you could
temporarily replace me as chairman if this turns out to he neces-
3ary.

First of all, we are going to face a wave of complaints
from the PPA and CEA, some of which will be justified, and some
of which will be difficult to ccunter hecause one important
underlying reason of our position was, that the physics produced
by those two institutions was not quite up to standards. This
argument cannot easily be used in facing the people themselves.

We also have another important problem in the CEA situa-
tion. It was our position thet the CEA should continue vigorously
with development of the by-path. We consider this as their
strongest project and rightly so. (2A few days ago they succeeded
in introducing a positron and electron heam through the ring!)
Here is our problem: If we want them to continue on this project
it will be necessary to guarantee them support for the by-path
budget for at least three vears in order to finish it and to
exploit it. Anything less than that would undermine the morale
and destroy the project. If we give that guarantee--and I am in
favor of it--we have implicitly made the following decision: The
next victim in our efforts to provide enough money for NAL must
be the bevatron or the ZGS (by the way it should be the bevatron).
In other words, if further cuts are necessary we must leave CEA
alone in order to finish the by-path and make the cut somewhere
else.

This is an important and very far-reaching decision to he
made. I am not sure whether HEP2P will make it. It may also
reverse its positive position toward the khy-path. However, the
latter cut would ruin the thv-path completely. This would not only
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be inhumanly cruel, but also intellectually incorrect. I feel
that the bevatron must be the next victim, However, the present
composition of the HEPAP membership will make it difficult to
ome to such a conclusion.

I am writing this to you to elicit your criticism and/or
your help. I will try to call you Wednesday, and I repeat my
fervent hope that vou will be at the Berkelev meeting.

With best regards.

Sincerely vours,

Victor F. Weisskopf

VEW:p



UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY

BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94720

9 April 1970

Distribution by National Laboratory of Particle
Experiments resulting in recent publications.

Andy Sessler asked me if the Particle Data Group could provide
any data on the following two questions: "For experimental results
published recently...

[. At which accelerators were they run?

II. If published by research groups at National Labs, then at which
labs?"

+

L. 4

2.

We have tried to answer this question using the following data
base:

To emphasize quality, Phys. Rev. Letters, from 1969 and 68 (221 letters)

To increase the statistics we added Phys. Rev. 1969, which in
fact covers the same time scale as the two years of Letters,
and got 60 more papers.

-The results are shown in the attached histograms. The two 1969
sources are cross hatched -- if you want to emphasize "recent" look at
the cross hatched pattern. The Letters are the top two bands -- to
emphasize "quality" ignore the bottom band. As far as we can see, all
three bands tell about the same story.

A few warnings:

The top set of histograms (the answers to question II) depend on
the style of whether a group calls itself by the name of the
National Laboratory or not. For instance I know of no group which
calls itself a CFA or PPA group.

~~

J

Five of the publications were collaborations between Heirénsl
groups at two National Labs, all involving SLAC{ 4 with IRL, 1
with BNI} We have included these in both the SLAC histogram and
the histogram of the other lab.

These histogram reflect not the current situation, but rather work
that averages two years old. These experiments were published on



the average a year ago, with another half year delay since submission to a
journal. The taking of the data was of course even earlier. For ex-
ample I think it interesting that of the 62 LRL experiments in the sample,
50 were done using the 72" HBC, which pulsed its last in December 1966.

Cp iT
A.H. Rosenfeld

AHR :ek
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ToiE UNIVIERGITY OF MICHIGAN
AT ARBOR

THE HATTRIGON MM. RAHDALL LABORATORY

QF PHYSICS
TEL. MO. 313-764-443

April 13, 1970

To: HEPA? Mezuwbers

From: Kent Terwilliger

Enclosed are Bill Fowler's letter on the NAL bubble
chamber program, and our bubble chamber subpanel's final
draft on cost savings.

Concerning the NAL 15' vs. the ANL 12! chamber ocuestion,
Fowler discusses the magnetic field requirements, and the
backgrounds for v experiments for the two chambers, and
finds an edge for the NAL chamber, although it is apparent
that the ANL 12' cannot be ruled out on either ground. The
cost for the NAL 15' is as before: $7 million, of which
$2 million is labor, $5 million construction and equipment.
They intend to finance the construction portion out of %he
authorized lab construction funds.

It is clear, both from the tone of the letter and
statements at the NAL Users meeting April 10-11, that NAL
is committed to a rapid construction program for their own
15" chamber. Approval of that program would be consistent
with our subpanel's previous recommendations and certainly
HEPAP!'s least painful course of action.
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PO. BOX 500
BATAVIA ILLINOIS GO05I0
TELEPHONE 312 231-6600
DIRECTORS OFFICE

April 11, 1870

Professor Kent Terwilliger
Physics Department
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

Dear Kent:

Since our letter of January 7, 1970, concerning the NAL plan for bubble
chambers, we have made progress and it seems appropriate to bring you up-to-
date. In particular, this letter provides more information on the physics
capability of the NAL approximate 15-foot chamber, justification arguments
for the 30 kilogauss magnetic field, an evaluation of the background problem,
i,e., cosmic-ray and muons from neutrino interactions in the filter and in
material close to the chamber, and, finally, suitability of the Argonne 12-foot
chamber ag a chamber for NAL.

There is general agreement that by the titne NAL glaris operation of its
chamber, several tens-of-thousands of neutrino events should have been
recorded at other labs, These events will predominantly be in the 1 BeV
cnergy region, The data should give considerable insight towards the determin-
ation of elastic form factors, N* behavior and a preliminary look at hyperon
production. The NAL neutrino experiments will add about an order of magnitude
to the total events of the above studies while extending the data to higher energies,
Most importantly the NAL exposures will give unique data on high energy neutrino
interactions with large momentum transfers, i.e., from the presently available
~~ 1(GeV)2 to up to 30 (GeV)? in some cases.

To illustrate neutrino experiments in the 15-foot bubble chamber, four
possible neutrino experiments were considered. These include the so-called
elastic scattering (v+n-&gt;{- +p) important at high g2, inelastic neutrino scattering
to look for intermediate boson production, a search for events demonstrating
AS =AQ = -1, and a study of the four fermion-interaction. Quantitative
estimates have been made of the number of events per energy interval for
each of these processes in a million picture experiment, The number of events
ranges from several hundred thousand at low energy to tens of events at high
energies. These statistics appear adequate for the study of neutrino processes
over a large range of available neutrino energies at NAL.

We have reviewed the use of the NAIL chamber for hadron physics studies,
particularly in the light of the measurement accuracy reported hy BNL, in their
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October 1989 test run of the 7-foot chamber. In the summer studics Derrick]
and others calculated the capability of the 25-foot and the ANL 12-foot to do
experiments in the 50-100 BeV region using a number of assumptions concerning
measurement accuracy. Our conclusion is that if in routine operation the
15-foot maintains the measurement accuracy that has been observed on cosmic
ray tracks obtained in the Brookhaven test, i.e., «100¢, then the chamber
dimensions and 30 kG magnetic field are well matched for strong interaction
studies up to at least 100 GeV/c incident momentum, This feature should allow
a substantial research program to be carried out by providing early in the
chamber operating period an initial set of exposures for 10 to 20 research groups
Fach of these runs would be of ~¥100, 000 pictures. This would allow for a rapid
survey of hadron physics in a new energy region.

Starting from the work of Slattery2and Ascolid during the Aspen Suimraer
Study of 1869, we have reviewed the factors which enter into the choice of a .
design magnetic field for hadron physics. For strong interaction studies a
magnetic field of at least 20 kilogauss is needed to keep the accuracy of missing
macs determinations to desired values. However, higher fields would result
in substantially reducing the missing mass errors, Roe and Stevens on pointed
out that for high energy neutrino physics the role of the magnetic field is different.
Unlike strong interactions, where the incident badron momentum usually is
known to high precision, the incident energy in neutrino interactions is an importon
parameter to be determined from the measurements. For events where all of the
neutrals sre converted, the neutrino energy is determined by summing the energy
of all the outgoing particles and subtracting the target mass. For high momentum
particles, the error in this energy sum depends directly on the error of the
curvature measurement and this in turn is inversely proportional to the magnetic
field. The angles are important in deciding whether all neutrals are converted,
For good detection efficiency for neutrals, mixtures with a high percentage of
neon will be used when operating with tract sensitive targets and the 30 kilogauss
field will be required to maintain accuracy sufficient to determine the neutrino
energy. Other arguments used by Roe and Stevenson for a high magnetic field
included particle trapping and reduction of §~ray ambiguities.

The availability of Nb-Ti superconductor whose properties are well known
and where information on the cost of large quantities is available, 2iso suggests
a design value of 30 kG for the 30, 000f chamber. Higher fields are possible only
by inclusion of much larger amounts of superconductor and &amp;t correspondingly much
hicher cost.

1 Aspen Summer Study 1968, A-1-68-35, 89
2 Aspen Summer Study 1869, 55-141
3 Ibid, 55-103
4d Thid SS5-166
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Background trecks in the bubble chamber stem from 2 number of sources,
The largest backgrounds are due to tracks of muons from cosmic rays and
muons generated by neutrino interactions in the iron shield. Calculations have
been made corresponding to the present design of the chamber, and agree
with the results of summer study calculations for the 25-foot chamber, after
making corrections for volume differences.

The cosmic ray muon flux in the 15-foot chamber is calculated to be about
1500 muons/sec. Assuming a sensitive time of 5 millisec, this will give 5-10
visible tracks. Drawings have been generated that sinwmlate the appearance of
a chamber picture. The tracks will cause no major problem with scanning or
measuring, The number of hadron interactions from cosmic ray protons and
neutrons is negligible,

The neutrino-induced muon background is a more scvere problem, These
arise from neutrino interactions near the end of the shield. Iortunately, most
of these muons are low energy and can be deflected from the detector by
magnetizing some of the iron shield, Without deflection the number of muons
in the charnber would he 75 muons /pulse.

The average muon mormentom is 7 GeV, and cen be swept away by tie
magnetized shield. The muons produced in the chamber walls and coils cannot
be removed, Using the neutrino spectrum calcelated by ¥. Nezrick, one
calculates that 10 muons/opulse will be generated in the walls and coils of the
chamber, Many of the low-energy muons will not get far into the chamber,
Hadrons from inelastic neutrino interactions in the walls and coils will add abow
five charged particles to the picture. Consequently the number of background
tracks of all energies protuced in the near vicinity of the chamber is about 20.

A comparison of the background in the 15-foot compared to that in the ANL
12-foot shows that they are nearly similar. The number of neutrino induced
muons in the ANL 12-foot is calculated to be twice that in the NAL 15-foot.
This means that there would be about 40 tracks in the Argonne chamber per
pulse, This is tolerable, but the lower background provided by the design oi
the NAT, 15~-Toot chamber ig desirable

In summary, it is true that the previously proposad 258-foot-100 cubic meter
chamber would have been more productive than the 15-foot-30 cubic meter chamber
The smaller chamber will need longer exposures, higher accelerator intensity or
will be used for studying processes with more favorable cross sections. However,
many neutrino event rates in the 30, 000 liter chamber are satisfactory for &amp;
large range of neutrino studies, In addition, the hadron physics possibilities froin
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this chomber are gubstantial, We conclude that the physics capebility justifies
the construction of a S30-cubic meter chamber. On this basis and the fact that
the NAL Accelerator is well on its way towards maeting the target date of
July 1972 for experimental use of the accelerator, NAL has decided to initiate
construction of a 30, 000 liter hydrogen bubble chamber that could be ready for
use with the accelerator at the earliest possible date, - on or before January 1973.

This gozl can be achieved by treating the conventional part of the construction
as within the scope of our cxzisting laboratory construction authorization, end
supplementing these funds by purchasing capital equipment and procuring technical
components from our annual cquipment budget, A listing of costs associated with
major systems is given in Table I, The total facility cost of the project apart
from manpower cost is estimated to be about $5 million.

The schedule for chember construction provides thei the chamber ghould
be ready for experiments at the same time ag Ixperimentel Area 1 is turned
on in late '72 or early '73. In 1M last few weeks, the MAIL staff has been examining
the posgibility of earlier turn~on dates for the accelerator end its experimental
areas, The bubble chamber schedule is being reviewed to see if it also can be
shortened.

It conclusion, the present NAL plan is to provide a2 bubble chamber thet
can accomplish the obicctives stated in the reeent THEPAT® report:

"Detailed technical studies have demonstrated the bubble chambers
unique value as a tool for both qualitative and quantitative research
in neutrino interactions. There is little doubt that the study of
neutrino interactions at high energy and large momentum transfer
will be a major research field at NAL. Moreover the bubble chamber
is an instrument particularly suiteble for the exploration of strong
interactions in a new domain of energy."

Sincerel -v TOUTS,

| CBD
Vopoems [De Totty

William B. Fowler



TARE 1

F y
4

Chamber, Vacuum

Cryogenic Equipment

Optics |
Magy °

Instrumentation

Conventional Facilities

Miscellaneous

noo J Bubble Chamber Costs

T.ipansion

NAL Estimate 4/7/70
1, 000, 000

1, 200,000

460, 000

L, 308, 000

200, 0600
500. 000

250, 000

Gr AAT$5,000,000



Possible Cost Savings in the Bubble Chamber Pro van

High Energy Physics Advisory Panel

Marcn 10, 15,0

Due to financi restrictions a number of ..ub ‘le chambvers

are being run at less than thelr maximum picture producing

capacity. Since chambers have some fixed operating expenses,

the cost per picture in this situation is higher than if ithe

chambers were run at the maximum rate, It is reasonable Lo

belleve that cost saving might be effected, with substentially

the same physics outpul, by lurning off some chambers completely,

running the remainder at full capaclty. With the present tight

budget situation, it would seem wise to consider seriously such

cost savings possibilities.

To study This question, HEPAP has collected data on operating2 Js o

costs and present and planned particle beam coverage for the

running bubble chambers (82" and under). A set of possible options

in the bubble chamber program, with the consequent operating

cost savings, is presented here:

Bubble Chamber

ProgramOptions
1. Present actual program

2. Planned program of laboratories:
BNL 31" off, BNL 30" stand by

Change planned program by:
3. IRL 25" off
Ib, LR 25", SLAC Lo" off

LRL 25", ANT, 30" off
LRL, 25%, ANL 30", SLAC 40" orf
LRL 25", ANI, 30", BNL 80" off

(if 7' can handle load)
Turning off ANL LO" hesvy liquid chamber

Jould save an adaitional 1)



The [Mgures are purely chamber operating costs, and do not

include chamber development, beam transport costs, or laboratory

overhead. The addition of these items could well increase the

indicated STL by 50 to 100%. The total picture output for

the country's set of =82" hydrogen chambers has been held

~ constant for the various options at ~ 15 million/year. However,

options which run the larger chambers more heavily will increase

the event production rate, up to a factor of two from the

present program; the 7-12! chambers couing into operation also
7331 Load to an increased output. The operating cost savings

are given with respect to a program which is the laboratories!

stated future plans: the Brookhaven chambers have been moved

to their new area, the 31" BNL chamber is shut off, the 30" BW

chamber placed on stand by, and the SLAC chambers have been

converted to a new cheaper film format. The figures are for

equilibrium conditions, immediate savings of this magnitude

should not be expected.

Details of the pictures and operating costs assumed for

the chambers and comments on the beam coverage for each of the

options are given in Table I. The track length figures are

based on chamber fiducial volume and estimates of the optimum

number of tracks per picture (range 10-15). The operating cost

numbers provided by the laboratories are presented in Tables IJ

and III. Table IT gives the figures Tor past and present operatior

Table IIT the expected incremental costs for the additional

pictures to ou to Full ovnershion. The incremental costs of



~N picture are wel Sunder he

Loomeration. A chart showing present and

PES aicthure cost for

present nar’

planned beam coverage for the different chambers is presented

in Fig. 1.

It is clear from examination of the above options that

significant cost savings are possible in principle with only

minimal coverage loss and at least an equivalent event output

rate. Achieving this requires cc course that the remaining

chambers run with few problems, although an event oulputl safely

factor of two is available.



Tevie I

BUBBLE ‘CHAMBER OPTIONS
SAVINGS

TRACK OVER PLANNED
PICTURES LENGTH COST PROGRAM

IPTIONS x 10° 5.2 108 x 100 v 10°

25" LRL
30% BNL)
317 BL)
30" ANIL
10% SLAC
32" SLAC
20" BNT,

nds
2.0

1.76
3.2L £3

1.4 zs
13.3 677

673
706
.596

1.007
1.123
lL 667

Planned
oorTT

fi Jaa

ty pe30" BNL,
20 3 ANTdN SAIN A

1 1" ¢LOY STAC
DA Crna SLAC
[D) y "TS00" BNL

z.1

2.0

1.74
3.85

Wikre
"stand

50
78

290
150
916

+270

. 705

.587

.915
1.200

3.880
from
121

30" BNL
20" ANL
10" STAC
32" STAC
0" BNT,

5.0
1.74
3.26

15.0 |

150

200
150
958

L270

1.006
.587
. 915

1.200
3.7083

Pron

COVERAGE

Complete

Complete

-

0.9~-2.5 GeV/c X missing. Ceculd *
vartially filled with 2 new D.C.
separated team at 40" SLAC or 2% PF
00" for under ~81.5M, less if =scul
ment 1s transferred. Iluxes a&gt; 87
determine the low energy cut off uw
concelvabhlv might anproacn 2 GeV/c



+Table xT ( Cont. yLCL

TAMBE] TONSBUBBLE CHAMBER OPTIONS

OPTION

Ses y rod VU BENG

20" ANL
ren NJ = 3 LA 1%
Fa ve a

SO BND

TRACK
PICTURES LENGTH COST SAVING® COVERAGE

0.9-2.5 GeV/c X missing. Could
be filled at BNL 80" as in 2 for
&lt;$1.5M. See Note 1 for cualikats
commenTg.

"006
» S11

ler, 200
1C50 ha

+ O70 Prem OF

3
-

-
2.

-15

3

” 1320" BNL
!TO" SLASLACRo

22" SLACWD A /

- LANA
‘A -0 ANT,

0.9-3.0 GeV/c X missing. Could
filled at SLAC 40" cr BNL 80" as
in 3 with capltel expenditures.
Alsc 1-2 BeV DD missing. Could be
£311ed at 80% nut not LOM.

hook
5.785

25.

190 .825
Pan -. 207

bso 1200
1130 3.232

4 270 Trom 12°

~
EN

4)

-

~
, . 1 ~30" BNL

DA ¢22" SLAC
NVA per20" BNL

—

 ho;coll! 1.645
: -

a0

L550 =&gt; =. yt?
ad

0 from
TL70 =fall

Gavrs 2s in 5H.
: rT Eo"with BNI, 0".

Could he filled
See note.1.035

30" BNL
y ’ -“OY SETAC
0 !Sot STAC

Gaps as in 5 plus 12-20 GeV/c KX
16-25 GeV/c n=, 1-20 GeV/c » a”
missing. Gaps could be flllec
with BNI, 7!

225 874
900 1.576

1125 2.450
+ 270 Pram TO?

L.430
prenaat

I and
|LDhe

1 - 2)on 1Vote The ANL and SLAC 40" are the only chambers with thin windows allowing triggering
and study of hybrid devices.
v-rays, polarized backscattered laser gammas., slmed X, beams, etc... are uniquely
availiable at STAC. :
lonsideration in Plan 6 must be given as to whether the chambers can be operated
Jat hard. especially 1f the 82" 4s to handle the »phvsics mentioned in 14

1)Li



Table IT

Cost Table - Past Costs and Output - No Cverhead Included

[Per Year)

LRL
~—N
[a

vanpower

Supplies

mim

252,400
24,700

115,000

80 ~

Hrs

Viasnet Power

yo wie -Ova

Pics co.

Yost /Pic LS a![AyA

——

)i

208 720

174

55 JT

SLAC

ont

L72,C00
134,C30
LEE

orn

oo

er S

a]

.- we or
— = :

BNL
SU

ANT

ary

362
oY

386,000
100,000Nr il

~

J 80,000
Yr
bi
— 2 140,000

&gt;a 706,000

+ » Dj

OE
35~y

. 30
Cs w/

aeTAerentza

i in ww -M C T Jad] S -

J

No overnead has been put in. Also, beam costs were not added in.

The mag used to calculate average pictures per year are as follows:
or! Output 5/68 tec 9/69

it 09
. 68, wr 69

 rf 70. Budget 2s suming .02/pic. for 35 mm, .10/pic for 70 mm and about
 5H x 10°¥ 70 mm pics. scheduled

Film and processing costs for BNL were roughly calculated from given data at
.05/pic. for 30". 31" and .10/pic. for B80".



Table III
Full Operation Estimates

Recent Photo Output

“ossible Pnoto Output

Differential. Cost to
increase cutout

sstimated Cost for

Tull cperation
_ (full costs)

(full pictures)

TRL STAC BNL |

net Lon &amp; go 30" 0. 31" Qf
SC oa 0 .

&gt; - 1x1 = . rant)
~ Ae = La‘ . PYAR —~ uw

-

“/

~ ~ 7 7 . - *

~~ S\N nec ~C.20/plc

{after format
change)

NA - - ! .

row 3S /Pic ~~ so, = =-C

~.16/0ic
M-

~_.28/pic
~0.20/pic
(efter format

change)

~0.13/plc ~.24/pic

ANT,

5. 5%x10°
5.0%x10°

~.20/nicC

I'nis figure will be substantially reduced by film format changes presently planned -
a ' Vet“o RGF rm (82M). L6 mm (LOT

 Ye Tripvle pulsing - no change in Bevatron shut down schedule
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29.3.70

Notes on K. Strauch's Memo on HEP Funding (19.3.70)roteson Rh. otrauch s Memoon AEF runding (19.3.70)
(M. Hynes)

There are some particular criticisms which could be made to
Strauch's memo, without denying the proposal that the alternatives
reed more study.

Par.2. Is a ''constant budget' constant "total" or constant
'operating' funds?

)

3

Par.9. The comparison between CEA and DESY is one between
J.S. and German physicists as well as between large and
small budget labs - what would the results have been {f
JESY had been at Harvard?

 ar. 10. A more valid comparison would be between the
ninimal cost of a small lab and the non-fixed cost of the
larger one.

Pars. 11,12. No one would contend that most of the good
ideas will come from university laboratories where most of
the physicists are. It is not so clear that even in the
past the physicists who produced specially good ideas did
so preferentially at local machines. It is also even less
lear that they will do so in the future, when the technical
"equirements of most experiments (higher energy and inten-
sities) will be increasingly in favor of the bigger machines

Par.12. The danger of Ph.D.'s. becoming data analysts is,
however, real if it is not more possible for them to spend
2ime at the big labs. The argument from undergraduate
education seems week; a laboratory does not have to have a
semiprofessional group running an accelerator to get the
lesired teaching atmosphere - 3a technically oriented
‘nstrumentation programme would have a similar effect.

Par.14. The word "satellites" is unclear. Does it mean
‘geographically close" or '"dependent' in some pejorative
sense? The problem of presence at the large lab is, how-
2ver, clearly real and the present level of help to outside
jroups perhaps insufficient (both from the large labs and
from the outside universities themselves. administratively).

summary: It is surely an easier administrative solution to
cut everybody equally, not to be selective. The PPA/CEA
decisions are just the "rough decisions" mentioned in Par.8.
and they have been taken by a Committee.
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Some of these comments are, perhaps, more debating points than
substantive, but Strauch's memo is polemical anyway. He asks
for a sofar missing objective study and then tries to give only
the arguments on one side.

Factors to be taken into account in considering accelerator
closures.

here will be a series of arguments against centralization based
on administrative difficulties for the University staff and
students, domestic problems for people, and on the value for
overall scientific efficiency of having the machine on the
campus. I will not try to evaluate these arguments, which may
be very specific to the U.S. situation.

The financial pros and cons are more easy to list and to discuss.

3. The zero approximation.

exploitation

3) Accelerators (and other big facilities like bubble chambers,
site plant) have a large element of fixed cost, perhaps
75% or more, if they are run as a professional service.

D This fixed cost would be available for spending mainly
on more and better physics operations at other accelerators
if the local machine were closed down completely in a
period of long term budget stringency.

-r Another way of presenting it is to say that all the
accelerator operating staff/salaries, plus their overhead
&gt;ayments, plus the money they normally spend could be
added to the staff and money for mounting and running
sxperiments elsewhere. This might, roughly,double present
levels of total user expenditure.

J. Corrections to the simple picture.

a) The fixed cost (Fi) may not be completely fixed:
closing down one experimental area and associated
services may permit a reduction in fixed cost (to Faz)
without closing the accelerator. Similarly, running
only at weekdays etc., or even replacing operators
by graduate students. The total effect of such
neasures may be a smaller saving and larger reduction
in usefulness and efficiency of the machine to all
Jsers than hoped for: heating, patrolling, safety
2tc. must probably still be kept up and not reduced
proportionately, and operational reliability may fall
&gt;ff alarmingly.

&lt;oOst
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) } Even with complete closure, some fixed costs may remain
(e.g. patrolling, building maintenance) although they
night be transferred out of the AEC high energy budget.

-~

| The "unit costs'" of doing physics largely away from home
may rise

- travel and subsistence will certainly increase
aquipment transport costs
squipment will probably have to be better designed
and built, though this might even make a saving in
the long run by avoiding lash-up equipment
services available ''for nothing' at home may have
to be paid for at the central laboratories
che transfer from a (small) local to a large central
nachine may change the aims of the experiments (to
higher energy, intensity, completeness, accuracy)
which will lead to higher costs, though, hopefully,
to better physics!

Capital costs.wt

If the closure of the local machine is hot accompanied
&gt;y a reduction in the physics effort, but merely a
transfer of operations to the central laboratory,
then the central lab will need some once-for-all
capital expenditure to provide more floor space,
&gt;eam and power equipment, lab space etc. for the
additional visitors. Some of the beam equipment
e2tc.could be transferred from the closed down machine
&gt;ut there will be costs of transport, modifications,
&gt;ower and cooling plant in the central lab.
The total HEP budget planning might be such that,
as well as closure, a reduction in total number of
users will be needed even after using the saving in
Fixed costs to support operations. Then extra
capital expenditure at the central lab may be partially
at least avoided.

Numbers. The zero approximation would suggest that more
than 50% of the total cost of a medium-s]jze laboratory
perhaps even 60-65%) is "fixed", and would become available
"or extra physics, or for making up support to existing
&gt;hysics to a better level. Good estimates for the ''cor-
rections' in this par.9 will need the study asked for by
Strauch, at least in a few typical cases. However, the
curopean experience (via ECFA) suggests that there is
still a considerable reduction in total cost per physicist
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oy centralization on the side of CERN compared with
the NIMROD, DESY, Saturne style of operation.

The cost of extra beams etc. at the central laboratory
vill be a non negligible amount, in the rough order
of 1 M$ per fully occupied place on the floor which
could support new two groups.

10. a) Implications for the central laboratories.

The closure of one of the smaller machines is decided
in the interest of the whole HEP community, not to
&gt;enalize one group. The resulting pains and benefits
nust be shared equitably to all concerned.

In particular, the physics groups at the closed
.aboratory will need an increase in money to cover
their extra operating and equipment costs (par.8c
above).

In addition the central laboratory must take steps to
see that increases in its budget do go to provide more
beams, lab space, technical help etc. for the new
/isitors, and not to insulate the in-house groups
“rom any general reduction of resources to the user
~ommuni tv.

Policies of central laboratories on
i) mixed groups and the support they can provide

to weak visitors;
ii) general technical assistance, including computing.

for visitors and groups;
iii) standardization of equipment;

should be reviewed. On iii), there has been, and still
is, in USA and Europe, a considerable degree of experi-
sive duplication of equipment design and building
"Film analysis, electronics, beam equipment) which may
no longer be the optimum compromise between economy
and freedom and flexibility (if it ever were).

~J Implications for the university laboratories.

The need for adequate travel budgets, flexibility in
teaching schedules etc. have already been mentioned.

Even so, there will be some extra emphasis on the
planning and analysis ends of the experimental process,
and the local computing facilities and their relation
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to those in the central laboratory will be important
problems. Remote input/output connections to a large
central machine are now quite feasible, and more emphasis
vill be needed on collaborative writing of efficient
srograms (which will be good educational material).

Both for the central lab and for the universities,
&gt;olicy and machinery for scheduling experiments will
decome even more important. Local machines in the
bast have made it possible to run risky experiments
and experiments either to provide theses or to keep
professors busy, as well as to run first rate proposals.
dow much of this should be transferred to the central
labs, and how it should be organized has been discussed
'n Europe by ECFA with no overt policy emerging.

MH/mr





















UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON 20545

March 25, 1970

TO; HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS ADVISORY PANEL MEMBERS

The attached information regarding personnel losses
in high energy physics was prepared for the Joint
Committee, I thought it would be of interest to you,
and a copy is enclosed for your information.

WilliamA,Wallenmeyer
Assistant Director for High

Energy Physics Program
Division of Research

Enclosure:
As stated



JQ. How many people will be lost to the high energy physics program
as a result of funding cutbacks?

A The table below indicates anticipated high energy physics

personnel reductions during FY 1970 and FY 1971 of about 1,120

from the ongoing, research-oriented, program. This loss is

partially offset by an anticipated $ncEanss of about 390 people

in the construction-oriented program at NAL, leaving an overall

program loss of about 730 people - a ten percent reduction in

two years. Many of the personnel reductions being levied during

FY 1970 are in recognition of the limitations of the FY 1971

funding represented in the President's Budget Request,

The reductions are particularly discouraging with respect to

the participation of young scientists in this field. Though

about 300 Ph.D.'s per year are currently being granted in the

field of high energy physics in the U. S., there will be fewer

Ph.D.'s in total able to practice research in this field at the

end of FY 1971 than in FY 1969 because of funding limitations.

further discouragement is reflected in the larger-than-

proportionate (about twelve percent in two years) decrease of

graduate students supported in the program.

Substantial additional losses prior to FY 1970 for individual

laboratories and the university program are also indicated in

the table which follows.



AEC HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS PROGRAM MANPOWER

PPA

CEA

BNL

ANL

LRL

3LAC

JNIVERSITIES

SUBTOTAL
{Excluding NAL)

NAL

TOTAL PROGRAM

Manpower
At Peak and Year

TOTAL 226 FY 67
Physicists i
dther Professional 5«

TOTAL 208
Physicists 15
dther Professional 44

TOTAL 1355
Physicists 117
dther Professional 191

TOTAL 2/ 755
Physicists 62
Dther Professional 173

TOTAL 1441
Physicists 108
Other Professional 204
sraduate Students 111

TOTAL 1236
2hysicists 101
Jther Professional 189

TOTAL 3/ 2330
Physicists 610
dther Professional 250
3raduate Students S72

Manpower
5/30/69

295
7

50

190
18
41

1334
110
187

599
64

156

1261
103
184
104

FY 70 - 1230

(10/69) 100
190

FY 68 2235
605
235
349

TOTAL
Physicists
dther Professional
jraduate Students

TOTAL
?hysicists
Jther Professional

TOTAL

PhysicistsOther Professional
Graduate Students

7244
1007
.043

549

410
47

70

7654
1054
1113
549

Change Change’
During FY 70 During FY 71

wanpower df Change From:/
6/30/71 Peak to 6/30/71

-207
- 3

- 29

- 62

+ 1
. 14

- 88

- 4

- 21

= 13

- 9

1

 VY
t
0

115
10
26

1208
99

172
602

64
122

-336
7

52

- 93

= 5

- 18

-147
- 18

« 19

- 8

+ 4
+ 3

- 60

0
- 21

-107
- 1

» 11

- 12

- 62&amp;/
- 11

- 6

-125
- 15

- 20

we °F

z118
= 15

. 18

 =37
0

13

-120
=2
. 13

7

-153
+ 2
- 51

-407
- 8

- 44

- 26

- 71

- 12

7

-325
- 30

~ 55

nn

1034
100
160
85

1165
89
182»

Ti
1

-105 2005
- 10 580

- 20 195
. 25 “80

3

~631
25
- 98

- 47

+260
¥ 2a

-490 6129
- 41 942
- 87 B57

- 32 565

+130 800
+ 25 100
2 1€ 160

-371
TF 3
- 23

. 47

=360 6929
- 16 104.2
- 72 1017
- 32 565

% Changel/
From Peak

-1007%
~100%
-1007%
- 44,

= 33%

- 419,

- 11%

- 17%

- 10%

- 20%

yo
- 29%

. 28%
- 7%

- 229,

. 239

- 6%

 15
 x
- 147

= 5%

- 227,

167

1/ FY 71 manpower projections based on President's Budget.

2/ ANL indirect manpower estimated using indirect costs.

3/ About 40% of university program surveyed, Totals given are based on extrapolation from this survey and results of 1968 manpower survey

4/ SLAC FY 70 changes are from the peak in 10/69 rather than from the 6/30/69 manpower levels.



Ba” fr,Arh

PPA

CEA

BNL

LRL

SLAC

UNIVERSITIES

SUBTOTAL
(Excluding NAL)

NAL

TOTAL PROGRAM

AEC HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS PROGRAM MANPOWER

Manpower
At Peak and Year

FY 67

Manpower
6/30/69

Change Change -/
During FY 70 During FY 71

TOTAL
Physicists
dther Professional

TOTAL
Physicists
Jther Professional

TOTAL
physicists
Other Professional 1

TOTAL 2/ 755
Physicists 62
Jdther Professional 173

TOTAL 1441
Physicists 108
Other Professional 204
sraduate Students 111

TOTAL 1236
Physicists 101
Jther Professional 189

TOTAL 3/ 2330
&gt;hysicists 610
dther Professional 250
3raduate Students 570

~27&gt; 207 - 88
50

159
18
41

.Q Me

FY 66 « TP

+ 1

IA

ca
 9

1

FY 69 1334
110
187

699
64

156

1261
103
184
104

1230
100
190

FY 68 2235
605
235
LY

8
7

-118
- 15

- 183

TY 6R - 60

0
21

-107
1

1]

- 37

0
13

-120
9

FY 70
10/69)

5

-125
- 15

- 20

_ ag

|

-105
- 10

- 20

- 25

TOTAL
Physicists
dther Professional
“raduate Students

1244
1007
1043
649

410
47

70

-6'
- 25

- 98

- 47

249
- 41

- 87

- 32

+130
+ 25

1a

TOTAL
Physicists
Jther Professional

TOTAL

Hye) lotsOther Professional
Traduate Students

+260
+ 28

wv TIR

74
 A

-371
+ 3
- 23

- 47

- 260
CA

[YRS]

1,Manpower-
6/30/71

Te)
10
26

1208
99

172

602
64

122

1034
100
160

85

1165
89

182

2005
580
195
4L80

6129
942
857
565

800
100
160

6929
1042
1017

565

Change From:
Peak to 6/30/71

-336
 7

2

- 93

- 5

18

-147
- 18

 19

-153
$2

51

-407
8

44
26

- 71

- 12

7

-325
- 30

- 55

- .90

7 Change
From Peak

- 1007

-1007%
- 100%

 AN
- 337

- 41%

- 117

- 17%

10%

- 207%

+ 3%
- 29%

- 287,

- 7%

- 22%,

23%

- 6%

- 127%

47,
- 147%

- 5%

- 227

167

L/ FY 71 manpower projections based on President's Budget,

2/ ANL indirect manpower estimated using indirect costs,

3/ About 40% of university program surveyed. Totals given are based on extrapolation from this survey and results of 1968 manpower survey.

4/ SLAC FY 70 changes are from the peak in 10/69 rather than from the 6/30/69 manpower levels
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March 19, 1970

The enclosed remarks are being sent to

nembers of HEPAP. to Paul McDaniel and his

staff, and to colleagues and friends who might

be interested. I raise these points because

I feel that they need discussing.

Sincerely,

oO. SC {

Karl Strauch
Director

KS/bm
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Unless the present trend is reversed, only NAL, SLAC and
BNL will have running accelerators in a very few years.
PPA, CEA, L: “AS accelerators will have been mothballed.

The ah ._by no means the inevitable result of
pre” Co . conditions in government support. These

I tak: in this discussion to be a constant budget for high
energy physics.

What is inevitable under present boundary conditions is tha
all of the remaining accelerator laboratories together must
reduce their budget very significantly in order to permit
effective use of NAL.

I am unaware of any careful study by the physics community
or other of the various alternatives by which the overall
reduction can be carried out in such a way as to minimize
the harmful effect on the High Energy Program. Many possi-
silities exist between the extremes of reducing all budgets
uniformly and the closing of all but two of the existing
accelerators. lt is unfortunate that the 1969 report of
the Weisskopf committee is already out of date since it was
based on an expanding budget.

In the absence of a comprehensive study, administrative
decisions affecting major research programs and the profes-
sional work and future of large groups of people are by
necessity made on an ad hoc basis which has resulted in the
trend stated in 1

lt is my own guess that a realistic study will indicate that
the best overall course would consist in keeping running
several of the threatened .accelerators, but at a budgetary
level severely reduced from their present level. I emphasize
that this is only a guess - this question simply has not been
explored sufficiently to make more than a quess! And this is
dnfortunate.
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Why does no comprehensive study exist on how High Energy
Physics will best survive under present financial boundary
conditions? Clearly, the main reason is that nobody wants
to accept these boundary conditions and is loath to even give
the appearance of acceptance by making such a study. I submi
that this attitude, understandable as it is, effective as it
has been, is no longer valid at this time. Asking a labo-
ratory for a realistic minimum cost of remaining a viable
institution might well open a bag of worms. Not asking the
juestion is likely to open a casket!

2 Another reason is that no committee likes to make tough de-
cisions. But somebody has to, and is making them, and the
physics community at least should provide them with well-
studied advice.

What are the main arguments for the closing of an accelerator
besides the obvious {and non-negligible) one of administrative
ease? The main point seems to me as follows: a laboratory
that receives only a fractionofthesupport of another similar
laboratory, simply cannot remain competitive. This is a
strong but uncompelling reason. The effective budget of DESY
has been at least twice as large as that of CEA. DESY has
done more experiments and several in-a more definitive fashion
But in terms of firsts in ideas and measurements both in
physics and technology, CEA has more than held its ground.
This is because besides money people also count in the work
of a laboratory.

i There are of course differences in the minimum support re-
juired to keep various accelerators viable machines in viable
laboratories. At least for some of the accelerators endangered
&gt;y the present trend the minimal cost is small compared to
&gt;udgets of the large accelerators. The damage caused by the
present uncertainties could be worse than a carefully planned
reduction in support to a minimum level.

what are the arguments for keeping some accelerators working,
sven at minimum levels of support? I believe there are strong
arguments on both physics, technical and educational grounds.
Large centers are more likely to do the careful, definitive
measurements that are so important. But new ideas and tech-
niques, both in physics and technology, depend on the existence
of a few imaginative people and many of these are also found
around the smaller accelerators. There is nothing like the
problems of an active laboratory to kindle the imagination!
The amount of data is perhaps proportional to the budget of
a laboratory, but the number of really new ideas and developments
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has not been, at least for some cases with which | am familiar
Thus low-budget accelerator laboratories can still make sig-
nificant contributions to physics, and very competitively with
similar amounts of money spent at a large accelerator.

Besides its exciting nature, high energy physics has an
important role in attracting good young people into physics.
l't is probably true that the growth in the number of academic
and academically oriented positions has just about stopped
for a while. However, | cannot believe that the country will
not need a continuing supply of good people trained in the
most basic of sciences, physics. Many of these will work on
applied or technological problems. Thus | agree that we wil
need fewer narrow particle theorists or model-oriented data
analysts. What will be needed are young people who have a
broader training and interest. I submit that concentration
of running accelerators will not only cause a probable re-
duction in the number of students engaged in high energy
physics, but more seriously, greatly reduce the number of those
that plan and work directly with equipment and not just with
photographs and tape. The smaller laboratories have had and
are having a disproportionately larger share in training of
young physicists, particularly of those with a broad training

These remarks do not just apply to graduate education; under-
graduate physics education benefits in many schools located
in the vicinity of accelerator laboratories.

l't appears fashionable to joke that High Energy Physics is
losing importance because it has not had a great discovery
in the last six years! I am old enough to have heard this
before! High Energy Physics is just as much at the frontier
of fundamental knowledge as it ever was, and just as exciting
as it ever was! And thus it is just as important as before
to bring this excitement to the young people the best of whom
#111 do the next generation of experiments. As much as possible
the direct involvement of the universities in High Energy
Physics should be kept up!

One of the primary reasons for the strength of the U.S. high
energy research program has been the tremendous interaction
between university groups and accelerator laboratories. Both
have benefited immensely. As the laboratories grow larger,
this interaction is decreasing. Take away the Bubble Chamber
pictures, SLAC has few outside users who are not satellites.
There is nothing sinister about this, it simply is a reflectio:
of the fact that it is not easy to be in two places at the
same time, either for the student or the professor, and that
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complex equipment requires continuous efforts over several
years. In my view, the concentration on three running
accelerators will inevitably reduce the interaction between
universities and accelerator laboratories. This will be
very bad for both, and thus for High Energy Physics.

Summary
The remarks made in the precéding lines are neither original
profound nor complete. They are undoubtedly colored by my
position as a director of one of the threatened laboratories
(CEA). But | wish to emphasize that the present trend of
concentrating all running accelerators into 3 laboratories
is not a necessary consequence of the fiscal plateau, and
that in my opinion it is a mistake. However, this being
administratively the easiest solution, it is likely to happer
unless there is strong contrary pressure and guidance from
the physics community.
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March 11, 1970

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
Room 6-303
M.I.T.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Vicki:

As you know the reduction in the programmed FY 71
operation budget for CEA has led to a complete reassess-
ment of the role and the program of our laboratory. The
main conclusions are summarized in my letter to Paul
McDaniel of February 11, 1970, of which | enclose a copy
' believe that this matter is of great interest to HEPAP
and | would very much appreciate the opportunity to
discuss our situation with your group at your next meeting
at Stanford in April.

Some present trends in the U.S. High Energy Physics
Program are open to serious question. These trends, it
seems to me, have not been studied and discussed sufficiently.
| am preparing a note on some personal thoughts on this
matter which | intend to send to members of HEPAP and
other interested members of our community.

With warm personal regards,

 oall
Karl Strauch
Director

KS/mr

Enc.
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February 11, 1970

Dr. Paul W. McDaniel, Director
Division of Research
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Dr. McDaniel:

This letter is to give you a first reaction on the impact
on our laboratory of the reduction in programmed funds for
FY /1 compared to those available for FY 70. The size (more
than 30%, from $3.475 M to $2.40 M) and suddenness (we had no
indication of such a cut) of this .eduction have created such
a host of problems that only today, more than one week after
your phone call telling me the news, do | feel able to provide
you with an overall picture.

| appreciated your thoughtfulness in personally informing
me of the reduction. We all know the difficult boundary con-
ditions under which you and your staff are operating. I also
know that you want me to most frankly tell you the effects of
the programmed reduction on our laboratory and its program.
These effects are of the utmost seriousness.

The tragedy of this sudden reduction in funds is that it
comes at a time when

-

L. 7

the colliding beam program has reached the exciting
stage where all parts of the system are brought together
as a whole.

the conventional physics program has just been built up
to a new peak of results both in electroproduction and
in photoproduction experiments with new facilities unique
to CEA such as our high resolution two-arm spectrometer
in beam 7.
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Our Visiting Board has testified to the good condition of our
laboratory and the quality of its work at its most recent meeting
in December 1969. The members of the Visiting Board are:
Prof. J. W. Cronin (Princeton); Dr. M. Goldhaber (Brookhaven);
Prof. J. D. Jackson (Berkeley); Prof. B. D. McDaniel (Cornell);
Prof. W. K. H. Panofsky (Stanford); and Dr. J. B. Fisk (Bell
Laboratories), Chairman.

The substance of your letter left us no alternative but from
now on to plan our activities for the reduced FY 71 level of sup-
port. On Tuesday, February 3, 1970, | made a statement to the
entire laboratory announcing the new level of support and that
it undoubtedly required a sizable reduction in personnel from our
FY 70 level of 185 employees. On Thursday, February 12, 1970, we
are giving termination notices effective June 30, 1970, to 58
employees. On the same day announcement of the abolishment of
3 administrative and technical positions will be made. 6 scien-
tific staff positions must be eliminated as soon as our commit-
ments are fulfilled.

The new level of support required a complete re-examination
of our laboratory program for FY 71 and extraordinary decisions
on how to make the transition to our new rate of activity. The
Scientific Subcommittee, the CEA staff, CEA users and wise friends
from our universities, all have been involved in nearly continous
discussion during this last week. We have reached the following
conclusions:

1) It is clear that we can no longer pursue in parallel two
big programs such as our colliding beam development and the electro
and photoproduction experiments. This is a tragedy in terms of
loss in physics for we have done both successfully and effectively
so far

2) Even at the reduced rate of funding, CEA is a great
scientific asset to our local community and the U.S. We must make
every effort to keep It going during these lean times with the
expectation that future successes will help restore more reasonable
levels of support.

3) With this in mind and the belief that the most exciting
physics accessible to our laboratory is likely to result from the
colliding beam experiment, we have decided for the present to phase
out all conventional physics before June 1, 1970, and to concen-
trate for a while all laboratory efforts on the colliding beam
e ort.
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4) Although we will now carry out this decision with all the
vigor that we can command, we have reached it with great reluctance
We continue to believe that under normal circumstances a balanced
program will result in better physics and a better laboratory. The
reduced level of activity essentially has forced us away from a long
range point of view.

5) The unexpected suddenness with which we are belng forced
to make our transition to the new level of activity has created a
set of most difficult problems. The number of "approved" experti-
mental shifts Is considerably larger than the number we can now
provide before June 1, 1970. The number of shifts on the expec-
tation of which the equipment has been assembled is very much
larger. The Executive Committee on February 9, 1970, has empowered
a group composed of Prof. F. Low (M.1.T.), Prof. Curry Street
(Harvard), Prof. Don Yennie (Cornell) [Prof. Albert Silverman
(Cornell) has since been added], to establish priorities among
the already approved experiments on the basis of quality of physics
This will be a difficult and heartbreaking task.

It is not necessary to explain in detail at this time what
difficulties this sudden and unexpected shift in our program is
causing to students, research workers and professors. Much
excellent physics is being postponed at best-much for many years
to come. We are taking this difficult course in the belief that it
is the one course which by speeding up the exciting colliding beam
development (although at the loss of very much conventional physics)
is most likely to insure continuation of our laboratory into hope-
fully better times with resumption of a more balanced program.

I can think of no better proof of the continued support of
CEA by the local physics community than the unanimity with which
the above course of action has been approved by all members con-
cerned, particularly by those whose research, co-workers and
students are most directly and disastrously affected by the sudden
transition.

After we have had time to make further analysis, | will
submit to you a more detailed plan on how to minimize the diffi-
culties of our transition period and permit a more flexible program

Let me now comment on some general problems which are being
brought into a sharp focus by sudden changes in support of care-
Fully bullt up institutions such as CEA. One of the greatest
contributions of the United States to the advancement of science
and one of the main reasons for our present eminence in this area
has been the successful development of the team effort in the
creative pursuit of fundamental knowledge. One of the primary
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causes of this successful development has been the steady and
enlightened support by the government based on long range plans
for the benefit of the country. Creative ideas and discoveries
cannot, like the development of a consumer product, be turned
on or off on short notice. It takes years to build up productive
groups of intellectual eminence. They can be destroyed on short
notice. Few actions are more likely to have disastrous effects
than sudden scientifically unjustified shifts in support and
abandonment of the long range point of view of what is best for
science.

Besides the importance of increasing our store of basic
knowledge of nature, a most important mission Is to develop the
new generation of scientists on which the future of our country
and the world will depend. Experience has shown that there Is no
better way to interest the best brains available than to engage
them directly and as early as possible in the most exciting
Fields of endeavor. Again, only an enlightened long range point
of view can produce the conditions necessary for attracting and
keeping the best young people in science. During last spring's
student unrest at Harvard, | was able to very effectively use CEA
as a shining example of the enlightened attitude of our government
toward the pursuit of fundamental’ knowledge. | enclose a copy
of a letter of mine published in the May 13 issue of the Harvard
Crimson as an illustration. Most unfortunately, some of my strongest
arguments valid then are now no longer correct! What will the
young people so seriously affected by these sudden decisions which
we are forced to make think of the wisdom of putting their life's
effort into science? What will their brothers and friends think?

We will in our new mode of operation do everything we know
how to justify your goal "to continue to seek means of providing
for the operation of this important facility at a more productive
and desirable level'. We are optimistic of success within reason-
able schedules and financial conditions. Your support, and that
of your staff, can and will be, | am sure, of great help in re-
storing the present low state of morale of all the workers of CEA
upon whose dedication our future rests.

Sincerely yours,
Vv or SET ctIn

Karl Strauch
Director, Cambridge Electron

Accelerator
Professor of Physics

Harvard University
KS/mr

Enclosure
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March 11, 1970

Professor Victor F. Weisskopf
Room 6-303
M.ITL.T.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Dear Vicki:

Just a short addition to the formal letter con-
cerning next HEPAP meeting.

Looking over the list of members of the Committee,
| cannot help but be struck by how '"'large laboratory"
oriented and '"establishment' oriented the membership
of active people really is. With the possible exception
of Bill Willis whom | do not know very well, there is
nobody like Mel Schwartz, Val Telegdi, Jim Cronin -
active physicists both of great distinction and inde-
pendence. Again, possibly excepting Aihud Pevsner, not
one member of the Committee has worked at or with the
two smaller accelerators (PPA or CEA) or is likely to
be familiar with them. But two members are verv familiar
with L.R.L.!

I wish to emphasize very strongly that | am not implying
any favoritism or stacking of the deck. My concern in this
matter comes entirely from wishing to have as wise and
broadly experienced a group as possible tackle the difficult
problems of our field.

Best regards,

Karl Strauch
Director

KS/mr
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COVIMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20545

FEB 2 1970

Professor Karl Strauch
Cambridge Electron Accelerator
Harvard University
Combridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear Professor Strauch:

The high energy physics program is faced with a serious fiscal
crisis in FY 1971. After careful study, including extensive
discussions with the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel, we
have reluctantly decided to institute a reduced mode of operation
at Che Cambridge Electron Accelerator (CEA). In the President's
Budget for FY 1971 $2.4 million of operating funds are programmed
tor thc CEA, It is anticipated that this level of funding will
permic the colliding beam program to be maintained but will
probably force cessation of conventional electromagnetic experi-
ments at CEA.

During the past year we have given careful study to the problem
of how best to respond to the ever increasing budget restrictions
being imposed on the high energy physics program. It is clear
that the cumulative effect of several years oi restrictive
budgets has caused a situation in which high energy physics
contractors are all having serious difficulties and there is no
encouragement that relief from budgetary pressures may be
expected during the next few years. In order to somewhat ease
che impact of these restrictive budzets on the highest priority
cesearch facilities and their associated research programs, we
have concluded that selectively greater. reductions at certain
other facilities are necessary. Tae decision to apply such a
reduction to the CEA has been most difficult. We recognize that
the CEA is performing important experiments and can be expected
to continue as a major element in the nation's high energy
physics effort. We anticipate that the indicated new level of
funding will permit continuance of the top priority colliding
beam research program. We will continue to seek means of pro-
viding for tne operation of this important facility at a more
productive and desirable level.



Professor Karl Strauch

We are available to provide whatever assistance we can to help
you carry out the difficult actions required by this funding
reduction.

Sincerely,

Paul W, McDaniel, Director
Division of Research

cc: New York Operations Office
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Professor Milton G, White
Director
Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator
Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

Near Professor White:

On November 10, 1969 you were advised of the AEC decision to reduce
the annual level of funding for the Princeton-Pennsylvania
Accelerator to about $3.5 million. This action, which contemplated
continued accelerator operation in a reduced mode, resulted from
reductions imposed on the FY 1970 high encrgy physics budget and
anticipated strincenciegs for FY 1671.

The process of formulating the President's Budget for FY 1971 is
now complete and allowances approved for the High Energy Physics
Program are significantly legs than esrlier anticipated. Due to
the severely restrictive fiscal situation a complete reassessment
of plans for FY 1971 was required. After detailed consideration
by AEC staff and consultation with the High Energy Physics Advisory
Panel, the Commission has determined that the operation of the
Princeton-Pennsylvania Accelerator must be terminated in FY 1971.
Accordingly, we plan to program about $2.0 million in FY 1971
operating costs to provide for an orderly phase out of operations.

The decision to terminate operation of PPA results from an assegse
ment of priorities within the High Energy Physics Program. It is
recognized that the PPA and its associated university groups have made
and are making meaningful contributions to the nation's high energy
ohysics research effort. The notential for future contributions
to research as wall as the possibilities for incorporaticn of new
capabilities ave also recognized. However, the severe funding
limitations facing the program and urgent needs of the highest
priority parts of the program appear to leave no reasonable alterna
rive to termination of the PPA operaticn.



Prof, Milton G, White ’
FER 2 1970

We recognize the difficulties that this letter will give you and
your colleagues, Please let us know how we can help you accomplish
this most difficult and unpleasant task.

Sincerely,

Origipay “ined by
Paul 1. ntunie,

Paul W, McDaniel, Director
Division of Begearch
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UNITED STATES

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20545

FEB 2 1970

Dr, Edwin M. McMillan
Director
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720

Dear Dr. McMillan:

You are well aware of the budgetary strictures that our physical
research programs have been operating under for the last several
years, In the High Energy Physics Program, in particular,
bringing major new facilities such as SIAC, the AGS Conversion.
and the 200 BeV Accelerator into operation over this same lean
period has hastened our arrival at the crucial juncture where
difficult choices must be made in the interest of maintaining a
viable research capability in the U, S. In order to meet these
urgent needs within a reduced overall funding level for FY 1971,
we have found it necessary to make the unpleasant decision to
shut down one of our accelerator laboratories and to drastically
reduce the level of operation of others.

The Division of Research has given careful consideration to the
problem of how best to allocate the reductions. As a result of
this analysis, which included extensive consideration by the High
Energy Physics Advisory Panel, we have decided to assign a sub-
stantial reduction to LRL. In the President's Budget for
FY 1971 $16.8 million of High Energy Physics operating funds are
programmed for LRL. We are painfully aware that this budget,
which represents a decrease of $940,000 from LRL's already
austere FY 1970 budget, will cause extreme difficulties within
the Laboratory.

Following your analysis of the detailed implications of this level
of ‘funding, we would like to understand your anticipated means
of accommodating the operation of the Laboratory to this budget.



Dr. Edwin M, McMillan

If there is anything we can do to help, please do not hesitate
to call on us,

Si rely,

(00% vw LJ)ae

Paul W, McDaniel, Director
Division of Research

2cc: E. C, Shute, SAN



January 14, 19270

Professor Robert Marshak
Dept. of Physics
University of Rochester
rochester, Mew York 14027

Dear Bob:

Thanks for sending me your correspendence with
Bob Sachs in regard to the Division of Particles and
Fields and the meeting they plan at the Washington APS
meeting. I think it is a good idea to have a panel
discussion on the status of the field and the financial
plight of the situation. I also think that the discus—
sion that Bob Sachs has in mind and the one that I have
in mind are verv similar and should be united.

Let me make sure that my suggestion was not
necessarily a discussion of the BEPAP report, which
was issued several months ago. My idea was to ac-
geaint the high energy physicists with the activities
problems, and difficulties which HEPAP has. In this
respect, the two topics are not so different. One
could formulate the situation in the following way--
HEPAP is more concerned with the fate of the field ir
the near future, whereas NAS worries about the fate
of the field in the long run.

Raat regards

Jictor TP. Welsskopf

v Robert G. Sachs



THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

THE ENRICO FERMI INSTITUTE

5630 ELLIS AVENUR

CHICAGO + ILLINOIS 60637

ARBA CODE 312-667-4700

December 30, 1969

Prof. Robert Marshak
Dept. of Physics
University of Rochester
Rochester, N.Y. 14627
Dear Bob:

As you probably have heard, the NAS has set up a repeat
performance of the Pake Committee in the form of Physics
Survey Committee chaired by Allen Bromley. This Committee
has organized panels, one of them being an Elementary Par-
ticle Physics Panel of which I am chairman. Our job is to
look over the entire field of elementary particle physics
and to discuss its needs and prospects for the future in
the context of our times. We want to have a maximum input
from the people most concerned, namely the Particle Physi-
cists, both experimental and theoretical:

Our Panel has had one meeting at which we discussed
methods to obtain this information. It was agreed that the
Division of Particles and Fields offers us the best means.
Therefore we want to request that the Program Committee of
The Division plan a Town Hall meeting of some kind at the
Nashington APS meeting. Members of the Panel will make them-
selves available to perform in whatever way you suggest.
Maybe we should have the entire Panel on the stage to receive
and answer questions.

We shall have had a good chance to form our ideas by
the time of the meeting and we shall be almost ready to
write a preliminary version of our report. Therefore we
should Lhe able to lead a discussion.

This matter is of the utmost importance for the future
of physics. Therefore I hope that the Executive Committee
will be able to discuss it at the Chicago meeting and make
a definite commitment at that time.

§

Sincerely,

Robert G. Sachs
Director

RGS/pas
CC: A. Rosenfeld

Prof. C.N. Yang
C. Reed
N.W. Havens. Jr



THE UNIVERSITY OF ROCHESTER
RIVER CAMPUS STATION

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 14627

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS
AND ASTRONOMY

January 8, 1969

Professor R. G. Sachs, Director
The Enrico Fermi Institute
The University of Chicago
5630 Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Dear Bob:

Thank you for your letter of December 30,1969 requesting that the
Division of Particles and Fields should organize a meeting at the time
of the Washington APS Meeting in order to receive a preliminary report
from the Elementary Particle Physics Panel and stimulate discussion of
its contents. I have also received a suggestion from Weisskopf that an
opportunity be provided at the Washington APS Meeting for a discussion
of the HEPAP report of several months ago. Perhaps we can use a single
meeting to achieve both purposes. In any case, we should definitely
discuss your request (as well as Weisskopf's) at the Executive Committee
Meeting in Chicago.

I am taking the liberty 6f sending a copy of your letter and my reply
to Weisskopf so that he might also think about the suggested '"double-header"
program. You and he might even wish to contact each other before the
Executive Committee Meeting and come up with a joint proposal for an
interesting special evening meeting of DivisiongofParticlesandFieldsin
Washington.

Sincerely yours

REM: cb
cc: A. Rosenfeld

Prof. C. N. Yang
Sr—Read
W. W. Havens, Jr.
V. F. Weisskopf

R. E. Marshak



January 7, 1970

Professor Robert G. Sachs
Director
The Bnrico Fermi Institute
University of Chicago
5630 Ellis Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Dear Bob:

I am very glad that you have agreed to join
Bromley's Committee which, I think, may be of great im-
portance for the future of basic phvsics.

Bromley has talked me into staying on the Com-
nittee but playing a more passive role as a kind of ob-
server. This may perhaps also help vou a little in the
work that nav result for vou.

There is no question thatyou could and should
have access to the HEPAP report on computer usage. 50
far, that report does not yet exist, but I will ask Horace
Taft to send you an advance draft, after I obtain formal
permission from the AEC office. I have no doubt that it
will be given.

With very best wishes for the New Year, I remain,

Sincerely vours,

Victor F. VWeisskopf

VEW: p



Office of the Director

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
CHICAGO + ILLINOIS 60637

THE ENRICO FERMI INSTITUTE
5630 ELLIS AVENTUR

AREA CODE 312, 667-4700

December 31, 1969

Professor V. F. Weisskopf
Department of Physics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Dear Viki:

[ heard from Bromley that you have succeeded in persuad-
ing him to relieve you of membership on his committee and
he has asked me to serve instead. I did agree to take the
added responsibility, with the understanding that he would not
axpect any more paperwork from me than that which is clearly
required by the work of the panel I am chairing.

My reason for writing you now has to do with the work of
the Panel on Elementary Particle Physics. One question we
are expected to speak on concerns the impact of computer tech-
niques on the field. Since Taft's subpanel of HEPAP has recent-
ly made its report on computer usage in high energy physics
we are reluctant to duplicate the work, assuming that we are
capable of it. Therefore, I should like to request HEPAP's
permission for our panel to receive and make use of the Taft
subpanel report.

As you know, all documents of the Survey Committee are
treated as privileged material so I do not believe that there
would be any problem about confidentiality.

Would you be kind enough to take whatever steps are neces-
sary to make this document available to us?

Although we are all a Tittle gloomy these days, I still
want to wish vou a happy New Year

Regards,

Robert G. Sachs

RGS/bls
cc: CC. Reed

W. Wallenmever


